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ABSTRACT
The neurochemical problem (1) and the directive of the neuroanalytical chemist (2) can
be stated as follows:
(1)

The chemical space of the nervous system is populated by hundreds of

neuroactive species linked through extensive biological circuits which are dynamically
changing in time and space in response to myriad inputs.
(2)

Neurochemical analysis techniques should therefore have the appropriate

temporal, spatial, and chemical resolution to study these systems, while perturbing them
so minimally as to allow unfettered in vivo measurements.
New tools and concepts for analytical measurements of neurotransmitters, neuropeptides,
and synaptic vesicles are developed and presented in this dissertation on analytical
measurements for addressing the neurochemical problem. The introduction gives a broad
overview of chemical neuroscience and introduces quantitative visualization of the
multidimensional resolution paradigm for analytical chemists seeking to design effective
experiments. Chapters two through four detail advancements in data processing and
instrument design which decrease detection limits and allow for improved spatial,
temporal,

chemical

resolution

in

capillary

electrophoresis

neurotransmitters, metabolites, and synaptic vesicles.

measurements

of

Chapter five discusses the

development of fast-scan controlled-adsorption voltammetry which has dramatically
increases the spatial and temporal resolution of basal dopamine measurement in vivo.
Chapter six introduces online-preservation microdialysis as a way to overcome enzymatic
degradation of endogenous opioid neuropeptides during in vivo sample collection.
Because of this discovery of the secretory behavior these neuropeptides is reported in the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), a region of the brain deeply associated with pain
signaling.

The advancement of peptide drugs particularly glycosylated neuropeptide

analogs through new methods of mass spectrometry analysis for rapid feedback in drug
development are presented in chapter 7. Chapter eight concludes this work with future
directions pointing towards single-cell electrochemical and mass spectrometry
measurements,

shotgun-microdialysis

for

high-throughput

screening

of

neurotherapeutics, preliminary data on the effect of chronic pain of endogenous opioids in
the ACC, and the beginnings of in vivo neuroproteomics analysis in rodent pain models.
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Chapter 1.
Addressing the Neurochemical Problem
1.1. The Neurochemical Problem
As the separate theories which describe the brain as an organ and as the seat of
consciousness draw nearer together through the pursuits of neuroscience, it is becoming
increasingly clear that the neurochemical problem must be understood not just in terms of
its composition but also in terms of the dynamic mechanisms which link the biochemical
actions of neuroactive species ranging from soluble gasses to 30 kDa neuropeptides. The
complexity is staggering and the reductionist approach of breaking down the central
nervous system into subsystems with specific functions that rely on specific
neurotransmitters has had been successful on the one hand but has also revealed the
interconnected nature of the many biochemical pathways involved in neurotransmission
and the limitations of this approach. As researchers grapple with the neurochemical
problem they must be continuously be afforded new tools for analytical decision-making,
and improved methods for performing chemical measurements in vivo. This introduction
discusses the important concepts in chemical neuroscience and ties them to analytical
measurement criteria. It is the author’s hopeful intention that the ideas introduced here
will be used as a paradigm for viewing the neurochemical problem that will drive
quantitative decision making and allow experimentalist to identify deficiencies in current
methodologies and develop dynamic solutions.
1.1.1

Chemical Neuroscience

Chemical neuroscience can be properly categorized as a subset of molecular and cellular
neuroscience in which the specific chemical species that can be classified
neurotransmitters,1 neuromodulators,2 and neurohormones3 are measured using chemical
analysis techniques and related to other phenomena in cellular,4 systems,5 and behavioral
neuroscience.6

By seeking to understand the chemical phenomena which underlie

neurotransmission, the chemical neuroscientist works to root the expanding set of
knowledge about the nervous system in the scientific tradition of chemistry and physics.7–
9

This is complementary to the use of molecular biology,10,11 genetics,12,13 and

electrophysiology14,15 and is properly integrated by correlating chemical measurements
with experiments using these and other tools.16,17 Several classes of chemical compounds
need to be studied in chemical neuroscience and they are categorized according to the
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details

of

their

function

and

molecular

structure.18

Neurotransmitters,19,20

neuromodulators,21,22 and neurohormones23,24 all have technical definitions which are
distinct; but in reality many chemical species exhibit effects on the nervous system which
cross the classification boundaries.18
1.1.2. Cellular Foundation of Neurochemistry
In 1906 the Spanish physician Santiago Ramon y Cajal was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Physiology and Medicine for his discovery of the Neuron. Neurons are special cells, they
are unique for a number of reasons which will be discussed briefly here. It is instructional
to recall that Ramon y Cajal shared the Nobel Prize with Camillo Golgi and their scientific
disagreement about the nature of the nervous system highlights the neurochemical
problem which we grapple with today.5,25 Golgi had developed an elegant cellular staining
technique using silver nitrate and potassium dichromate.26 The reaction, shown below,
leads to the staining of neuronal membranes with silver chromate:
2

⇋

4

Equation 1-1.
The cellular staining processes based on this chemical reaction, referred to as Golgi
methods, have proved perpetually useful for visualizing cells in fixed tissue. Despite the
ubiquitous use and continuous refinement of Golgi methods over the past 100 years, the
technique remains mysterious in that randomly stains only a small percentage of nerve
cells. Scientists have not identified a conclusive explanation for this phenomenon.27
Ramon y Cajal himself became a master of performing the Golgi method and it allowed
him to view selected darkly-stained cells in preparations of nervous tissue from cadavers.
What he found with Golgi’s method was ironically the proof that Camillo Golgi’s reticular
theory of the nervous system as a single continuous network was incorrect. The neuron
doctrine espoused by Ramon y Cajal has become part of the central dogma of
neuroscience and has been proven over and over again to be the fundamental basis for
cellular and systems neuroscience.28
What we understand now that the pioneers of modern neuroscience could only guess at,
is the nature in which neurons communicate information. A neuron is a polar cell which is
to say meaning that it is substantially differentiated over space (Figure 1-1). This is
because neurons develop protoplasmic processes called neurites, and the directionality
of these neurites determine the how the cell communicates. Neurites projecting from the
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soma are classified as either axon or dendron (plural: dendrites). Although there are many
physiologically distinct classes of neurons, most are multipolar: having one axon and many
dendrites.29 The physiological location where a neural process connects with another cell
is called a synapse. Two types of synapses exist: electrical and chemical.30 The chemical
synapse is by far the most common and has captured the fascinations of scientists across
the spectrum of the natural sciences including biophysicists, analytical chemists, and
pharmacologists working to model, measure, and modulate the synapse.31 The synapse
is also the place where we must acknowledge the strong thread of truth in Golgi’s
disproven reticular theory. The nervous system is comprised of distinct cellular units, but
in between these neurons the synaptic cleft is connected by a continuous and tortuous
extracellular space in which volume neurotransmitters ebb and flow around multitudinous
neurons and glial cells, sharp bursts of amino acids excite or inhibit nerve cell action,
catecholamines tweak the sensitivity of synapses, hormones travel from tissues over a
meter away to trigger biochemical cascades in neurons, and neuropeptides are
enzymatically modified to produce a multitude of affects across entire families of receptors.
It is in this wonderfully complicated space that the chemical neuroscientist will ultimately
make his contributions to the whole of neuroscience.
1.1.3. The Action Potential and Synaptic Transmission
Neurons contains high densities of ion channel proteins embedded in the cellular
membrane. These transport or allow passage of cations (e.g. H+, Na+, K+, Ca2+) or anions
(e.g. Cl-) and they respond to changes in membrane potential, binding of ligands, or
sometimes the physical deformation of the surrounding environment.32 While all cells
require ion channels to maintain the appropriate osmolar balance with the extracellular
space, neurons utilize ion channels for several steps in the transmission of signals. Most
of the time, a salt balanced is maintained across the cellular membrane by the sodiumpotassium pump (and the leaky action of some ion channels) that gives rise to the socalled resting potential of -70 mV.28 This can be calculated with the Goldman equation
and knowledge of the intra-and-extracellular concentrations of Na+, K+, and Cl-). Changes
in the internal ion concentration due to the opening of certain ion channels will result in a
disturbance of the equilibrium salt balance and either depolarization (increase) or
polarization (decrease) of the membrane potential. When a neuron is stimulated a unique
phenomenon known as the action potential arises and propagates along the axon to the
axon terminal of the presynaptic cell (Figure 1-2). The action potential is triggered in a
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Figure 1-1. Neurons: Polar Cells Specialized for Communication. Electrical input
occurring at one or more dendrites result in a net depolarization of the cell body and an
integration of the input signals. If the input passes a threshold potential, ion channels
at the axon hillock open and cause a massive depolarization of the local cellular
membrane. This depolarization propagates as a transverse current though the axon,
away from the cell body. This is known as an action potential. A protein called myelin
sheaths the axon and increases the speed and distance of the action potential by
minimizing current leakage across the membrane. The location where a neuron and
another cell meet is known as the synapse. At the axon terminal(s) the electrical
impulse of the action potential in the presynaptic cell triggers a cascade of biochemical
processes that result in the release of neurotransmitters from synaptic vesicles, into the
synaptic cleft.
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cellular region called the axon hillock (at the base of the soma and the axon, Figure 1-1)
which integrates the electrical depolarization of the cellular membrane of dendritic
processes.
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Membrane depolarization arises when Na+ channels in a localized region

of the cell membrane open and Na+ from the relatively high concentration extracellular
space (~147 mM Na+). If enough dendritic depolarizations occur within a certain time
frame, the net depolarization at the axon hillock may pass a certain threshold (~ -55 mV)
which triggers voltage-gated sodium channels to open, flooding the local cytoplasm with
Na+. The membrane potential spikes to +30 mV (100 mV total change) before the sodium
channels become deactivated (which is a distinct and intermediate conformation to the
closed state).34 This dramatic depolarization triggers voltage gated K+ channels to open
which repolarize the membrane to just below the original -70 mV. These K+ channels
subsequently become deactivated and the sodium-potassium pump takes over and
restores the salt balance to the original intracellular concentrations. Because the ion
channels undergo a momentary deactivation rather than reverting to a close-but-ready to
open state, the action potential propagates in one direction: towards the axon terminal and
the synapse.35 Thus, action potentials propagate as a depolarization of the membrane
arising from dynamic transverse ion currents at spatial intervals along the axon. This
amazing phenomenon is known as saltatory conduction. Much of the axon is insulated by
a protein matrix known as myelin which prevents ion channels from accessing the
extracellular space and diminishing the axially propagating current by transverse current
outlets. This is described by the so-called length constant from cable theory:

Equation 1-2.
Where λ is the length constant of current propagation and rl and rm are the linear axon
resistance and the membrane resistance, respectively. The larger the length constant the
greater the distance and speed with which the action potential travels (up to 5 meters at
200 m/s).36 This incredible speed and fidelity of signal propagation by saltatory conduction
is one of the marvels of evolutionary biology.
The story does not end here, but rather begins for the analytical neuroscientist. When the
action potential arrives at the axon terminal the polar differentiation which makes axons
special becomes apparent (Figure 1-3). At the axon terminal there are voltage-gated
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calcium channels that open in response to depolarization and flood the axon terminal
protoplasm with Ca2+ ions.34 These ions have specific binding with a protein known as
calmodulin.

Calmodulin is the gate-keeper for a protein complex that triggers the

exocytosis, the fusion of synaptic vesicles.37 Synaptic vesicles docked at the inner leaflet
of the plasma membrane now begin to fuse with the membrane is an action that is
biophysically mediated by SNAP and SNARE proteins which open a pore to the
extracellular space.38–40 The contents of these vesicles which include small molecule
neurotransmitters at concentrations ranging from 25 - 125 mM and neuropeptides at lower
concentrations, flood into the synaptic cleft which is a narrow flat space approximately 20
nm between presynaptic and postsynaptic cells.41 This diffusion-limited binding process
occurs within a few hundred nanoseconds. The neurotransmitters diffuse across this
space and bind to membrane-bound receptor proteins which triggers opening of Na+
channels in the postsynaptic cell.19 Ultimately this may lead to a depolarization of the
postsynaptic cell membrane sufficient to trigger an action potential, or several such
depolarization from multiple neurons forming multiple synapses with this same neuron
may be required.42 It is the release of neurotransmitters and other neuroactive species
into these synaptic clefts, and the resulting metabolism and reuptake that neuroanalytical
chemists hope to probe through careful in vivo experimentation.17,43 Chemists employ
numerous chemical measurement techniques, each specialized to explore different
aspects of the rich temporal, spatial, and chemical information.44–46 The choice of the
proper technique to employ in order to answer specific question requires a complex
decision making process before the design of experiment and the investment of time and
resources can be justified.47 Much of the following text is designed to address these
complexities by detailing the considerations from an analytical measurement science
perspective and to provide an improved mode of decision making through quantitative
graphical representations of this multivariate problem.
1.1.3.1.

Neurotransmitters

The criteria for a molecule to be considered a neurotransmitter are the most robustly
defined amongst the categories of neuroactive agents. Often, a chemical substance which
fits these criteria is referred to as a “classical neurotransmitter.” These criteria, which are
important for understanding the traditional mode of neurotransmission can be summarized
as follows: (1) A neurotransmitter must be synthesized or otherwise present in the
presynaptic neuron; (2) The substance must be released by the presynaptic neuron in
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Figure 1-2. Action Potential. The neuronal action potential is a rapidly propagating
current signal that transmits information from the neuron cell body to the axon terminal
where chemical synapse are formed. The initial depolarizations of the dendritic spines
connecting to the neuron soma occur as a result of neurotransmitter binding to
membrane bound receptors. If the integral depolarization in time and over the soma is
sufficient to cross the threshold potential (Vthresh), voltage-gated Na+ channels will open
and rapidly depolarize the axon membrane. This results in a current spike which
propagates along the axon at speeds of up to 200 m/s. The depolarization triggers
voltage-gated potassium channels to open which causes an influx of K+ and repolarizes
the membrane to just under its initial potential.
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response to Ca2+ dependent membrane depolarization; (3) The biochemical receptor for
this substance must be present at the post-synaptic cell. Confirmation of a molecule as a
neurotransmitter requires numerous experiment and can take multiple research groups
many years to achieve. Furthermore, the confirmation of neurotransmitter status for a
molecule in a physiologically distinct sub-region of the nervous system does not mean that
it has specific neurotransmitter activity elsewhere.

Major molecular classes of

neurotransmitters include amino acids, acetylcholine, monoamines, and possibly some
neuroactive peptides .18
Catecholamines are a class of molecules which includes the neurotransmitters dopamine,
norepinephrine (or noradrenaline), and epinephrine (adrenaline). In the CNS dopamine
and norepinephrine play important roles in different brain regions, whereas as epinephrine
is a relatively rare neurotransmitter used by few neurons.

All three of these

neurotransmitters contain a catechol moiety with an amine functional group, hence their
name. These neurotransmitters are synthesized in sequential steps from the amino acid
tyrosine.48,49 The metabolic precursor to dopamine is L-DOPA, which is administered as
a pharmaceutical treatment for Parkinson’s disease to overcome the symptoms
associated with dopamine neuron deficiency and death.

From studying Parkinson’s

disease and carefully mapping the levels of total dopamine content in various parts of the
brain, dopamine’s role in motor function has been revealed.50 Dopamine has become
somewhat famous in popular science because of its once purported relationship to
hedonic response or pleasure. This overly simplistic and largely debunked misconception
arose from the high dopamine levels in the Nucleus Accumbens and other parts of the
brain associated with reward pathways.2,17,20,51 Dopamine’s true role is more complicated
and subtle as it is actually a neurotransmitter that is released in response to learned
activity and anticipation of the learned response.6 As such dopamine plays a key role in
the regulation of decision making, especially when physiologically rewarding stimuli are
presented including pharmacological agents, food, and sexual stimuli, pain perception and
nociception.52 Dysregulation of dopamine may certainly be thought of as one of the factors
contributing to addiction and the erratic decision making associated with this disease state.
Norepinephrine is found throughout the cortex, cerebellum, and spinal cord. It is generally
associated with circadian rhythms and the regulation of wake/sleep cycles as well as being
implicated in depression.53 The catechol moiety of this family of neurotransmitters is of
particular interest to the analytical chemist because it undergoes a two-electron
electrochemical oxidation process.54 This can be used to identify and quantify the levels
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of each neurotransmitter using many of the electrochemical measurement techniques
discussed later in this chapter.55–57
Serotonin, also commonly referred to as 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) is the other major
monoamine neurotransmitter. Like the catecholamines it is synthesized from an amino
acid, tryptophan in this case, and it is widely distributed throughout the CNS as well as
being found at high levels in the digestive tract and other tissues.58 Serotonin has also
entered into the popular conception of neuroscience due to its apparent relationship with
depression.59 Classes of drugs known as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI)
as well as monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOI) are commonly prescribed in
combinations in an attempt to regulate the supposedly low or otherwise dysregulated
serotonin levels present in the brains of depressed individuals. In general serotonin levels
appear to be lower in than dopamine and this fact combined with the myriad functions it is
associated with (e.g. sleep cycles/dreaming, feeding, moor/emotion, and pain perception)
have made it difficult to tease out what serotonergic neurotransmission is doing in
response to behavioral and pharmacological challenges.60
There are many other small molecule neurotransmitters including the amino acids
glutamate (Glu) or gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) which are respectively the major
excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitters in the CNS. These amino acids bind directly to
ligand-gated ion channels which allow the influx of Na+ or Cl- into the cytoplasm causing
and inhibiting depolarizations at dendritic projections as described previously.19,61 Amino
acid neurotransmitters are ubiquitous; glutamate is present in more than 50% of neurons.
Their role is to excite successive signals from neuron to neuron (Glu) or to temper and
slow down the excitatory response to other neurons (GABA). Because the mechanism by
which these neurotransmitters are well understood and because they are so common, the
neural circuits they form have been studied extensively by electrophysiology and these
data form much of the basis for the robust and growing discipline of systems
neuroscience.14 Electrophysiology will be contrasted with neurochemical measurements
later as they can yield data which seem similar but must be understood within different
contexts.
Acetylcholine (ACh) was the first neurotransmitter discovered. The experiments of Otto
Lowe are brilliant and provided one of the biggest leaps in neuroscience by demonstrating
that transmission between nerves occurs because of a chemical substance.62 Although
ACh is a critically important neurotransmitter that is present in both the CNS and
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autonomic nervous system for muscle control it is an exceedingly difficult molecule to
measure in vivo because of its rapid metabolism and its chemical structure.63 This has
hampered the study of this critical neuroactive specie and the field is ripe for a
technological innovations that would allow in vivo measurement of this molecule to
proceed with improved spatial and temporal resolution.
While there are several other neurotransmitters which are worthy of detailed discussion
they will be omitted for the brevity and pointedness of this introduction. The author is
obliged to refer the reader to several excellent texts which deal with the known array of
neurotransmitters is great detail.18,28,64,65
1.1.3.2.

Neuromodulators

When a substance shows neuroactivity but fails to meet the criteria of neurotransmitter,
typically of evoking an action potential in the postsynaptic neuron, it may be classified as
a neuromodulator.66

Many neuromodulators are in fact neurotransmitters at certain

synapses but have modulatory properties at another.18

This is especially true to

neurotransmitters which also bind to metabotropic receptors such as GPCRs or kinases.
Glutamate for instance, obviously acts as a neurotransmitter when it binds to ion channel
receptors, but it also binds to GPCRs at nearby neurons.67 Another example is the case
of autoreceptor binding for neuroactive species. Dopamine and serotonin neurons have
autoreceptors which are located along the axon of the presynaptic cell.68

Clearly

neurotransmitter binding to these receptors cannot cause neurotransmission, yet it is an
important part of modulating monoamine transmitter metabolism.

Growing evidence

shows that simple molecules like nitric oxide (NO) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) have
neuromodulatory effects on a wide variety of cells as well.69,70

Fatty acid and lipid

molecules associated with the arachidonic acid metabolic pathway have been shown to
be neuromodulatory.71,72 These molecules activate the CB1 cannabinoid receptor which
is perhaps the most abundance GPCR in the CNS, suggesting a varied and critically
important neuromodulatory roles for these molecules.
Over time much has been discovered about the complexity of the neurotransmitters
systems and the importance of neuromodulation, and the term neurotransmitter has often
come to imply molecular action which is classically considered neuromodulation.73 While
the distinction between transmitter and modulator is semantical, and may not directly
affect the practice of chemical measurement, it is an important consideration for the
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Figure 1-3. The Synapse: Transduction of the Action Potential into Chemical
Messages.

(1) Small synaptic vesicles for classical neurotransmitters (Glu) are

contained in large pools, each vesicle containing upwards of 104 neurotransmitter
molecules. (2) The vesicles dock at the cell membrane of the presynaptic cell, ready
for the signal of an action potential. (3a) Glutamate (and other classical
neurotransmitters) are released into the synaptic cleft by exocytosis of the synaptic
vesicle contents. (4a) Rapid diffusion across the small synaptic cleft occurs, followed
by (5a) binding with ionotropic Glu receptors in the cell membrane of a postsynaptic
dendrite. This leads to depolarization of the cell membrane through an influx of Na+ and
may induce an action potential in the postsynaptic neuron. Alternatively, neuroactive
species with modulatory roles such as DA are often contained in dense core vesicles
along with neuropeptides. (3b) These vesicles undergo the same exocytosis process
in response to action potentials, which may result in the co-release of DA and
neuropeptides at the same time as Glu.

(4b)

Dopamine is a volume

neurotransmitter/neuromodulator and diffuses into the extracellular space where it may
bind to receptors on either the postsynaptic neuron (5a), bind to autoreceptors on the
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presynaptic neuron (5c), or diffuse to nearby neurons. Neuropeptide action is still not
well understood, and is difficult to generalize given the diversity of peptide species.
However there is evidence that some neuropeptides may diffuse long distances in the
extracellular space as neurohormones, as well as act locally on postsynaptic neurons
(5c). Volume neurotransmitters and neuropeptides typically act on GPCRs and may
induce a metabotropic response in the target neuron or modulate the ionotropic
response of classical neurotransmitters such as Glu.
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experimentalist attempting to interpret neurochemical data, especially when correlating to
complicated pharmacological or behavioral data.
1.1.3.3.

Neurohormones

Neurohormones are similar to neuromodulators in the sense that their action may not lead
to direct excitatory or inhibitory stimulus of a postsynaptic cell.24 The nature of a hormone
is in general that of a long distance signaling molecule as opposed to the local signaling
of a transmitter in a synaptic cleft. Neurohormones can have action within the CNS where
many are synthesized and released by neurons in the hypothalamus. These substances
diffuse in the extracellular space of the CNS and act on neurons in regions like the
pituitary.74 Some of these substances enter into the circulatory system and are stable for
long enough to exert hormonal effects systematically throughout the body. These include
the neuropeptides oxytocin and vasopressin which were among the first discovered and
are clinically important substances; oxytocin is considered an essential medicine by the
WHO due to its use as a labor-inducing drug in pregnant women. Other classes of
neurohormones are secreted outside of the CNS and proceed to have hormonal action
both systematically and in the CNS.75,76 These include the catecholamine epinephrine
(adrenaline) which is released by the adrenal medulla into the blood stream, and serotonin
which is secreted from enterochromaffin cells in the lumen of the digestive tract.77 It should
come as no surprise that many substances which have action as neurohormones are also
neurotransmitters or neuromodulators in other systems. The interconnected nature of the
nervous system requires both rapid synaptic transmission and long range signaling to
maintain homeostasis and provide dynamic responses to stimuli.9,78
1.1.3.4.

Neuropeptides

By far the most numerous class of neuroactive species are the neuropeptides. There are
between one and two dozen small-molecule neurotransmitters, mostly synthesized from
4 or 5 amino acids (excepting ACh, for which the essential nutrient choline is the
precursor), but there are over a hundred confirmed neuropeptides which range from four
to over 50 amino acid residues in length.49,78,79 At least 90 genes are known to code for
neuropeptides.80 Synthesis of neuropeptides occurs in the ER where large precursor
peptides (prohormones) are translated into the lumen of the ER. Differential processing
of these precursors often results in several related neuropeptides with different or
overlapping sequences. In the trans-Golgi network these peptides are packaged into
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Substance

Concentration (mol/L)

Na+90

1.47 x 10-1

HCO3-91

2.5 x 10-2

Glucose92

3.3 x 10-3

K+90

2.9 x 10-3

Ascorbic Acid77

2 x 10-4

DOPAC93

2 x 10-5

Albumin94

4.35 x 10-6

Dopamine84

3 x 10-7

Glutamate95

2 x 10-7

Acetylcholine96

6 x 10-9

Serotonin58

2 x 10-9

Anandamide97

~1 x 10-9

Met-enkephalin98

3 x 10-10

Oxytocin99

4 x 10-11

β-Endorphin98

2 x 10-11

Table 1-1. Important Neurochemical Species Spanning 10 orders of Magnitude in
Concentration. Ions such as sodium and chloride (not shown) are present at levels
greater than 100 mM. Most measurement reveal classical neurotransmitters to be at
mid to low nM levels as they are rapidly metabolized. Metabolites of neurotransmitters
such as DOPAC are often found at relatively high concentrations compared with the
neurotransmitters themselves.

Neuropeptides are generally found at the lowest

concentrations, between 1 and 100 pM in many cases. References related to the listed
levels are cited in the left column.
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vesicles which are transported to the axon terminal and elsewhere in the cell.81 Because
neuropeptides are synthesized as gene products and packed into vesicles during
synthesis they cannot be rapidly recycled or replenished as are amino acids or
catecholamines. Neuropeptides are secreted at axon terminals, and likely elsewhere in
the neural soma and along its many projections. Generally, receptors for neuropeptides
in the CNS and the periphery are GPCRs which are found in heterogeneous distributions
in the soma, dentridic branches, and axon terminals. This points to the neuromodulatory
role that may be played by neuropeptides.82 GPCR receptors for many neuropeptides
form both homo-and-hetero dimers leading to a large variety of cross-reactivity, especially
for families of closely-related neuropeptides such as the endogenous opioids (e.g. βendorphin, enkephalin, dynorphin).83 While oxytocin and a few other neuropeptides which
are secreted at high concentrations seem have systematic activity as neurohormones,
most neuropeptides are secreted in much lower total abundance and appear to have
extracellular concentrations between 1 pM and 1 nM (Table 1).47 This is in contrast to
small molecule volume neurotransmitters like dopamine which may have concentration in
the extracellular space ranging from 100 nM to 1 µM.84 The low levels of peptide,
combined with the specific localization of neuropeptide receptors also points to the action
of neuropeptides as being volume neurotransmitters or neuromodulators. While much
evidence points of diffuse, low-frequency action of neuropeptides, this perspective may in
part be due to the fact that dynamic in vivo monitoring of neuropeptides has not yet
achieved the spatial or temporal resolution that has been attained by electrophysiological
monitoring of ACh or amino acid synaptic transmission, or the electrochemical
measurements of catecholamines and serotonin. What is clear is that neuropeptides play
diverse and important roles in the chemical communication of the nervous system: several
neuropeptides show 95-100% sequence homology across the animal kingdoms, and are
essential to survival.85 One example is pituitary adenylate cyclase activating polypeptide
(PACAP): a 38 residue neuropeptide with 100% sequence conservation in mammals.
Knockout of the PACAP gene leads to an inviable fetus because the peptide plays a crucial
role in differentiation and migration of neuronal stem cells in addition to many other roles.3
The measurement of neuropeptides continues to expand, especially as mass
spectrometry analysis of peptides collected in vivo and post mortem has allowed sensitive
detection with selective identification.47 The genes for nearly all GPCRs have been
identified and localized in many tissues. However many of these receptors do not have
known endogenous ligands.

Could some of these GPCRs be associated with yet
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unknown or uncharacterized neuropeptides?86 Are all the neuropeptides identified truly
important as neuroactive signaling molecules, or are many vestigial products of redundant
or evolutionally defunct genes?78 Neuroscientists are working to discover the answers
using genetic, microbiology, and in vivo chemical measurements. The complexity of this
field is sure to stimulate many exciting research discoveries and occupy scientists for
some time.
1.1.3.5.

Neuropharmacology

Use of pharmacological agents to effect responses in the nervous system is one of the
oldest and most important tools in neuroscience. Much of what we know about fast
synaptic signaling, ionotropic receptors, and saltatory conduction of the action potential
has arisen from pharmacological challenge which either disrupt or enhance these
physiological processes.18

The identification of both ionotropic and metabotropic

receptors has traditionally involved the use of the small molecule pharmacopeia. For
example two ACh receptor classes are named after the small molecules which were used
to identify them, the muscarinic and nicotinic.87,88 Pharmacological challenge is important
for in vivo chemical measurements because it offers a way to confirm, and then to study
the action of a neurotransmitters. The use of the cocaine, which is an inhibitor of the
dopamine active transporter, results in an increase in both the tonic and phasic levels of
dopamine in regions of the brain associated with reward and addiction.17,20 This increase
can be monitored using electrochemical techniques and used to validate the
measurements through observation of predicted pharmacological action.89
1.2. Approaches to Answering Chemical Neuroscience Questions
In addition to electrochemical methods which we have already highlighted, there are a
host of other chemical measurements that neuroscientists are increasingly employing.
These range from physical57 and computational studies100 of neurotransmitter molecules
outside of the physiological context, to complex in vivo sampling and measurement that
can be correlated to behavioral data101. All of these approaches are necessary to dealing
with the complexity of the neurochemical problem.
1.2.1. Fundamental Studies of Neurotransmitters as Chemicals
Carrying out meaningful chemical measurements, especially in complex physiological
systems requires that the design of experiment take into consideration the chemical
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properties and reactions of a given neuroactive substance.

For example the

catecholamine neurotransmitters, which are often measured in vivo using multiple
techniques, are prone to adsorption and chemical degradation via autoxidation in both
physiological and ambient conditions.102,103 This has led in part to discrepancies in the
literature about the relevant concentrations of important neurotransmitters like
dopamine.89,104 Careful characterization of the degradation processes of dopamine in vitro
have led to improvements in sample preservation by chemical control of the sampling
conditions as well as the discovery of so-called polydopamine as a material associated
with dopamine dysregulation in Parkinson’s and as a biocompatible coating material.105
Experimentalists proposing chemical measurement in model systems such ranging from
cultured cells to animals would do well to familiarize themselves with the chemical
properties of the substances that are being measured.
1.2.1.1.

Properties of Neurotransmitters in Solution and at Surfaces

Small molecule neurotransmitters are, in every case except ACh, products of amino acid
metabolism. As such they have many of the properties of amino acids, including multiple
acidic or basic sides which give rise to speciation over different pH ranges.28 The pKa
values of amino, carboxylic acid, and catechol moieties must be considered when making
chemical measurements. This is particularly true for chemical analysis techniques which
require analytical separations.106 When separating neurotransmitters it is advisable to use
a separation technique that takes advantage of the different charge states (such as
capillary electrophoresis)107 or to counteract the difficulties of separating charged analytes
by using ion-pairing or complexing agents (Scheme 1).50
It is commonly the case that the properties which make an analyte measurable by a certain
technique also make that analyte susceptible to degradation. This generalization arises
from the all chemical analysis techniques necessarily involve the addition of energy via
spectroscopic, electrical, or chemical perturbation of the system in order to analyze the
response of a chemical species. For instance, molecules that present good UV or Visible
chromophores are highly susceptible to photo-initiated oxidation and degradation, and
should be stored at low temperature in containers that reduce or block these
wavelengths.103 Species that can be electrochemically oxidized (i.e. biogenic monoamine
neurotransmitters) also tend to undergo autoxidation in aqueous solution, especially in
solutions that ambient levels of dissolved oxygen.102 Methionine residues in peptides are
also susceptible to oxidation which can proceed to the formation of methionine sulphoxide
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Scheme

1-1.

Solution-phase

Interactions

for

Enhanced

Separation

of

Neurotransmitters. Boric acid is a Lewis acid which reacts with water to form the
tetrahydroborate anion. This anion complexes with the catechol moiety of dopamine
(and other catecholamines) at basic pH (>8.0) to give the zwitterion dopamine-borate
complex.

This complex does not associate strongly with lipid micelles, which is

advantageous in MEKC separation of dopamine from serotonin.

Fortunately the

formation of the borate complex does not diminish the sensitivity of amperometric
dopamine detection.

Ion pairing agents, such as n-octyl sulfonate form strong

coulombic interactions between the primary amine of serotonin and other small
molecule neurotransmitters.

This is used to enhance the selectivity of HPLC

separations for neurotransmitters and has been a fundamental mechanism in the goldstandard for quantifying dopamine, serotonin and their metabolites from in vivo
microdialysate and post mortem tissue extractions.
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and methionine sulphone.108 For neurotransmitters undergoing proton-coupled oxidation
processes (pH dependent) is advisable to use storage solutions for samples that have
been pH adjusted to minimize oxidation.

The addition of perchloric acid (0.1 N) is

particularly effective for catecholamines and serotonin.17 Use of antioxidant species is
recommended when it will not interfere with subsequent chemical measurements (e.g.
ascorbic acid, D,L-methionine, DTT).109,110
The adsorption of catecholamines has recently been described and taken advantage of to
enhance the sensitivity towards monoamine neurotransmitters in voltammetric
techniques, and in combination with a computer model of mass transport and adsorption,
used to extract apparent diffusion coefficients in hindered environments.21,57,100 Surface
interactions of neurotransmitters at microelectrode surfaces or dialysis membranes play a
critical role in determining how much analyte is present for chemical measurement.111 As
such the experimentalist must be careful to control interfacial chemistry during various
stages of experiments. This includes the use of surface modifications that reduce biofouling and promote regeneration of tissue. Organic solvents and pH modifiers such as
acetonitrile or acetic acid are often added to sample collection containers or even dialysate
to minimize the effects of either hydrophobic analyte adsorption to polymer surfaces or
cationic analyte adsorption to negatively charged silanol surfaces in glass tubing.98
Careful choice of containers and the composition of the fluids used for sample preparation
and storage cannot be emphasized enough especially when working to analyze ultra-trace
analytes prone to adsorptive losses (i.e. peptides).112
1.2.1.2.

Gas-phase Study of Neuroactive Species

Gas-phase chemical analysis of transmitter molecules, especially neuropeptides by mass
spectrometry (MS) and more recently ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) has yielded detailed
structural information, quantitative measurements, and the ability to discover unknown
neuroactive substances.113 In these techniques the analyte must first be promoted to the
gas phase and ionized before it can be analyzed. Mass spectrometry utilizes various
mass analyzer systems to measure the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of a compound once
ionized by a variety of ionization sources.114,115 Some mass spectrometers are capable of
isolating and fragmenting selected ions by a process known as tandem mass spectrometry
(MS2).116,117 Multiple stages of tandem MS can be performed in time with certain mass
analyzers that trap ions within an electric and/or magnetic fields. Mass spectrometry is
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also commonly coupled to separations including gas chromatography (GC), high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and capillary electrophoresis (CE).118
The gas phase chemistry of a neuroactive substance may at first appear unrelated to their
solution-phase chemistry, but it offers a powerful way to probe molecular structure and
combine identification with quantification.119 There is the obvious question of how it is that
a gas-phase technique can be utilized to explore systems that are relevant to the
neurochemical problem. The answer to this lies in the fact that mass spectrometers,
particularly when coupled with the aforementioned separations systems have become
incredibly sensitive with detection limits as low as a few-hundred zeptomoles (~ 10-19
mol).120 Low detection limits allow for very limited amounts of material (< 10 µL) to be
extracted from model systems ranging from single cells to the CNS of awake and freely
moving mammals.101 Mass spectrometry is also considered to be a universal detector
such that it can be used to measure many different substances ranging from gases, small
molecules, lipids, carbohydrates, peptides, and even intact proteins.118,121–125
When choosing to use mass spectrometry for in vitro or in vivo neurochemical experiments
it is critical that the experimentalist fully explores the gas phase chemistry of the molecules
he intends to analyze. One common way to control the gas phase chemistry of a molecule
is to induce fragmentation either through electron ionization (EI),116 collision induced
dissociation (CID),126 or photon-induced dissociation.119 For MSn experiments this is
typically done by titrating energy into trapped or isolated ions from a standard solution that
is delivered constantly or sequentially to the MS. Performing these experiments results in
the production of an energy resolved mass spectra or what are known as a CID breakdown
curve which are discussed in detail in Chapter 7 and Appendix C. The example of a CID
breakdown pathways for the neuropeptide leucine enkephalin is shown in Scheme 2 with
the explanation of the fragmentation pathway shown in Scheme 3. This type of gas-phase
chemistry which is typical of peptides allows for information-rich tandem mass spectra to
be used for highly selective identification and sensitive quantification,127 which is a huge
advantage when trying to study neuropeptides which occur at concentrations between 10
pM and 1 nM in a complicated extracellular matrix.
1.2.2. In Vitro Model Systems
The next step towards studying neurotransmitters in their physiological context is often to
use in vitro techniques. In vitro neurochemical analysis spans a range of model systems
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Scheme 1-2. Gas-phase Chemistry of Leucine Enkephalin Undergoing CID in an
Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer. In the first stage of MS fragmentation, the protonated
molecular ion (556 m/z) loses the C-terminal residue to produce the b4+ ion (425 m/z).
There are two proposed fragmentation structures which likely coexist: the linear
oxazalone (left) and the linear acylium ion (right). The oxazalone isomerizes upon
spontaneous loss of CO to produce the cyclic a4+ ion (397 m/z left). The acylium ion
also spontaneously loses CO to produce the linear a4+ ion (397 m/z right). Upon a
second stage of MS fragmentation the cyclic ion fragments to produce an ion at 323
m/z, which corresponds to an internal loss of a glycine residue. This pathway produces
the most abundant MS3 ion for Leucine enkephalin; other enkephalin species have
analogous fragmentation pathways. Fragmentation of the linear a4+ ion produces major
fragments at 295 m/z and 278 m/z.
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which vary in complexity from biologically relevant fluids to tissue culture preparations.89,128
The choice of the in vitro model systems that are explored depend on the neuroactive
species being studies and which aspect of the neurochemical problem is being addressed.
Ultimately in vitro analysis is an important tool in developing and validating a
neurochemical analysis technique so that subsequently in vivo measurements might be
made.
1.2.2.1.

Biological Fluids as Simple Model Systems

Very often the first step in developing or adapting a new neurochemical analysis technique
to explore biological fluids or surrogate fluids which in some way the physiological
environment of a neuroactive substance at some point during it metabolic lifecycle.
Cerebral spinal fluid (CSF),129 brain extracellular fluid (ECF),130 and blood or blood
serum131 can be important fluids for in vitro analysis. In general all of these fluid must be
collected from a living animal, and experimenters should take care to utilize fluids that are
species-specific when developing neuroanalytical techniques that will be utilized with
certain animal models in vivo.

Often neuroactive species are administered as a

pharmaceutical agent and the stability of these substances in whole blood or blood sera
is an important question that can be answered through quantitative analysis of the levels
of the substance over time.132 Enzymatic degradation or metabolism, removal from free
solution from carrier proteins, and oxidation which we have already discussed all play a
role in reducing the concentration of neuroactive substances.133 This type of study is also
important when considering substances that act as neurohormones such as epinephrine
or oxytocin.134,135 These substances are released into the blood stream (from the adrenal
medulla and posterior pituitary gland, respectively) where the effective concentrations they
attain in their target tissue is dependent of the metabolism in the blood stream.80 Spiking
relatively high, measureable quantities of a neuroactive species into a biological fluid can
yield useful information about degradation and also quantitative analysis without have to
control for the levels that might be endogenously present.
The blood stream is responsible for delivering oxygen and nutrients central nervous
system of vertebrate animals, where a large amount of the metabolic fuel is consumed
The maintenance of homeostasis in subregions of the CNS, is tightly regulated by a socalled blood-brain barrier (BBB) evolved which is composed of endothelial cells forming
tight junctions between blood capillaries and the CSF or ECF.136 Nutrients such as
glucose can readily cross the BBB, as can some hydrophobic peptides and lipid
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compounds.137 Amino acids like glutamate are rejected from direct transport across the
BBB in large quantities because it can act as an excitotoxin in the brain.138 CSF and ECF
are substantially similar in their composition, but differ in the region of the nervous system.
As such the endogenous concentrations of neuroactive species, which we will touch on
more deeply later, typically differs between the two.94 This is due to the CSF-brain barrier,
which unlike the BBB is not a physical barrier composed of cells with selective transport
properties, but is a diffusional barrier that prevents substances secreted in one part of the
CNS from moving long distances.139 Presumably this has its most substantial effect on
the soluble proteins and enzymes present in CSF which due to their size and the tortuosity
of the extracellular space could not freely diffuse over significant distances (> 100 µM).
Sampling ECF per se can be difficult because it is in constant recirculation and does not
pool in a location where it can be collected in bulk. However, CSF can be sampled from
regions of the spinal column including the lateral ventricle (LV) or cisterna magna (CM) in
rats and subsequently utilized for in vitro study when external neuroactive agents are
added and monitored.53 This is also a relevant way of conducting in vivo monitoring and
will be discussed in the next section. In general blood sera, especially of rodents is the
easiest biological fluid to acquire and can be a good choice for prototyping an extraction
or measurement technique. Whole blood is the most dissimilar from ECF and CSF but
may be the most important fluid to study in vitro if the pharmacokinetics of a neuroactive
drug compound are being studied or if the level of a circulating neurohormone needs to
be monitored. CSF is more difficult to get than sera or blood, because it is less abundant
and the amounts needed for in vitro studies are difficult to acquire without sacrificing large
numbers of animals.

Nevertheless utilizing CSF for in vitro study can be incredibly

valuable as it is the most substantially similar material to brain ECF.
Surrogate fluids play a critically important role in the in vitro study of neurotransmitters and
related species. Artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) refers to any of a large number of
recipes which seek to mimic the chemical composition of CSF or ECF.89,140 Depending
on what is being studied an aCSF recipe may be as simple as an isotonic match for the
concentrations of Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, and Cl-. Buffering agents such as phosphate, Tris,
or many of Good’s buffers (e.g. MOPS, HEPES, MES) are added to match the pH
observed in biological fluid, albeit at the cost of utilizing a chemical buffering agent not
present physiologically.141 Glucose or sucrose is added in some cases, as are albumins,
typically BSA, in order to further match physiological compositions. Experimenters should
take care when deciding on a specific surrogate fluids for in vitro analysis, and realize that
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exact matching for composition and chemical properties (i.e. pH) is not feasible and
certainly not necessary for many experiments.

For example, in vitro calibrations of

microdialysis probes or microelectrodes are often carried out in aCSF which is simply
comprised of an isotonic ion composition which has been buffered to pH 7.4 with Tris or
phosphate.
1.2.2.2.

Model Cellular Systems

Cell models for exocytosis and neurotransmission rely on either immortal cell lines or
primary cultures of neurons or neuroendocrine cells from living organisms.

The rat

pheochromocytoma cell line (PC12) is an example of the former and is an immortalized
cell line derived from rat adrenal cancer.142 It contains shares much of the molecular
machinery for exocytosis that neurons do but can be cultured in perpetuity for
development of single cell analysis techniques. Primary neuron cultures from organisms
like Aplysia californica (sea slug) or Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly) provide an alternate
cellular model has the advantage of allowing isolated cell analysis while being more
relevant to physiological study in vivo.143 Regardless of the specific model the importance
of studying isolated cells) must be emphasized. Reduction of the neurochemical problem
to individual cells can most easily be achieved in vitro where microscopy can be combined
with chemical measurements.144
1.2.3. In Vivo Analysis: Animal Models
The neurochemical problem must be studied in a variety of living organisms, while their
nervous systems remains largely or completely functional.17 In vivo measurements of
neurotransmitter concentrations provide us with unique information that can be correlated
with pharmacological and behavioral studies. With the reality of social problems posed
by dysfunction of the nervous system weighing heavy on the scientific and medical
communities, translating neurochemical measurements into improvements in clinical
treatments is ever the priority.145 Animal models play an important role in understanding
the fundamental biological circuits that exist within the brain.146 For example by studying
the dopamine-reward circuits in the rat brain, much has been discovered about the role
dopamine plays in the transmission of reward signals, learned behavior, and addiction.
45,147

Studies of the neuropeptides enkephalin in rats have shown that these neuroactive

species surge during feeding and related motor activity.101 This implicates the opioid
system in reward based behavior as well, even though it is traditionally thought of as
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Figure 1-4.

The Multidimensional Resolution Paradigm. The neurochemical

problem inhabits space, time, and a complex chemical milieu and as such the spatial,
temporal, and chemical resolution afforded by an analysis technique must be
considered. The central nervous system is a complex and heterogeneous collection of
brain regions with significant physiological and chemical difference that communicate
across spaces as small as 10 nm and as large as a meter on time scales that vary from
less than a millisecond to many hours or days. The diversity of hypothesis that one
might test in the larger context of the neurochemical problem must each be categorized
according to the levels of multidimensional resolution that are required.
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modulating pain signals.148 Prior to studies in awake animals, anesthetized animals are
typically used because implanted neurochemical monitoring apparatus can be complex or
bulky when it is first introduced, and there is no guarantee that the measurements will
work.149

In addition to rats, mice play an important part of preclinical neuroscience

investigations. Mice are ~10 times smaller by mass than rats and this has an important
implication for pharmacological study: less drug is needed. Thus, mice have become the
vertebrate animal model of choice for many drug discovery experiments, especially for
peptide-based drugs and biologics where the compound of biomolecule can be very
expensive to make early in the drug discovery process.150
When attempting in vivo neurochemical measurements, neuroactive substances can
either be measured using and implanted sensor (i.e. microelectrodes)151 or very small
amounts of material must be removed by a probe for subsequent analysis (i.e.
microdialysis).104 The study of neuroactive species using in vivo imaging techniques is
also a possibility, but these will not be discussed in detail in this work. They are potentially
the least physically invasive techniques available for chemical studies of the nervous
system, yet they can be incredibly chemically invasive due to the need for radiolabelled
ligands in the case of PET or transitional metal contrast agents for fMRI.152 Furthermore,
these imaging techniques do not allow direct measurements of neurotransmitters or
neuroactive species but rather allow inference through the imaging to receptor location or
the changes in blood flow.153 The content of this work is therefore confined largely to the
considerations which affect successful in vivo measurement of neurotransmitters and
neuropeptides for implanted electrochemical techniques or for the analysis of in vivo
microdialysate.
1.3. The Multidimensional Resolution Paradigm
Through t discussion of the neurochemical problem so far we have introduced important
concepts in neuroscience including the cellular basis of chemical neuroscience. These
cells are organized spatially into distinct brain regions and connect selectively to other
regions. Biological circuits formed by the spatially segregated cells communicate through
synaptic transmission, volume neuromodulation, and long-range hormonal activity.120,154
These varied modes of communication between numerous brain regions require at least
a dozen classical neurotransmitters and neuromodulators and hundreds of peptides
species. Thus the design of in vivo neurochemical experiments must be considered in
terms of the spatial, temporal, and chemical resolutions which they can achieve. Likewise
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the results of these experiments must be interpreted with the knowledge of the limitations
of the chemical measurements in regard to the multidimensional resolution paradigm
(Figure 1-4).
1.3.1. Fundamentals of Analytical Measurement
Before considering the concept of multidimensional resolution for in vivo measurements
we must address some of the fundamentals of analytical measurement. So-called figures
of merit: limits of detection, sensitivity, dynamic linear range, instrument-duty cycle, etc.
are important details which ultimately form the boundaries within which an analytical
technique can be useful.155 It is prudent for the in vivo experimenter, regardless of
discipline, to not only become familiar with the general principles of a measurement
technique but the underlying reasons for its comparative advantages and especially the
limitations. The limit of detection (LOD), sensitivity, and linear dynamic range (LDR) are
related in that they describe how much analytical signal can be obtained from a given
amount of physical/chemical quantity (charge, current, concentration, and mass). LOD
refers to the minimum, of for example a neurotransmitter concentration, that can be
measured successfully.

The LOD may be defined in different ways depending on

technique and varies given experimental conditions, but it can generally be assigned an
order of magnitude that is true for a particular in vivo measurement technique e.g. 10-100
nM for in vivo FSCV measurement of dopamine).156 The sensitivity of a measurement is
the ratio of analytical signal to amount physical or chemical quantity, which is precisely the
slope of a calibration curve (e.g. 4000 Area counts/1 nM). For instance one can define
the peak area of the dopamine metabolite DOPAC in an HPLC separation over a collection
of standard solutions and produce such a curve and obtain the sensitivity of the
measurement.50 We cannot expect the sensitivity of DOPAC to be the same as DA, even
at the same concentrations and so we must work to define this specific quantity for each
species regardless of their similarity.

The LDR is the range of magnitudes of

neurochemical quantity that give a proportional response in analytical signal.157 It is most
usually bounded on the lower end by the LOD and on the upper end by the instrumental
capacity or chemical aggregation.

Questions of neurochemical significance are

increasingly probing the lowest part of the dynamic range of many techniques and
demanding that experimentalists devise solutions to the problems of low-signal
measurements.158 Measurement time and instrument duty-cycle refer to the amount of
time it takes to obtain one neuroanalytical measurement and the percentage of the total
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measurement time that the instrument is actively engaged in the measurement. For
example capillary LC with mass spectrometry detection (nano LC-MS) of neuropeptides
may have a total measurement time of 30 minutes. However, the duty cycle is 40%
meaning that the chromatographic separation and the quantitative measurement takes
only 12 minutes with the rest of the time being devoted to column equilibration and sample
loading. Misunderstandings of situations like this can lead to gross underestimates of the
feasibility of numerous measurements and greatly affects the design of experiments.159
None of these technique-specific instrumental figures of merit are in themselves aspects
of the multidimensional resolution question, but they very define the temporal or spatial
resolution of a technique.132

This can be thought of intuitively if one recalls that

neuroanalytical measurements are probing a 3-D space over time. Very often what occurs
in time and space is an accumulation of enough material (e.g. mass of neuropeptide) in
such a way that it becomes measureable above the limits of detection.57 For instance,
scientists and engineers have the ability to fabricate miniscule (nanometer scale)
electrodes and probes using lithographic techniques but the utility of these may be limited
if they are not large enough to probe a space in which there is sufficient analyte to be
measureable.160
The spatial resolution dimension is thus bounded on the low end by the space in which
there is sufficient analyte to exceed the limit of detection of the technique.154 A particularly
instructive example of this is the MALDI MS measurement of neuropeptide extracted via
in vivo microdialysis of crustacean or mammalian CNS.46 Microdialysis is a powerful
neuroanalytical sampling technique, although it provides no inherent measurement
capability and thus must be coupled to another technique (i.e. HPLC-Amperometry, MS,
RIA).47 The spatial resolution dimension must be considered first in terms of the size of
the microdialysis probe and the effective volume of the CNS which is sampled.161 This 3D spatial resolution arising from the probe size ultimately determines how refined of a
neuroanatomical question is being asked (brain region, sub–region, specific nerve cells).64
Once microdialysis collection occurs (which currently can give spatial resolution on the
level of specific sub-regions) the sample must be prepared for analysis. MALDI MS is a
technique that affords exquisite chemical resolution for lipids and neuropeptides. The
amount of detectable analyte is defined fundamentally by how much is deposited per unit
area of the MALDI-matrix spot (surface concentration) and the area of the laser spot which
excites and ionizes the analyte so that it can be measured.162 In this example a 3-D
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problem of anatomical spatial resolution becomes compressed to a 2-D spatial resolution
problem which is bounded by instrument detection limits.

Thus the successful

experimenter needs estimate the amount of material that must be collected via
microdialysis and the sample preparation (i.e. desalting, preconcentration, matrix/analyte
ratio) which will define the size and surface concentration of the MALDI spot.
1.3.2. Spatial Resolution
Spatial resolution criteria for in vivo experimentation span a portion of the neuroscience
hierarchy of scale which ranges from small intercellular spaces (e.g. single synapse) to
whole brain analysis.

Many questions the neuroanalytical scientist will ask fall well

between these two extremes, as efforts to understand neurochemical dynamics in
localized brain regions or subregions containing hundreds to tens of thousands of neurons
are critical to linking molecular and systems neuroscience.

Ultimately the crucial

experimental choice comes down to choosing an experimental technique in which the
anatomical region being explored is larger than the analytical probe or sensor being
employed. The attempt to minimize probes and sensors for improved spatial resolution
will allow continuous refinement of the neuroanalytical questions which can be asked.
However, at its lower limits spatial resolution is often bounded by the amount of analyte
material in the region and not necessarily to size of the probe (Figure 1-5).
1.3.3. Temporal Resolution
The time it takes to make a chemical measurement can be defined in two ways: the total
amount of time it takes to collect analyte for analysis or the amount of time it takes to make
the instrumental measurement. For several techniques in which a sensor is implanted,
such as amperometry or FSCV, these times are one and the same and the temporal
resolution is simple to define.55 It is the reciprocal of the frequency of the analytical
measurement, often 1000 or 10 Hz respectively for amperometry or FSCV which
correspond to temporal resolution of 1 ms and 100 ms.163 Techniques which require an
implanted probe that extracts material from neuroanatomical regions must be considered
in terms of the duration of collection for each material fraction, but not necessarily the time
it takes for subsequent sample preparation, separation, and analysis.164 As long as the
sample can be appropriately stored and preserved the time it takes to fractionate the
material returning from the probe is the temporal resolution (i.e 10-30 minutes for
microdialysis fractions).98 The actual sample preparation and analysis can take much
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Figure 1-5.

Spatial Resolution of Microelectrodes vs Microdialysis Probes.

Representative comparison of the relative spatial resolution afforded by typical
microdialysis probes and carbon fiber microelectrodes.

Silhouettes of to-scale

micrographs of a microdialysis probe and CFME are shown (top) with the active area
highlighted in black. The volume ratio between the microdialysis probe and electrode
is ~ 10,000 times, which is almost exactly the volume ratio of a blue whale to a cat
(bottom). The size of the implanted probe/sensor has a profound impact on the types
of neurochemical questions which can be addressed by a given neuroanalytical
technique.
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longer: >6 hours for RIA140, albeit parallel analysis increases throughput, or sequential 30
– 50 minute nano-LC-MS/MS analyses.165 There have been reports of mass spectrometry
and electrochemical analysis being coupled online with microdialysis sampling, however
these methodologies run into issues with the experimental complexity, even if the
discrepancy between temporal resolution in fraction collection and instrument duty cycle
and total analysis time can be resolved.166
1.3.4. Chemical Resolution
Chemical resolution can be a complex topic and the relatively simple definition used here
is dependent on many chemical and physical properties of molecules as well as the
chemical and biological complexity of their surroundings. Nevertheless it is convenient to
define chemical resolution in terms of the number of chemical analytes that can be
resolved and identified in a neuroanalytical experiment. Electrochemical techniques offer
the ability to resolve several neurotransmitter species (e.g. dopamine, serotonin) from the
largely non-electroactive chemical background of the CNS.167 However, particularly for
amperometry-based electrochemical measurement, there is little-to-no inherent chemical
resolution between these neurotransmitters and their metabolites.56 This is a problem for
implanted amperometric recordings at microelectrodes since various metabolites or other
interferents occur in the same neuroanatomical region as the analyte. Arising from the
ingenuity of electrochemical researchers, fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) offers
multidimensional electrochemical data by analyzing the electrochemical signals via rapid
potential sweeps, thus separating signals based upon the electrical energy it takes to drive
the reaction.168 Through this chemical resolution which allows for the differentiation of
dopamine from serotonin or even from metabolites like 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid
(DOPAC), is based upon the distinct cyclic voltammogram features. However, before
FSCV became available another robust solution to the problem of amperometric chemical
resolution was implemented by microdialysis with HPLC separation and detection using
an electrochemical (amperometric) flow cell.63 This illustrates one of the general truths of
analytical measurement: chemical separation increases the chemical resolution of an
analysis. Many of techniques which are based on sample collection through implanted
microdialysis or push-pull probes (e.g. RIA, MS) can be performed without a separation.47
This typically renders the techniques ineffective or greatly limits the chemical resolution.
Indeed the technique that has by far the highest chemical resolution amongst
neuroanalytical techniques is LC-MS2 because it actually consists of multiple separation:
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one in condense solution (LC) and two separations of gas-phase ions (MS/MS).169
Increasing the dimensions of separation increase the number of analytes that can be
identified and this plays out true in everything from differential gel electrophoresis (DIGE),
2-dimensional gas chromatography (GC x GC), or tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS).170–172
1.3.5. Compromise: No Resolving a Free Lunch
A final point about chemical resolution that must be mentioned is that the ability to resolve
an analyte is dependent on the ability to measure a characteristic chemical property (e.g.
UV absorption, m/z, oxidation current). This has two significant implications: first, no
technique is completely universal (i.e. electrochemical measurements of peptides are not
feasible) and second, the total amount of analyte must be above the detection limit of the
technique to be measured (UV detection with high LODs is not useful for low nM dopamine
concentrations).

This last point brings us full circle in considering both spatial and

temporal resolution. The total amount of neurochemical analyte (n) that is measured at
each sampling interval (t) is the convolution of the instantaneous concentration of analyte
near the sensor or probe surface (C) over with and the sensor/probe response function
(g).
∗
Equation 1-3.
We can define g as the function which relates the total moles of material that move to the
active sensor surface over a period of time to the real concentration surrounding the probe.
This general form of the equation holds true whether the sensor uptake function is a
representation of adsorption of material to a sensor surface (i.e. fast-scan voltammetry at
the carbon microelectrode) or the diffusion of material across a semipermeable membrane
(microdialysis).57,173 The sensor response function incorporates sensor or probe geometry
in terms of the shape and extent of the surface area or volume accessed. Analytical
treatment of this mathematical problem can become complex as it typically requires
simultaneous solution of differential equations representing Fick’s laws of diffusion, and
an adsorption isotherm (e.g Langmuir) or more complex transport equations in the case
of microdialysis (e.g Maxwell-Stefan, Bungay). If n is not large enough to detect for a
given technique further discussion of chemical resolution must focus on increasing the
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total amount of material to a detectable level. Experimentally there three primary ways of
increasing n: (1) increasing the sampling interval to allow more material to accumulate, (2)
increasing the sensor response-function by increasing the size or area of the probe (3)
increasing the sensor response function by influencing the chemical equilibrium in favor
of analyte accumulation on or in the probe or sensor surface. The obvious drawback to
(1) is the loss of temporal resolution. This is well exemplified by the typical temporal
resolution in microdialysis experiments (20-30 minutes) which allows enough material to
be collected for analysis.16 Similarly there is a decrease in the spatial resolution of a
technique when (2) is employed.154 Again this drawback can be seen in the relative spatial
resolution of FSCV to microdialysis. The typical microdialysis probe accesses a volume
10,000 times larger than a carbon fiber microelectrode (Figure 1-5).174 More difficult to
implement is (3) in which careful control of the chemical and physical properties of the
probe can achieve enhanced accumulation of analyte.

Examples include the over

oxidation of carbon fiber microelectrodes to increase the adsorption strength of
dopamine111 and the addition of antibody-coated magnetic beads to dialysate.175 These
have been shown to increased accumulation of material by eit5er increasing the
equilibrium adsorption coefficient or by increasing the concentration gradient across the
membrane through a secondary process which “removes” the analyte from solution.
1.4. Neuroanalytical Techniques
Our understanding of neuroscience which was born out of physiological observation of
deceased and diseased nervous tissue has grown into a quantitative understanding of the
underlying electrical and chemical phenomena of living systmes. Electrical and chemical
phenomena in neuroscience are intimately linked at the synapse where electrical impulses
are biochemically transduced, resulting in the release of quanta of neurotransmitters into
the extracellular space. This was confirmed by Otto Loewi when he demonstrated that a
chemical substance that was secreted upon electrical stimulation the vagus nerve of a
frog heart could be removed and used to stimulate a heartbeat in another frog heart.62
Ever since then electrical stimulation has been used to evoke the release of
neurotransmitters in certain experimental and clinical paradigms, and chemical treatments
have been used to excite or inhibit nerve impulses.56,176,177
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Scheme 1-3. Electrochemical Oxidation of Dopamine to Dopamine o-Quinone.
This reaction proceeds at an electrode surface when dopamine is present and a
potential greater than the redox potential of dopamine is applied, typically 600 mV vs.
the Ag/AgCl reference. This is a proton-coupled electrochemical oxidation, and so the
pH of the environment the reaction is carried out in affects the redox potential.
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1.4.1. Studies of Cellular and Subcellular Structures
Single cell analysis is the cornerstone of biological science. While the earliest single cell
experiments were as simple as observation via optical microscopy, the field has advanced
to the point where some chemical,43 biophysical,178 proteomic,179 and genetic
information180 can be obtained one cell at a time. Subcellular analysis has also become
an increasingly important area of study. Fractionation techniques capable to isolating
certain subcellular components from bulk amounts of homogenized tissue have aided
this.181 Chemical measurements of individual subcellular components requires extremely
sensitive measurement equipment and has typically been achieved through fluorescent
labeling

of

membrane

components

specific

to

certain

organelles.182

Direct

electrochemical measurements of subcellular components are also feasible, albeit
difficult.183
1.4.1.1.

Single Cell Electrochemical Measurements

Electrochemical measurements on single secretory cells such as PC12 or chromaffin cells
are performed using carbon fiber microelectrodes that are brought very near to the cell
surface.144,184 The electrode is typically cut and polished to a disk geometry so that the
electrode area if completely projected towards a single cell. Careful stimulation of the
secretory cells, often through the delivery of a chemical secretagogue through a
picrospritzer, results in vesicle fusion with the cell membrane and the release of the
neurotransmitters into the extracellular space. When the electrode is essentially touching
the cell (~ 1 µm distance), individual release events can be observed and quantified. The
signals recorded in single cell amperometry are typically on the order of 2-20 pA in
amplitude and 1-5 ms in duration.156 To achieve these low-current measurement the
experimenter must reduce the chemical, vibrational, and electrical noise to < 1.5 pA RMS.
This requires the use of ultra-pure reagents, the use of floating vibration-isolation tables,
and Faraday cages, and excellent craftsmanship of carbon fiber microelectrodes.
Because of the difficulties in making these measurements, and the relatively lowthroughput nature of the experiment, this technique has been limited in its use. It has also
been primarily used for catecholamine neurotransmitters although direct measurements
of serotonin secretion should be possible given an appropriate model system.185 Recent
advances in microfluidic manipulation of single cells and the development of new electrode
materials will likely pave the way for high throughput single cell electrochemistry.186
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1.4.1.2.

Synaptic vesicle isolation and measurement

Recently the separation and detection of bioparticles including viruses and organelles
have been reported using capillary electrophoresis (CE) and laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF).187 Arriaga and coworkers were able to label mitochondrial membranes with a
fluorescent dye and detect hundreds of individual mitochondrial events and gather
information about their apparent electrophoretic mobility.188 One limitation of using LIF is
that an inherent property of the mitochondrion is not being detected and quantified. This
technique of Bioparticle CE was adapted by Omiatek et al. in order to study synaptic
vesicles electrochemically.48

This technique, termed Electrochemical Cytometry,

incorporates a cylindrical carbon fiber microelectrode as the amperometric sensor at the
outlet of a separation capillary.189 The measurements have similar, if not more stringent
noise reduction requirements as single-cell amperometric recording. Reports of using
electrochemical cytometry for the separation and detection of synthetic liposomes
encapsulating dopamine, catecholamine containing vesicles from PC12 cells, and
vesicles isolated from rat brain tissue have been reported.190 A further discussion of this
technique and the attempts to bring it to the realm of repeatable, high-throughput
measurements can be found in Chapter 3.
1.4.2. Electrophysiology
The first quantitative electrical measurements were performed using in the mid-20th
century after nearly 250 years of scientific observation on the electrical nature of muscular
and nervous tissue.14 Techniques in electrophysiology are all related in that they measure
the electrical properties (i.e. potential, current, and capacitance) of a cell, tissue, organ, or
organism. Many electrophysiological recording techniques have been adapted for clinical
diagnostics such as electrocardiography (ECG) or electroencephalography (EEG).91
Hodgkin and Huxley pioneered the use of intracellular electrophysiological recordings and
discovered the action potentials propagating along squid giant axons. For this they were
awarded the 1963 Nobel Prize and opened the door for electrophysiology to make
recording which would elucidate the complex circuitry of the brain. More Novel Prizes for
the advancement of electrophysiology followed: in 1981 Ubel and Wiesel won the award
for developing the single-unit recording where the potentials of single neurons in vivo.93
In Vivo measurements have become increasingly important because only through
studying living systems can the real action of neural circuits be understood both
physiologically and chemically. Neher and Sakmann won the Nobel in 1991 for the
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invention of patch-clamp techniques. This technique took electrophysiology in a new
direction by allowing measurements of specifically membrane-related phenomena.15
When combined with pharmacology, patch-clamp allows a detailed picture of the
composition and function of ion channels and receptors in a specific part of a cell
membrane.

Patch-clamp techniques demonstrate the crucial importance of in vitro

techniques for designing and understanding in vivo experiments. Although not a chemical
measurement technique, electrophysiology is a field in its own right and many excellent
texts detail the application of several techniques for probing hypothesis in neuroscience.
1.4.3. Implanted Electrode Techniques for In Vivo Neurochemical Monitoring
Electrochemical techniques have become important approaches for measuring the
dynamics of monoamine neurotransmitters in vivo. The combination of small implanted
sensor size, and the speed and sensitivity of direct recording, and the selectivity towards
electroactive species have propelled a family of techniques including amperometry, fast
scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV), and fast scan controlled adsorption voltammetry
(FSCAV) into an expanding role in neuroscience. Once considered niche techniques in
molecular neuroscience, improvements in software control and electrode modulation, and
advances in materials and electrode fabrication, and the expanding list of substances that
can be monitored, have made in vivo electrochemical monitoring

an increasingly

important compliment to electrophysiological recordings.45
1.4.3.1.

In Vivo Amperometry

The temporal resolution of amperometry is unmatched by other in vivo chemical
measurement techniques. Recordings can easily be performed at 1000 Hz (Temporal
resolution 1 ms), which is as fast as synaptic transmission.156 However, the high temporal
resolution which is required for the in vitro study of exocytosis, is as useful in vivo since
the measurements of neurotransmitters in the extracellular space are inherently diffusion
limited. The release events for dopamine as monitored by amperometry in vivo have been
measured at of one to five seconds, with the 10 to 90 rise time for occurring in a few
hundred milliseconds due to diffusion, and decay of the signal occurring over the next few
seconds due to metabolism.77

An important distinction in the behavior of

neurotransmitters at electrode surfaces exists between amperometry and the
voltammetric techniques: adsorption. Molecules diffusing towards the electrode surface
during an amperometric recording are electrochemically oxidized nearly instantly and do
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not become surface adsorbed prior to measurement. Ultimately this limits the sensitivity
of the technique as we will see in the subsequent discussion of FSCV and FSCAV, but it
does have the advantage of not convoluting the measured signal with a slow (relatively)
adsorption response.191

Amperometry affords the least chemical resolution of the

electrochemical monitoring techniques because the electrode potential is constant. Some
selectivity is conferred by selecting the electrode potential so that only certain species can
be electrochemically oxidized. However, given the similarity in redox potentials between
most monoamine neurotransmitters (100 to 200 mV vs. Ag/AgCl) and their metabolites
this selectivity is rarely achieved beyond the avoidance of oxidizing water.192 While
amperometry remains a viable technique for in vivo measurement of dopamine, it is not
sensitive enough to detect the relatively low concentrations of serotonin, nor is it able to
provide a chemical signature that would allow the differentiation between serotonin and
other neurotransmitters.
1.4.3.2.

Fast Scan Cyclic Voltammetry

Fast Scan Cyclic Voltammetry (FSCV) has been rapidly growing in importance as an
analytical technique for in vivo chemical measurements. Currently, about 100 papers a
year are published which detail studies using FSCV for instrument development and in
vitro or in vivo measurements of neurotransmitters. The technique is based off of more
traditional cyclic voltammetry in which the potential at an electrode surface is incrementally
changed during the experiment, typically at scan rates near 100 mV/s.193 During the scan
cycle the electrode potential will either increase or decrease from its initial holding potential
and be swept to some maximum (or minimum) potential before being swept back to the
initial potential. In FSCV the cyclic nature of the potential scan is maintained but the rate
is typically increased to 400 V/s, although potential sweep rates as fast as 2400 V/s have
been published from in vivo measurements.163 In order to understand the advantage
gained by performing a fast scan it is useful to consider the Randles-Sevcik equation which
describes an analytical solution to the peak current (ip) during a voltammetric
measurement in terms of the scan rate (v):
268,60

/

/

/

Equation 1-4.
The stoichiometric number of electrons transferred during the redox process (n), the
electrode are (A), the molecular diffusion coefficient (D), and the concentration (c) are all
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necessarily related to the amount of current that can be measured. If one were to examine
this equation with the intent of maximizing the signal that could be obtained for a given
concentration of analyte, one would clearly see that the scan rate could be dramatically
increased to effect a square root proportional increase in current. This has in fact allowed
the limit of detection of biogenic amine neurotransmitters to be decreased from
approximately 10 µM in normal cyclic voltammetry to as little as 50 nM for FSCV in vivo.84
It must be mentioned that the capacitive current that is generated due to nonfaradaic
charging of the electrical double layer at the electrode surface during a potential sweep
becomes incredibly large when scan rates are increased:

Equation 1-5.
Here the capacitance (C) and the scan rate are both directly proportional to the
background current from capacitance, and since intend to use a high scan rate to
maximize sensitivity towards the faradaic process which we are monitoring, we must seek
to minimize capacitance. Capacitance is proportional to the electrode area and the
dielectric permittivity of the solution at the electrode surface, and inversely proportional to
the thickness of the electric double layer (d).

Equation 1-6.
While the experimentalist has relatively little control over the dielectric of the material (ε)
the measurements are being performed in and the resulting double layer thickness, the
electrode area can be manipulated with great effect. Thus in order to maximize the
sensitivity of FSCV, while minimizing the background current, carbon fiber microelectrodes
were applied to make these measurements.194 These small electrodes have excellent
spatial resolution and due to the minimized capacitance rapid scan rates (> 400 V/s) allow
measurements to be made every 100 ms. Faster waveform application is possible but
leads to minimization in adsorption of dopamine, which is another principle factor in the
sensitivity of FSCV.111

This will discussed in detail in chapter 4, which details the

development of FSCAV, a technique which modulate adsorption time to increase
sensitivity and extract mass transport information.

Despite the small size of the

electrodes, scan rates which approach or exceed 1 kV/s still lead to capacitive currents
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which far exceed the faradaic current signal. For this reason, FSCV is background
subtracted technique, which has limited it to making measurements of rapid changes in
monoamine neurotransmitter concentration. This has been very useful for probing the
role of dopamine in the CNS and in vivo measurements have elucidated function of
biologic circuits in which dopaminergic neurons project from the midbrain through the
reward centers in the striatum and into the higher brain where decision making processes
are carried out.151,195,196

Typical experiments involve the monitoring of release of

neurotransmitter either through direct electrical stimulation of the brain or pharmacological
and physical stimuli. However the background, or tonic, level of neurotransmitter cannot
be accessed by FSCV because of the required subtraction. FSCAV has addressed this
issue, but for many years the background levels of dopamine and other neurotransmitters
have been analyzed using in vivo sampling techniques with ex vivo analytical
measurements.57
1.4.4. Implanted Sample Recovery Techniques
There are two similar techniques which can be used for collecting material from the CNS.
Microdialysis, as the name implies, employs a micro scale dialysis membrane which can
be directly implanted into various tissue with minimal disruption of the surrounding cellular
environment while a fluid is perfused through the interior of the membrane to collect in
vivo dialysate.16,154 Push-pull perfusion use a similarly sized probe consisting of two
parallel capillaries, one which pushes an isotonic aCSF directly into the tissue, while
another collects fluid from the extracellular space at an equal and opposite flow rate.
Microdialysis has seen far more utility and has been widely commercialized for medical
research beyond its utility in addressing the neurochemical problem. Both techniques are
similar in that they collect very small amounts of material, usually less than 2 µL per
minute.
1.4.4.1.

Push-pull Perfusion

Push pull perfusion and related techniques have seen relatively limited use in
neurochemical studies, in part because of the robustness of microdialysis as a competing
technique. In general push-pull probes are as large as or larger than microdialysis probes,
and this is viewed as a disadvantage since it is widely known that implanted probe
techniques displace a large amount of volume and can damage the cellular environment
surrounding the probe.197 Some recent custom fabricated probes are an indication that
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this trend is about to change but this does not change the other major issue which is the
increased complexity of performing the experiments.198 Push-pull experiments inherently
require two syringe pumps that are well calibrated and can deliver matched fluid flow, with
one pump having a fluid withdraw capability. Failure to maintain matched perfusion and
sampling flow can lead to damage to the tissue by creating a local excess of intracranial
pressure or conversely, creating a suction that damages and displaces tissue.199 The
advantages of push-pull perfusion lie in a minimized or nonexistent molecular weight bias
which make it a promising candidate for high molecular weight neuropeptide and protein
recovery.200 Improvements in push-pull probe size and the utilization of electromotive
force and opposed to the mechanical driving force in syringe pumps could mean a new
advent in push-pull perfusion.201 That said, microdialysis remains the gold standard for
neurochemical sampling despite its limitation and the molecular weight limitation is often
seen as an advantage as it introduces a bias that may reduce or remove interferences
from biopolymers and enzymes.
1.4.4.2.

Microdialysis: The Gold Standard for Neurochemical Sampling

In the case of microdialysis the relative recovery, which is the collected dialysate
concentration relative to the in vivo concentration, increases as the perfusion flow-rate
decreases.

This can be qualitatively understood by imagining two liquid chambers,

separated by the semipermeable membrane. If one chamber is very large (>1000 times)
compared with the other chamber then it is assuredly the case that a neuroactive material
contained in the larger chamber will diffuse into the smaller chamber and at equilibrium
the concentrations will be both the same in each chamber, and within 99.9% of the
concentration in the original larger chamber. This is the ideal situation which one would
hope to achieve in microdialysis, but it cannot be achieved except at nL/min. flow rates.202
Furthermore, the duration of time it takes to transfer material from the dialysis probe to a
suitable collection apparatus is inversely proportional to the flow rate, and increases in
transit time lead to increases sample losses due to oxidation, adsorption, and enzymatic
activity.98 To make the situation even more difficult, the microdialysis collection efficiency
(Ed) of neuroactive substance from the extracellular space is inversely proportional to the
resistance to mass transport.
1
Equation 1-8.
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1
∑

This equation defines the Ed as the ratio of the concentrations collected at the outlet of the
microdialysis probe (Cout) to the concentration in the extracellular space (Cext).16 This ratio,
as described above, is dependent on the volume flow rate (Qd) and the sum of the
resistances to mass transport (R) in the ECF, across the membrane, and in within the
dialysis probe. The effective resistance to mass transport can be described accordingly:

Equation 1-9.
Where r is the radius of diffusional mass transport (extending from the probe center), Deff
is the apparent diffusion (including hindrances due to the tortuosity of the extracellular
space), and A is the probe surface area.173 From these equations, which have been
simplified using a number of assumptions we can describe a fundamental mathematical
understanding of microdialysis recovery: decreased apparent diffusion leads to decreased
effective recoveries.

This has major implications for the recovery of neuroactive

substances, especially neuropeptides which can exceed 3000 Da, and have apparent
diffusion coefficients that are 10 times lower than small molecule neurotransmitters.203
This leads to relative recoveries for neuropeptides which are realistically between 1 and 5
% in many cases.204 When the hypothesized concentration of these substances in the
brain is already less than 1 nM, detection limits of < 10 pM for neuropeptides become a
requirement. There are two types of techniques which can generally afford these required
detection limits: binding-based assays, and tandem mass spectrometry.47,205 Even for
neuroactive species which are generally agreed to exist at higher concentrations that
neuropeptides (see table 1.) there can be considerable depletion of neurotransmitter in
the zone surrounding the microdialysis probe.206

Histology and clever retrodialysis

experiments have shown that the tissue damage and dilution of the local environment by
aCSF can lead lower apparent concentrations than are observed for monoamines when
measured by FSCV.104 Furthermore the issues of sample degradation during recovery
which have already been mentioned can further deplete the measured amounts of
neurotransmitters. Electrochemical techniques combined with separations such as HPLC
and CE have seen widespread use for monoamine neurotransmitters.141,207 Fluorescently
labeling of amino acids, monoamines, and acetylcholine have seen some use for sensitive
laser induced fluorescence detection.208–210 In general applying an analytical separation
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combined with a sensitive detection technique provides the best chemical resolution
amongst in neurochemical analysis.
1.4.5. Ex Vivo Electrochemical Detection of Neurotransmitters
High performance liquid chromatography coupled with electrochemical detection (LC-EC)
has been a mainstay of neurochemical analysis since the late 1970s.211 It has been widely
coupled with in vivo microdialysis for monitoring of dopamine, DOPAC, norepinephrine,
HVA, 5-HT, 5-HIAA and other monoamine neurotransmitters and their analytes.50 It is
also frequently applied for post-mortem tissue analysis in which these neuroactive species
can be extracted in 0.1 N perchloric acid.

The electrochemical detector is an

amperometric flow cell in a 3-electrode configuration, typically with a glassy carbon
working electrode, an Ag/AgCl reference and a platinum or stainless steel counter
electrode. This technique is typically capable of quantifying the low nM concentrations of
dopamine, norepinephrine and 5-HT, which are typical from brain dialysate.212 These
concentrations, while considerably lower than measurements obtained by FSCV or
FSCAV (100 nM to 1 µM) are routinely used to study changes in monoamine levels in
response to pharmacological, and behavioral stimuli. It is typical for an LC-EC experiment
to resolve 5-10 neurochemical analytes, although typically only a few are quantified. The
chemical resolution of this technique is achieved through ion-pairing separations which
have already been discussed (Scheme 1-2).213
1.4.6. Capillary Electrophoresis and Laser Induced Fluorescence
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) has the potential for unmatched speed and chemical
resolution when compared to other separation techniques.214 This, combined with the
advantage of inherently small-volume injected sample sized (0.1-10 nL) can provide
potentially unmatched temporal resolution for analytical separations.210

The huge

disadvantage of CE is that extremely low mass-detection limits, usually amol are required
because of the low concentrations of neurochemical species.215 To illustrate this consider
the total amount of dopamine in a 10 µL sample for HPLC analysis vs. a 100 nL injection
plug for capillary electrophoresis (Table 1-2) assuming an equal concentration of 5 nM.
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CE

Nano LC

Concentration (nM)

5

5

Sample Volume (µL)

0.1

10

Amount (fmol)

0.5

50

Table 1-2. Preconcentration in CE vs Nano LC

Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) is a supremely sensitive detection technique which can
approach single molecule detection limits.209 It requires post micro-dialysis derivatization
of analytes often prior to separation and detection. Methods for integrating sampling and
derivatization and CE have been developed that have greatly improved the feasibility of
the CE-LIF for high temporal resolution chemical measurements.149 Still, the complicated
nature of CE-LIF apparatus has limited its application for in vivo neurochemical analysis
to an important, but small number of reports.216 For the measurement of amino acid
neurotransmitters and their metabolites and CE-LIF will lead the way in dynamic in vivo
monitoring. For the much lower concentration neuropeptides that occur amidst of a
plethora of related species at similar concentrations, the sensitivity and selectivity of CELIF is not always sufficient. There are two technique that can give low amol detection
limits while providing selective detection for unsurpassed chemical resolution.
1.4.7. Binding-based Assays for Neuropeptide Quantification
Radioimmunoassays (RIA) and enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) are both
binding-based bioanalytical assays which rely on the specific affinity that an antibody has
for an epitope on a neuroactive substance.217,218 These techniques are often coupled with
HPLC so that many fractions from one microdialysis sample can be isolated and analyzed
in parallel. This can greatly increase the selectivity and throughput of these techniques.
RIA in particular is extremely sensitive because it utilizes radioisotope labelling (e.g.

125I

for 3H) has detection limits of 10 amol for some species.219 ELISAs are typically 10 to 100
times less sensitive although they usually have a lower cost.47 Perhaps the most critical
element for these assays is the development of good antibodies which are highly selective
for the analyte of interest and with limited cross-reactivity with other neuropeptide
species.220 This has been a major impediment for dynamic monitoring of neuropeptides
even though RIA has been the most widely used technique for study of this diverse class
of neuroactive species. The detection limit for all binding based assays are dependent on
the affinity of the antibody for the epitope; typically a successful antibody will demonstrate
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a Kd = 10-8 to 10-11 M.221 It is reasonable to expect a linear dynamic range extending one
to two orders of magnitude below the Kd for a sensitive detection platform such as RIA.222
Thus for a typical 10 µL microdialysis sample one could expect the very best detection
limit to be one amol, with realistic quantifiable levels starting at 10 amol. These are
excellent figures of merit yet they have been difficult to achieve, especially when studying
the link between neurochemical dynamics and behavior. One other technique which can
exceed the sensitivity and selectivity of RIA for analysis of neuropeptides and it has seen
rapid development over the past 20 years.
1.4.8. Capillary Liquid Chromatography and Tandem Mass Spectrometry
The coupling of capillary liquid chromatography (often referred to as nano LC) with mass
spectrometry analysis of gas phase ions achieves a multidimensional separation of
analytes that gives unsurpassed chemical resolution.

223

This technology represent a

confluence of the miniaturization of separations, the invention of electrospray ionization,
and the development of commercial tandem mass spectrometers.120 These developments
took place between the late 1980s and early 1990s and over two decades of engineering
and analytical methods improvements have yielded a supremely selective and sensitive
technology. The largest driving force for developing nano-LC tandem mass spectrometry
(MSn), have been the need to sequence and understand the proteome of the tissues of
living organisms.224 After the realization of the human genome in 2001, attention began
to focus on understanding the proteome and the differential expression of proteins and
enzymes in cell to cell and over time.225 The proteomics approach and the central role
played will be briefly described here and expounded upon in chapter 7. In the proteomics
workflow, whole proteins are digested using a protease (i.e. trypsin) and analyzed by mass
spectrometry. Introduction of nano LC typically increases the number of proteins that can
be identified. Gas phase fragmentation of peptides is achieved through one of several
methods, most commonly collision induced dissociation (CID). The resulting tandem
mass spectrum (MS2), contains the m/z of characteristic fragment ions which can be
identified based upon their accurate mass and the fragmentation pathway. Computer
algorithms for recognizing the peptide fragmentation in MS2 spectra are used to positively
identify a particular peptide.226 The proteomics approach is highly similar to the targeted
quantification of neuropeptides that is sought after by neurochemical researchers in the
instrumentation and methodology that it uses. Indeed, neuroproteomics is a promising
field of analytical research which compliments dynamic monitoring experiments.227
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1.4.8.1.

Nanoscale Chromatography: Preconcentration and Efficiency

Nano LC provides the initial advantage of the nano-LC MSn technique through
preconcentration of the sample.

Columns utilized in current commercial nano-LC

proteomics platforms are typically 75 um in diameter and 10 centimeters long and packed
with 2.1 µm porous C-18 particles. A 2 cm guard column with similar specification is also
used. The sample is loaded onto this pre column at a relatively high rate of speed (2-5 µL
min.228

Typical sample volumes range from 5 to 20 µL, which is consistent with

microdialysis sampling over 10 to 30 minute intervals at typical flow rates (0.5 to 1.0
µL/min.) Note that the volume of the pre column is ~50 nL, and the result of loading a
sample containing hydrophobic peptides with small concentrations of aqueous ion pairing
agent (0.1% TFA) allows the hydrophobic peptide-ion pair to adsorb strongly to the pre
column. The resulting preconcentration factor for a 10 µL sample can be estimated as
~200-1000 depending on the peptide. This type of sample loading, combined with the
excellent chromatographic resolution for packed capillary beds, can easily yield separation
efficiencies with N > 100,000 theoretical plates.

229

The major disadvantage is that even

if the analytical separation can be achieved in under 10 minutes, the time required to
sample loading and column equilibration often exceeds 30 minutes.
1.4.8.2.

Tandem Mass Spectrometry Analysis of Peptides

The gas phase study of neuropeptides was briefly touched on earlier in this introduction
and the example of the MS3 fragmentation of leucine enkephalin was discussed.98 Here
we will focus on the methodology and figures of merit which are relevant to neuropeptide
quantification by mass spectrometry. It must also be pointed out that there are numerous
types of mass analyzers arranged in different configurations yet only a few are suitable for
the ultra-trace quantification of neuropeptides.116,230–232

Currently, the predominant

ionization method for quantitative peptide analysis in electrospray ionization (ESI).114 Socalled nano-ESI sources are readily coupled with nano-LC separations systems, and
recent advances in technology have allowed for advanced robotic sample handling and
coupling of the separation to microchip-based ESI emitter platforms.233 These can greatly
increase the sensitivity, reproducibility, and allow quantitative mass spectrometry
experiments to be performed with greater ease. While mass spectrometry refers to the
broad field in which gas phase analysis of ions by mass analyzers is carried out, tandem
mass spectrometry refers specifically to a gas phase experiment in which ions are isolated
and perturbed with energy so that they undergo a gas phase fragmentation reaction.234,235
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Figure 1-6. Multidimensional Resolution Rank Plots. A radar chart type display is
used to graphically represent the spatial, temporal, and chemical resolution capabilities
of analytical techniques. A selection of implanted sensor or probe techniques for
neurochemical study are plotted alongside each other for comparative analysis. It is
generally the case that implanted microelectrode techniques offer significant spatial and
temporal resolution advantages over microdialysis sampling techniques. However,
when microdialysis sampling is combined with analytical separation and highly selective
instrumental or bioanalytical techniques the chemical resolution is unsurpassed by
current electrochemical methods. This highlights the need for a diversity of techniques
in order to address the complex challenges of the neurochemical problem.
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Spatial

Temporal

Chemical

(Volume / nL)

(Time / s)

(# Species Resolved)

0

> 104

> 102

0

1

103-104

101-102

1-2

2

102-103

100-101

2-5

3

101-102

10-1-100

5-10

4

100-101

10-2-10-1

10-30

5

10-1-100

10-3-10-2

30-60

6

< 10-1

< 10-3

>60

Rank

Table 1-3.

Multidimensional Resolution Ranking Criteria for Analytical

Techniques. Spatial resolution is defined in terms of decreasing orders of magnitude
for volume in units of nL. Temporal resolution is likewise defined in decreasing orders
of magnitude of timescale in seconds. Chemical resolution has a more complicated
rank system with increasing rank scores following a roughly geometric progression.
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This is extremely advantageous for quantification of trace analytes in complex mixtures
(i.e. microdialysate) because it introduces a highly selective “filter” which removes much
of the chemical noise. Indeed, multiple stages on tandem mass spectrometry (MSn) can
be performed in certain mass analyzers such as linear ion traps which allow for two gas
phase reaction selectivity filter to be introduced. Nano-LC-MS2 and MS3 methodologies
have been used to discover and to quantify neuropeptides in cellular and animal
models.1,117,165 The choice of mass spectrometer would ideally be made based upon the
specific sets of experiments being performed, but in reality the great expense of mass
spectrometry instrumentation and expertise results in the presence of a mass
spectrometer determining the types of experiments that are performed. For neuropeptide
quantification the ideal choice in mass spectrometers is typically a triple-quadrupole
instrument (QqQ) or a linear ion trap instrument (LIT).

The QqQ can perform MS2

experiment and offers fast scan rates for multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) in the gas
phase.231 LIT type instruments typically operate at lower scan rates but offer the ability to
perform MSn, to up to 7 practical fragmentations.230 The disadvantages of performing MSn
numerous times is that there is a decrease in ion throughput at each stage as gas-phase
fragmentation rarely have one pathway, but rather many competing, and that each
isolation and fragmentation step increases the duration of the analysis. Detailed examples
of nano-LC MSn experiments for neuropeptides and peptide drug analogs can be found
in chapters 6 and 7.
1.5. Multidimensional Resolution Plots
It should be clear that the analytical methodologies that have been developed to attack
the neurochemical problem are diverse and often highly complex. For the neuroscientist
or neuroanalytical chemist, the choice of technique to apply to address specific
neuroscience inquiries may seem daunting, especially when significant amounts of capital
and time may need to be invested before investigations begin. A proposed quantitative
rank system of the temporal, spatial, and chemical resolution capabilities of analytical
techniques is proposed in the following section (Table 3). These ranks can be visualized
on radar plots and compared with the multidimensional rank of a specific neurochemical
hypothesis which is to be tested (Figure 1-6). It is the author’s hope that graphical
representations of this quantitative rank system will provide a useful tool for the complex
multivariate decision making process of selecting and carrying out productive
neurochemical experiments.
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1.5.1. Multidimensional Resolution Rankings
To provide a graphical decision making tool which incorporates three dimensions of
resolution, a rank from 0 to 6 is assigned to a particular resolution range. Temporal
resolution has already been defined as the minimum time required to produce a repeated
measurement of the system. Given the range of temporal resolutions, it is convenient to
score each order of magnitude with its own rank, with increasingly faster measurements
getting highest ranks.

Thus measurement with a temporal resolution of about 100

seconds get a rank of 1, while measurements achieving 1 – 10 s resolution get a rank of
2, and so on with the fastest techniques with sub millisecond resolution get a 6. Spatial
resolution is similarly defined with decreasing orders of magnitude of volume in nL.
It is convenient to base the spatial rank on the size of the probe or sensor being implanted,
although it can be reasonably argued that the effective volume sampled is a better
criteria.236 This is often difficult or impossible to determine absolutely, and can only be
estimated. Given the many factors which hinder diffusion in the extracellular fluid,21 the
accessible volume of an implanted sensor or probe is unlikely to be more than a few times
greater than the physical volume. For imagining techniques the spatial resolution is simply
the size of each voxel generated in the 3-Dimensional image stack.237 The most spatially
limited techniques, with resolution volumes greater than 10 µL get a rank of 0, as this is
larger than many of the important subregions or nuclei found in mammalian brains,
especially the smaller brains of rodents.223 Commercially available microdialysis probes
with volumes of a few microliters do slightly better with a rank of 1.210 Cylindrical carbon
fiber microelectrodes as used in FSCV get a high rank of 5 as their volume is typically less
than one nL.238 Assigning ranks for chemical resolution must be performed differently than
for temporal or spatial resolution. We have previously defined chemical resolution as the
number of distinct chemical species which can be definitively measured amidst the
chemical background. Chemical resolution is very difficult to achieve and rarely would the
analytical scientist consider the range of chemical resolution to reach more than one
hundred chemical species.229 Multidimensional chromatography techniques are emerging
which break this mold, but they have not yet found applicability to the neurochemical
problem.239 For this reason a roughly geometric increase in rank is utilized with one
chemical species being resolved getting a rank of one, 2 – 5 species achieves rank two.
The highest rank is 6, for resolving over 100 analytes which has been achieved except
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Figure 1-7.

Visualization of Multidimensional Rank Criteria for Successful

Experiments. The study of dopamine release in response to pharmacological or
behavioral stimuli is currently being studied in the context of small micro domains within
the Nucleus Accumbens (NAc). a brain region generally associated with reward
processes. Currently FSCV and the recently developed FSCAV are the two techniques
appropriate for testing hypotheses regarding the connectivity of subregions of the NAc
in specific biological circuits (Top). Another neurochemical question that is being asked
more frequently is “what neuropeptides are found in the extracellular space of the frontal
cortex.” This is a fairly large brain region and temporal resolution is not important here.
What is needed is the ability to resolve dozens of neuropeptide species, some of which
may not be yet identified. Microdialysis with LC-MS/MS provides by far the most
appropriate technique for achieving this goal.
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through LC-MS/MS approaches.240 The multidimensional ranking criteria are detailed
Table 3.
1.5.2. Rank Assessment of Neurochemical Measurements
The great utility in describing a quantitative rank system for chemical, spatial, and temporal
resolution is the ability to render a simultaneous graphical representation of three
otherwise separate concepts. Using a radar chart the multidimensional resolution figures
of merit for one or several techniques are plotted on one graph (Figure 1-7). The three
radii on the graph are labelled and correspond to spatial, temporal, and chemical
resolution respectively. Increasing resolution (from rank 0 to 6) is plotted at equidistant
intervals from the center of the graph and numbered with corresponding concentric
gridlines. The immediate value of the graphs is that they demonstrate the strengths and
weaknesses of several neurochemical techniques side-by-side in an informative manner.
The commonality between techniques can be assessed and choices involving price and
availability of instrumentation can be more easily justified. In the author’s opinion the most
powerful feature of the multidimensional resolution plots are that they allow the
comparison of several potentially suitable neurochemical measurement techniques to a
important neurochemical hypothesis or experiment. The choice techniques can often be
a daunting responsibility and must be done with care and justified in terms of suitability
and cost, especially when funding is being sought (Figure 1-7).
Ultimately these multidimensional resolution plots impose a certain amount of artifice on
the multidimensional resolution of any given technique in order to achieve visualization of
a multivariate problem. The specific ranking criteria presented here are based on the
author’s experience with a variety of techniques and a careful review of the literature
covering neuroanalytical techniques. Nevertheless, argument over the specific resolution
level achieved by a certain technique will no doubt occur. It should be noted that specific
techniques are often coupled to advanced data processing methods such as
deconvolution or principal component analysis (PCA) in order to achieve improved
chemical or temporal resolution.167,241

These are absolutely valid enhancements of

resolution but the sometime use of data processing methods that are not typically used
should not define the general figures of merit for a more widely used technique. A direct
comparison of the resolution enhancement obtained with and without chemometric
methods would be a perfect use of these multidimensional resolution plots.
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1.5.3. Analytical Challenges and Future Development
The neurochemical problem is bounded by the scale of the spatial, temporal, and chemical
phenomena which occur in the nervous system. Our current level of understanding of
neuronal structure, synaptic transmission, and biological circuits were largely due to
development of groundbreaking scientific techniques. Molecular neuroscience will be
driven forward by not only the application of currently available techniques to test
intelligent hypotheses, but also the understanding of what hypotheses are not yet testable.
The drive to develop analytical techniques with improved chemical resolution is an
ongoing and fertile area of research, and the next technological breakthrough in
separation science or mass spectrometry just might open the door to previously
unanswerable neurochemical questions. Take for example a current widely held view
regarding neuropeptide as long-distance volume neuromodulators and hormones
neuroactive substances.

There is certainly evidence based upon the distribution or

neuropeptides and their receptors which influences hypotheses about their mode of
action, and it is clear from numerous studies that certain neuropeptides are secreted in
response to a variety of stimuli including sleep/wake cycles, feeding, pain, and pleasure.
It is largely unclear just how quickly certain neuropeptides such as the opioid peptides
enkephalin and dynorphin respond to stimuli and can modulate behavior responses.
Currently the best temporal resolution in dynamic monitoring of these peptides is 20
minutes because of the low concentrations recovered using microdialysis (1 - 20 pM). The
spatial resolution is also much lower than what has been achieved for catecholamine
neurotransmitters, despite evidence that local micro domains of only a few hundred
neurons may be responsible for producing a specific neuropeptide that acts in a given
biological circuit.

Given that the multidimensional resolution of current analytical

approaches are insufficient to address hypotheses on fast neuropeptide secretion in local
microenvironments, it begs the question: Do we believe neuropeptides have slow, diffuse
action as hormones and modulators because that is their physiological role, or to do we
believe it because the techniques capable of monitoring neuropeptides have limited spatial
and temporal resolution? The rapid signaling dynamics of opioid peptides in contrast with
long-term opioid levels in the extracellular space of the CNS would be an important piece
of knowledge for researchers bent on modulating the opioid system for pain management.
The need for technological advancement is there and now we can visualize it in terms of
the neurochemical questions we would like to ask (Figure 1-8).
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Figure 1-8. Current Analytical Techniques Fail to Meet the Criteria for Some
Neurochemical Questions. The dynamics of neuropeptides on the minute and second
timescale cannot be probed directly due to the limitations in spatial and temporal
resolution of current microdialysis techniques. These resolution limitations are due in
part to the low concentration of neuropeptides compared with other neuroactive species.
Improvements in sensitivity and sampling efficiency may pave the way for new analytical
methods which can address hypotheses about neuropeptide signaling in physiologically
relevant systems.
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Chapter 2.
Rethinking Data Collection and Signal Processing: A Real-time
Oversampling Filter for Chemical Measurements

Reprinted with permission from Anal. Chem., 2012,84 (19), pp 8422–8426.
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society
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Abstract
The real-time oversampling filter offers a method for reducing stochastic noise in timedependent chemical measurement. This power of this technique is demonstrated in its
application to the separation of dopamine and serotonin by MEKC with amperometric
detection. Signal to noise ratios were increased by almost an order of magnitude allowing
for LODs of 100 amol and 120 amol respectively. Real-time oversampling filters can be
implemented using simple software algorithms and require no change to existing
experimental setups. Application is not limited to analytical separations and this technique
can be used to improve S/N in any experiment where the necessary sampling rate is less
than the maximum sampling rate of the analog to digital converter.
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2.1

Introduction

Experiments result in a time-varying output composed of a chemical signal with noise
superimposed. We extract information from the signal that can be used to quantify a
substance or physical property. The portion of the output that does not contain relevant
information is noise, no matter what its source. Researchers strive to minimize the noise
without distorting the information contained in the signal. Indeed, many methods (e.g.
signal averaging, analog and digital filtering, smoothing, convolution) have been
developed to minimize noise.1-10
Experiments (e.g. liquid chromatography, capillary electrophoresis, spectroscopy, mass
spectrometry, voltammetry) produce chemical information that must be recorded. The
physical or chemical phenomenon is converted to a measureable electrical output by
transducers (e.g. electrochemical sensor, photomultiplier tube, Faraday cup, photodiode,
thermistor). If necessary, the electrical output from the transducer is converted to a
voltage prior to quantization, in which a continuous analog voltage output is converted to
discrete time and voltage values. In the modern laboratory, digitization occurs with the
aid of a personal computer (PC). The PC has revolutionized the way in which data are
collected, stored, and analyzed. Commonly, a PC is interfaced with an analog-to-digital
converter that takes a time-varying analog voltage output and digitizes it for display and
storage. Continuous improvements in the CPU clock speed, bus bit rate, amount of
physical memory in the computer and interface devices open up new possibilities for data
processing in real time. These improvements are of great importance as it allows data
processing methods to be applied in real-time. A simple method to collect and process
time-varying data to minimize noise by taking advantage of high-speed digitizers is
presented here. In many experiments, the rate at which data is recorded is much less
than that rate at which the analog-to-digital converter used is capable of sampling.11-13
One could use the full potential of the analog-to-digital converter by collecting data at the
maximum rate possible, averaging a set number of these data points together, and then
recording the data at a lower rate set by the experimenter. For practical reasons, scientists
sample at a rate necessary to adequately reproduce the information contained in the
output of the experiment. For example, chromatographic peaks that have widths of a few
seconds can be adequately represented from data acquired using 10 Hz sampling. If one
were to sample a thirty-minute chromatographic separation at 1 MHz, the recorded data
file would, at a minimum, require 3.6 GB of hard drive space (stored as a binary file, 5 –
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10 times larger for an ASCII text file). Megahertz sampling makes little sense from a
practical standpoint.

Data storage can accommodate files this large but they are

cumbersome to manipulate. However, collecting data at this high rate would allow one to
process it using a method known as “oversampling and averaging.”14 Oversampling and
averaging has seen some use by electrical engineers to increase the effective number of
bits of a analog-to-digital converter.

It has also been used by some measurement

scientists to reduce noise hence the increase the signal-to-noise ratio.14-17 Briefly, many
data points are collected over a specified time interval and averaged into a single data
point which then represents the measured voltage over that time interval. This serves to
diminish the noise; the noise is inversely proportion to square root of the number of data
points averaged.17 In this work, we sample data at a high rate (up to 1 MHz) and average
it in real time, recoding the average and discarding the numerous data points used to
construct the average. We call this a real-time oversampling filter. This implementation
eliminates the need for storage and manipulation of large data files and allows for simple
software manipulation of the degree of oversampling. This filter is applied to a capillary
electrophoresis experiment and is shown to increase the signal-to-noise ratio for the
detected analytes. The filter is broadly applicable and easily to implement with existing
hardware and software.
2.2

Theory

Assume an instrument produces a normally distributed output with mean µ and standard
deviation

. If one were to measure this output once within a specified time interval, the

measurement of the “true” mean would be quite poor. One can write the following
equation:

Equation 2-1.
Where for a single measurement, x is the measured value, µ is the “true” mean,

is the

standard deviation, and z is the standard score which indicates the number of standard
deviations a particular value lies from the true mean. The RMS noise associated with this
measurement would be the standard deviation of the population,

. For a more complete

knowledge of the distribution, more samples may be acquired. One can then write:
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̅

√

Equation 2-2.
Where x̄ is the measured mean, µ is the true mean,
the number of samples taken. The term

is the standard deviation, and n is

/√n is the standard error of the mean, and it

decreases as more samples are taken. In this measurement, the RMS noise associated
with the measurement would be the standard error of the mean (

/√n). The noise is

diminished as more samples are acquired and averaged.
Analog to digital converters take continuous, time varying outputs and quantize them.

If

the output is sampled at a rate of 1000 Hz, each data point represents a time interval ( )
of 1 ms The sample rate therefore defines the number of samples that may be averaged
over a given time interval

Current analog-to-digital converters and personal computers

are capable of high sample rates and have sufficient processing speed to perform
averaging in real time. Indeed, a 16-bit card capable of sampling at 1 MHz can be
purchased for ~$1000. Entry-level analog-to-digital converters can be purchased for less
than $200 (14-bit, 10 kHz sampling rate).
Here, we apply the sampling concepts above to time-varying data (Figure 2-1). The blue
traces in Figure 2-1 represent the output of a hypothetical transducer in the time domain;
a signal consisting of the baseline interrupted by a Gaussian peak is obscured by noise
as one might encounter. Discreet voltage values have been digitally recorded at regular
time intervals (top trace, yellow diamonds). It is clear that these recorded data points may
not accurately represent the “true” signal. Suppose the exact same output were sampled
at a much higher rate. This would result in a representative sample which could be used
to construct an accurate population distribution of output voltages over a particular time
interval. By temporarily storing large amounts of data collected in computer memory
(illustrated by the inset) and then averaging the data using a simple software algorithm,
an accurate mean voltage is recorded for each time interval (bottom trace, red triangles).
The end result is greater accuracy in recording the true signal while maintaining the same
data recording rate.
The real-time oversampling filter is analogous to “signal averaging” or “ensemble
averaging” except that only one experiment needs to be performed to achieve enhanced
signal-to-noise ratios.

For many types of experiments (e.g. analytical separations),

ensemble averaging is not practical.1,18 The real-time oversampling filter can be applied
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Figure 2-1. Representation of the Real-time Oversampling Filter and the
Reduction of Stochastic Noise. The measurement of a signal at an arbitrary
recording rate selects only one possible value amongst many in a given sampling
period (A. yellow data points against blue trace). However, using modern electronics,
one may sample many of the possible values during the same period (expanded inset
of the blue trace) and record the average as a single data point (B. red data points
against blue trace). The oversampled data recorded in red contain less of the original
noise content and more accurately represents the signal.
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anytime the requirements of the experiment do not necessitate the operation of the
analog-to-digital converter at its maximum sampling rate. Indeed, we can write three rules
for data collection:
1. Data should be filtered in the analog domain to obey the Nyquist criterion with
respect to the data recording rate.
2. An analog-to-digital converter should always operate at the fastest collection rate
possible.
3. Further data processing to record the digitized data at the desired rate can take
place in the digital domain.
To prevent aliasing, the rate at which data is recorded must adequately represent the
frequency content of the output data stream. The Nyquist limit must be obeyed such that
the recording rate must be at least two times the highest frequency present in the output.
In the real-time oversampling filter presented here, the analog-to-digital converter is
operated at the fastest rate possible. A number of data points from the analog-to-digital
converter, n (defined by the ratio of the data collection rate to the recording rate), is
averaged in real-time and written to a data file. This scheme minimizes noise the system
and preserves the temporal fidelity of the data without introducing artifacts.
2.3

Results

2.3.1

Effect of a Real-time Oversampling Filter on RMS Noise. When digitizing an

analog signal, it is critical that the recording rate be sufficient to capture the frequency
content of the data. For example, a Gaussian peak with a full-width at half its maximum
height (W1/2) of one second has > 95% of its frequency content below 2 Hz. Therefore, to
represent the Gaussian peak we must record data at a minimum of 4 Hz, obeying the
Nyquist criterion. To adequately measure a Gaussian peak and minimize measurement
errors of peak characteristics, we typically record data at a higher rate.

The

measurements presented herein were recorded at 25 Hz.
We investigated the effect of our real-time oversampling filter on white noise (Figure 2-2).
A ~1 V RMS white-noise output was generated (bandpass of 250 kHz). The output was
then recorded at 25 Hz while the collection rate of the analog-to-digital converter was
varied from 25 Hz to 1 MHz (Figure 2-2, red diamonds). This allows for up to n = 40 000;
meaning that 40 000 sampled data points are averaged into one recorded data point
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Figure 2-2. RMS Noise Decreases with Increasing Sampling Number. This trend
is expected to be linear with respect to n-1/2 (black trace). Millivolt scale noise
produced by a white noise generator follows the ideal trend for over two orders of
magnitude (red diamonds). Random noise arising from digitization of data is also
diminished using the real-time oversampling filter (blue triangles). Deviation from the
ideal trend occurs as 1/f and noise become large in comparison with stochastic noise.
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(collection rate = 1 MHz, recording rate = 25 Hz). As expected, the measured noise is
proportional to n-1/2 (R2 = 0.99). The power of the real-time oversampling filter is clear.
The measured RMS noise decreases from 1.09 V to 7.73 mV.
The real-world limitations of analog-to-digital converters introduce noise in low-voltage
measurements.

Because the analog-to-digital converter employed here has 16-bit

resolution (±10 V input range) the theoretical bit-noise limitation is ~300 µV (20 V / 216
bits), and any variation in the voltage signal smaller than this limiting value will have some
probability of being rounded up or down to the nearest discrete value allowed. This effect
is observed when measuring the output of a precision DC voltage source (set to 100.0 mV
DC). If a bit-noise-limited signal is acquired and the real-time oversampling filter is applied,
the RMS noise is reduced by over an order of magnitude, well under the theoretical bit
noise limit (Figure 2-2, blue triangles). Deviation from the ideal trend occurs when the
stochastic noise has been effectively averaged out of the measurement and other noise
sources, notably 1/f noise or any environmental noise, become larger in magnitude. This
deviation was not unexpected but more importantly it was not observed until the RMS
noise was approximately 10 µV, much less than the resolution of the analog-to-digital
converter.

This increases the resolution of the analog-to-digital converter effectively

making it a 21-bit device.14-16

The real-time oversampling filter does not affect the

measurement of the mean signal over a given time, but it reduces the error associated
with digital recording.
2.3.2

Increased S/N Ratio in MEKC with Amperometric Detection.

The real-time

oversampling filter was applied to the separation of dopamine and serotonin (5-HT) by
MEKC. In this separation technique, a borate-SDS buffer is utilized to achieve separation
between these two analytes. Dopamine migrates to the detector rapidly as the dopamineborate complex weakly partitions into the SDS micelles and is poorly retained. Serotonin
lacks the vicinal hydroxyl groups of catecholamines and does not complex with borate. At
the pH used for these separations, 5-HT is near its isoelectric point and partitions into the
SDS micelles22-24.
Approximately 1 nL of a 0.1 N HClO4 solution containing 10.0 µM dopamine and 10.0 µM
5-HT was electrokinetically injected for two seconds at 30 kV.

Average separation

efficiency was 160 000 ± 20 000 and 110 000 ± 3 000 for DA and 5-HT respectively (n =
6).

Representative electropherograms contrasting traditional sampling with real-time
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Figure 2-3. Noise Reduction in MEKC-Amperometry Measurements of
Neurotransmitters. Separation of 10.0 µM dopamine and 10.0 µM serotonin was
performed using micellar electrokinetic chromatography with amperometric detection.
Dopamine migrates faster and is the first peak observed in both traces. Without the
use of the real-time oversampling filter the RMS noise is 6.0 pA and the LOD for both
analytes is ~1 fmol (red trace). Application of the real-time oversampling filter with n =
40 000 samples reduces the RMS noise to 700 fA and the LOD to ~ 100 amol (blue
trace). Noise histograms for each separation are rotated and plotted to the right of
each electropherogram. Noise profiles were Gaussian and the standard deviation
decreases as the number of samples averaged increases.
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oversampling show the signal-to-noise is increased by nearly one order of magnitude for
both analytes (Figure 2-3). Noise profiles for both data sets with and without real-time
oversampling were fit using a Gaussian nonlinear least squares regression with an R2 of
0.995 (Supplemental information). Real-time oversampling decreases the RMS noise of
data recorded thus reducing the width of the Gaussian noise profile. The signal-to-noise
ratio for both dopamine and 5-HT increases with the square root of n1/2. In the case of
dopamine, the S/N ratio increases from 34 ± 1.0 for n = 1 to 300 ± 50 for n = 40 000.
Similarly, the S/N ratio for 5-HT increases from 32 ± 1.0 to 290 ± 50 (Figure 2-4). Signalto-noise ratios were calculated using the peak current amplitudes and the RMS noise over
a 5 s interval of the baseline prior to each peak. These intervals were chosen based on
the average W1/2 for both dopamine and 5-HT. While the increasing trend for S/N is not
linear with n1/2, the noise levels encountered in these experiments are on the order of a
single picoamp and are limited in practice by low levels of environmental noise from the
high voltage power supply and other contributors. Indeed, the lowest noise measured is
700 fA at a bandwidth of 12 Hz. The nonlinear trend is the result of a floor effect, from
which lower noise levels would be difficult to obtain.
Without the real-time oversampling filter, the detection limit for dopamine and 5-HT was
870 amol and 1.02 fmol, respectively (3 ). With the real-time oversampling filter and n =
40 000, the LOD for dopamine and 5-HT was reduced to 100 amol and 120 amol
respectively.

This was achieved without any change to the bandwidth filter on the

picoammeter, and the data underwent no subsequent signal processing in software. The
decrease in the noise and subsequent increase in sensitivity show that the real-time
oversampling filter can be easily implemented and used to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio in analytical measurements.
2.4

Discussion

We have presented the real-time oversampling filter as a new implementation of the
technique known as oversampling and averaging. In this work, it has been applied to
achieve nearly one order of magnitude increase in the signal to noise ratio in the
separation of dopamine and serotonin by MEKC with amperometric detection. The realtime oversampling filter makes use of the capabilities of modern analog-to-digital
converters and a simple software algorithm reduces stochastic noise regardless of its
source. The technique compliments analog filtering and results in manageable data sets
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Figure 2-4. Real-time Oversampling Increases S/N Ratio. Signal to noise ratios for
dopamine and serotonin increase with the square root of the number of samples
averaged into one recorded datum. Overall improvement in S/N was slightly less than
1 order of magnitude for both analytes, achieved solely by application of the real-time
oversampling filter. Error bars are plotted as standard deviation (n = 3). Only the
upper error bar for dopamine and lower error bar for serotonin are plotted for clarity.
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which can undergo subsequent signal processing in the digital domain.

It is not

constrained in its application to steady state or highly reproducible rapid measurement as
is ensemble averaging. The use of a real-time oversampling filter is appropriate whenever
a measurement does not require the analog to digital converter to be operated at its
maximum sampling rate. We submit that this powerful yet simple technique should be a
part of every chemist’s toolbox.
2.5

Methods

2.5.1

Reagents and Materials.

Sulfuric acid (98%), hydrogen peroxide (30%),

hydrochloric acid (37%), 2-propanol (OmniSolve grade), sodium bicarbonate, and sodium
borate decahydrate (ACS grade) were purchased from EMD Millipore Chemicals (Billerca,
MA). Solid NaOH, hydrofluoric acid (49%), and perchloric acid (71%), were purchased
from Mallinkrodt Chemical Inc. (St. Louis, MO). Serotonin hydrochloride (5-HT) was
purchased from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA).

Dopamine hydrochloride (DA), sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS), trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS), and propylene glycol monomethyl
ether acetate (PGMEA) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Corp. (St. Louis, MO). Dow
Corning Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer (PDMS) was purchased through Ellsworth
Adhesives (Germantown, WI). All water used was purified to a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm
using MilliQ Gradient A10 water purification system (EMD Millipore).
2.5.2

Electrode fabrication.

Carbon-fiber microelectrodes were constructed using

methods similar to those previously reported.19 Individual type T-40 carbon-fibers (Cytec
Thornel, Woodland Park, NJ) were manually isolated and aspirated into a 4” length, 0.68
mm I.D. standard glass capillary (A-M Systems, Inc., Sequim, WA). Filled capillaries were
heated and pulled to a fine seal around the carbon fiber using a type PE-2 pipette puller
(Narishige, Japan). The resulting electrodes were then cut under a microscope to a length
of 250 ± 50 µm using a No. 11 surgical steel blade. Electrical contact was made through
the open end of the capillary by inserting a four-inch length of stripped 28 AWG wire wrap
wire (Squires Electronics Corp., Cornelius, OR) that had been coated in conductive silver
paint (SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA). The wire lead was then sealed in place using
Loctite Hysol 0151 epoxy adhesive (Henkel Corp., Scottsdale, AZ) and allowed to cure
overnight.
2.5.3

Analytical Separations and Amperometric Detection.

Micellar electrokinetic

chromatography experiments were conducted using a 45.5 cm, 14.9 ± 0.5 µm I.D., 150
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µm O.D. fused-silica capillary (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ). The capillary was
prepared for electrochemical detection by purging with He gas at 150 psi. The cladding
was removed and the outlet was etched by submerging approximately 1 mm of the
capillary in HF solution so that a stream of bubbles was visible. This etching process
continued for 12 minutes followed by immersion in dilute NaHCO3 solution for 2 minutes
and then a 5 minute immersion in water. This procedure resulted in frustum geometry of
90 ± 5 µm in diameter at the outlet and 300 ± 10 µm in depth.11 The capillary was
conditioned by flushing with methanol for 3 minutes, water for 3 minutes, 0.5M HCl for 5
minutes, water for 3 minutes, 1.0 M NaOH for 30 minutes, and water for 3 minutes (all at
40 psi backpressure). Aqueous running buffer (20 mM borate pH 9.61, 50 mM SDS, 2%
v/v n-propanol) was then flushed at 150 psi for 15 minutes. All solutions used were filtered
through a 0.2 µm Nylon syringe filter (VWR International, LLC, Sugarland, TX). The
running buffer was then electrokinetically injected at 15 kV for 5 minutes until the current
stabilized. A Glassman MJ30P400 30kV power supply (Glassman High Voltage, Inc.,
High Bridge, NJ) was used to apply high voltage and controlled remotely using software
written in house (LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, TX).

Samples were

electrokinetically injected from an Eppendorf tube for 2 s using a 30 kV bias.
Capillaries were interfaced with the PDMS device as previously described and the outlet
of the capillary was sheathed with the separation buffer at a flow rate of 40 µL/min
delivered by a PHD 2000 syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA).20,21 The outlet
reservoir of the device contained a 2 cm length of 0.1” diameter Pt wire (ground electrode
for the separation). Additionally, a Ag/AgCl wire was anchored in the same reservoir to
serve as a reference electrode in a two-electrode detection format.

Carbon-fiber

microelectrodes were mounted on a model M3301R micromanipulator (WPI International,
Sarasota, FL) and connected to the input HI of a Keithley 428 Prog picoammeter (Keithley
Instruments, Cleveland, OH). Electrodes were positioned at a depth of 150 µm within the
frustum of the capillary for amperometric recordings. The picoammeter gain was set at
109 V/A, the bandwidth filter at 12 Hz, and a voltage bias of 1.150 V was applied. Data
were recorded digitally using a NI PCI 6251 and LabVIEW software written in-house
(National Instruments, Austin, TX). The detection occurred inside a grounded Faraday
cage.
2.5.4

Real-time Averaging and Noise Recordings. The real-time oversampling filter was

created using LabVIEW software. Two key parameters define the real-time averaging:
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sample rate and recording rate. The sample rate is the rate at which the analog to digital
converter digitizes analog data. The recording rate is the rate at which the software writes
data to file. The ratio of the sample rate to the recording rate is n, the number of data
points averaged into one. The analog output of a transducer or voltage source is sampled
at the specified rate and the sampled voltage values are fed into a one-dimensional array.
The average of n data points contained within the array is written to file along with the
corresponding time value of the first data point. Timing for data recording is kept using
the onboard sample clock of the NI PCI 6251. In this manner the output of the transducer
is averaged with the effect of reducing stochastic noise. A more thorough description of
the software can be found in the supporting information. A custom millivolt potentiometer
was used to produce a 100.0 mV signal for studies on µV-scale noise. A ~5 V peak-topeak white noise signal was generated and applied using LabVIEW software and a NI
PCIe 6341. In all instances, noise magnitude was calculated by taking the root mean
square of 5 seconds of recorded data.
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Chapter 3.
A Zeptomole Catecholamine Detection Platform for Capillary
Electrophoresis and Electrochemical Cytometry

Abstract
A robust capillary electrophoresis separation and electrochemical measurement platform
is described in detail which allows zeptomole measurements of catecholamines. The
performance of this system in CZE, MEKC, and Electrochemical Cytometry experiments
is characterized.

A cell-free assay of the catecholamine content of PC12 secretory

granules is introduced using a rapid subcellular fractionation procedure and highthroughput (1000’s of vesicles analyzed) cytometry experiments. This eliminates the need
for ultracentrifugation and size exclusion chromatography and greatly reduces the cost
and time for preparation of secretory vesicles. Advances in electrode stability, noise
reduction, and capillary preparation will allow for routine analysis of PC12 secretory
granules and the comparison of intergenerational changes in quantal size and
identification of secretory granule subpopulations.
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3.1

Introduction

Capillary electrophoresis is a power analytical separation tool that allows sensitive
quantification of analytes while providing high chemical resolution based upon the
differences in electrophoretic mobility.1 The selectivity of capillary zone electrophoresis
(CZE) can be enhanced through careful control of the pH2 as well as introduction of
micellar electrokinetic chromatography methods (MEKC).3,4

Such an approach has

proved highly effective for the quantification of biogenic amines neurotransmitters and
their

metabolites

when

coupled

with

amperometric

detection

using

carbon

microelectrodes.5–7 One of the unique features of capillary electrophoresis is the complex
electrophoretic behavior of bioparticles.8 The apparent mobility (µapp) of a species can be
determined by measuring its migration time (tm). For CE systems employing end-column
amperometric detection the equation for apparent mobility is given: 9

Equation 3-1.
Where the length of the capillary (L) and the separation voltage applied during the
separation (V) are controlled by the experimenter. If the apparent mobility arises primarily
from electrophoresis as opposed to electroosmotic flow the electrophoretic mobility (µep)
of a small molecule can be predicted using the Debye-Huckel-Henry theory:10

6
Equation 3-2.
Where the charge of the molecule (q), the solution viscosity (η), and the hydrodynamic
radius (R) must be taken into account. Rigid spherical particles (i.e. colloids) also have
relatively well defined electrophoretic mobility (µRS):11
2
3
Equation 3-3.
Where the charge of a small particle must be replaced by a more complicated expression
which invokes the dielectric constant of the particle material (ε), the zeta potential of the
rigid particle (ζ), and the Henry function which is generally approximated as 1.5 for
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Figure 3-1.

Diagram of the Synaptic Vesicle Isolation and Quantification by

Electrochemical Cytometry. Samples containing synthetic LUVs, secretory granules,
or synaptic vesicles are injected electrokinetically and separated in a high electric field
through the process of Bioparticle capillary electrophoresis (top). The bioparticles are
focused towards a CFME and lysed due to high concentration surfactant (lower left).
This occurs near the electrode surface where rapid electrochemical oxidation of
catecholamines or other electrochemically active substances generates quantifiable pAscale currents This technique is inherently high throughput, allowing for hundreds or
thousands of amperometric recordings of bioparticle events (lower right).
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aqueous solutions (as is the case in the experiments in this chapter). The situation
becomes woefully more complex when particles do not exhibit ideal behavior. Biological
particles (bioparticles) including viruses, cells, and organelles do not behave as rigid
spheres and exhibit dynamic behavior when subjected to the high electric fields utilized in
CE techniques.

There have been attempts to model the complexity of bioparticle

electrophoresis as demonstrated by the reduced mobility (µr) expression shown of the
O’Brien model:12
3
2

3
2 1

|

|

1

Equation 3-4.
Where e is the fundamental charge, k is Boltzmann’s constant and M, λ and γ are arbitrary
parameters arising from a numerical solution for the boundary conditions for electrokinetic
behavior. Notice that ζ appears thrice in this equation and consider that the zeta potential
of a bioparticle is a function of the physical dimension and symmetry of the particle, the
distribution of charges on the particle surface (which are diffusing in the particle
membrane), and the complex association of ions with numerous lipid and protein species
on the particle surface. This give rise to a tremendous, and often unpredictable variance
in the electrophoretic mobility of bioparticles.13
Bioparticle capillary electrophoresis is an emerging technique based upon highthroughput detection of single bioparticles that individuate due to their complex
electrophoretic behavior.8,12,13 Bioparticle CE has been used to study viral particles, cells,
and organelles such as mitochondria. These experiments utilize fluorescent labeling of
specific subcellular components or membrane proteins so that sensitive LIF
measurements can be made.14–17 Recently, bioparticle CE has been expanded as a
quantitative chemical analysis technique for the study of catecholamine contents in
synthetic large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs)18 as well as secretory granules from rat
pheocrohomocytoma cell lines (PC12),19 and synaptic vesicles from rat brain
homogenate.20 These reports have termed the technique Electrochemical cytometry
(Figure 3-1), and are based upon sensitive amperometric detection of dopamine and
norepinephrine at carbon fiber microelectrodes, a technique capable of quantifying as few
as 10,000 neurotransmitter molecules.21
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Figure 3-2.

Ultra-Low Noise Ultra-High Stability CE-Amperometry.

The

combination of many extensive methodological improvements in the stability of CE
amperometry result in stable ultra-low noise amperometric recordings. Electrokinetic
injection of purified homogenate from a PC12 cell culture that had been treated with Lresulted in clear electrophoretic separation of DA, L-DOPA, and DOPAC in a pH 7.4
TES buffer. The recording in this figure is raw data that has not undergone any signal
processing apart from the real-time oversampling inherently performed by the
acquisition software.

This allows for low amol detection limits without in single nL

volume samples. The incredibly low noise (< 1 pA RMS) and lack of drift (1.5 pA/hr.) is
a result of electrode alignment optimization and the noise dampening systems put in
place (See section 3.4 for details).
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Electrochemical detection for capillary electrophoresis is inherently difficult due to the
incompatibility of the high electric fields required for CE separations and the low electrical
noise requirements for amperometry. Electrochemical cytometry requires that RMS noise
currents be < 1 pA and that the electrophoretic separation remain stable to time periods
of up to 4 hours.22 These requirements for such a zeptomole catecholamine measurement
platform push the limits of capillary electrophoresis and amperometry and are discussed
in rigorous detail herein.
3.2

Results

The measurement platform described in detail in the methods section of this chapter (3.4)
is capable of amol detection limits for electroactive species in conventional CE separations
and zeptomole detection limits in electrochemical cytometry.

The roughly 500 fold

enhancement in sensitivity between the two techniques arises because synaptic vesicles
or synthetic liposomal preparations encapsulate analyte in a fL environment that prevents
diffusional band broadening.18 Results obtained by both techniques are discussed in this
section as well as the results of synthetic vesicle preparation and secretory granule
isolation from PC 12 cells.
3.2.1

Ultra-low Noise, Ultra-High Resolution CE Measurements

Electrochemical detection in capillary electrophoresis is highly sensitive to mechanical,
electrical, and chemical noise despite being a selective detection method for electroactive
species. CE is also a mass-limited separation platform due to the narrow capillary IDs
which limit effective injection volumes to between 10 pL and 100 nL.23–25 To advance the
technology of amperometric detection with CFME in CE separations several instrumental
optimizations were implemented (3.4). The combination of these advancements in noise
reduction and stability allow for sensitive measurements, however electrokinetic injection
in CZE systems introduces injection bias which results in increased mass loading of
cations compared to neutrals and a bias against loading anions. However, the injection
bias is largely offset by the enhanced effects of band broadening for positively charged
amines which tend to adsorb to deprotonated silanol moieties on the separation capillary
surface.10 The net result for separation at pH 7.4 is that approximately 10 amol of material
can be detected for both cations and anions undergoing similar 2-electron processes.
These CZE separation conditions were applied to a PC12 cell homogenate for the relative
quantification of neurotransmitters and metabolites (Figure 3-2) This PC12 culture had
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Figure 3-3.

High Chemical Resolution of MEKC for Neurotransmitter and

Metabolite Measurements. MEKC separations allow for high separation efficiency and
selectivity in the analysis of biogenic amine neurotransmitters and their metabolites. A
separation of 12 analytes as well as caffeic acid, which serves as an internal standard,
is achieved through electrokinetic injection at separation in a 333 V/cm field in a 25 mM
tetraborate buffer (pH 9.2) containing 30 mM SDS. Tetraborate forms a complex with
catechol moieties that inhibits the partitioning of certain species into the SDS micelles
and leads to their rapid migration from the capillary. Other species partition more
strongly into the micelles and are selectively retained as the anionic micelles migrate
eletrokinetically towards the capillary inlet. Average separation efficiency for all 14
species is characterized by 260,000 theoretical plates with all species showing greater
than 150,000 plates.
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been treated with 100 µM L-DOPA prior to analysis and the results show rapid metabolism
of L-DOPA to produce high concentration of DA.26 There is also a commensurate increase
in DOPAC concentration to the MAO activity in the cell culture. For long time-duration
separations such as those occurring in extended length capillaries of for electrochemical
cytometry measurements the effect of low frequency noise (drift) can lead to significant
impediment of experiments. For electrochemical measurements noise of the order of 1
pA RMS with drift on the order of 2 pA/hr. will lead to highly reproducible amperometric
recording.22
Micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) represents a powerful enhancement to
CZE separation for neurotransmitters and metabolites.

Because biological mixtures

contain many amine and carboxylic acid species MEKC allows for greatly enhanced
selectivity.2 Separations carried out in a low-conductivity borate buffer (25 mM) with 30
mM SDS achieve excellent peak capacities for biological samples. Adjustment of the pH
to between 9.2 and 9.4 allowed the baseline resolution of 14 different species (Figure 33). Separation efficiencies ranged from 168,000 theoretical plates for tyrosine to 380,000
for DOPAC. In general species complexing with borate migrate faster and show higher
separation efficiencies that the indolamine-related species which partition strongly into the
SDS micelles during the separation. This is clearly evident based on the 18 minute
retention of 5-HT.

The separation represent an injection of species at nominal

concentrations of 10 µM, but corresponds to approximately 10 femtomoles of neutral
analyte loaded onto the column.
3.2.2

Preparation and Analysis of Synthetic Vesicle Systems

Synthetically prepared large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) encapsulating high concentration
solution of DA (150 mM) degrade rapidly due to autoxidation and polymerization of DA
(Figure 3-4a). This problem was addressed through concomitant encapsulation of AA with
DA and resulted in extended preservation of solutions based on colorimetric and DLS
measurements. Five mM AA was found to be an optimal concentration which allowed
preservation of DA LUVs for at least 8 days at 4°C (Figure 4b). Incorporation of AA into
the LUVs does not change their apparent size or diffusion coefficient (data not shown).
Removal of the 150 mM DA (and AA preservative) from the encapsulated solution is critical
for electrochemical cytometry measurements as the high concentrations of DA can foul
the electrode or polymerize and clog the separation capillary. Dialysis has been reported
as an effective measure for reducing DA concentrations to levels that will not interfere with
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Figure 3-4. Preparation of LUV Systems with Robust Stability. Dopamine (DA)
concentration of 150 mM are used to ensure high zeptomole content of individual LUVs
are subject to rapid degradation due to the autoxidation and polymerization of DA. This
problem can be avoided by adding relatively small concentrations of ascorbic acid (AA)
and the stability being assessed by colorimetric monitoring of the vesicular preparation
(a.) and DLS measurements. The stability of DA encapsulated LUVs with 5 mM AA is
at least 8 days at 4 °C (b.).

In order to perform electrochemical cytometry

measurements the DA concentration outside of the vesicles must be reduced to µM
concentration which can be achieved through dilution, dialysis and size exclusion
chromatography with or without submicron filtration (c.) This has an effect on the
apparent vesicle diameter as monitored by DLS with SEC introducing problematic
aggregation of the LUVs as determined by DLS with a multiparameter fit to the light
scattering correlation (d.)
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measurements.18

However several experimental failures resulted from dialysis of

solutions alone leading to the need for investigation of other techniques for reducing DA
concentrations. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC), with and without subsequent
submicron filtering, dialysis, and dilution were studied to compare the compatibility of
these techniques with LUV preparation for electrochemical cytometry. The resulting size
distributions of LUVs indicated that dialysis and dilution were did not lead to substantial
changes in vesicular size based upon a cumulants fit of the scattering correlograms
(Figure 3-4c). SEC resulted in a large apparent increase in average vesicular diameter
which was not recovered by sub-micron filtering. The distribution fit allowing for multiple
size distributions indicates large (> 1000 nm) diameter particles that likely result from
aggregation of LUVs during SEC or contamination of SEC packing material (Figure 3-4d).
Subsequent cytometry experiments utilizing dialysis and dilution (100x) were performed.
Electrochemical cytometry analysis ~200 nm diameter LUVs encapsulating 150 mM DA
and 5 mM AA was conducted (Figure 3-5). Amperometric data recording single pA-scale
faradaic events were recorded. The amplitude and duration of the events (FWHM = 100
ms) are consistent with release and oxidation of catecholamine content for single LUVs.
The data do not occur at a regular frequency over the duration of the cytometry experiment
which removes the possibility of low frequency pump noise which occurs with a welldefined frequency. Individual events were integrated (n = 2553) to obtain the total charge
measured per LUV. Faraday’s law was used to calculate the total amount of dopamine
per LUV based on the assumption that the contribution from AA was < 5% of the total
charge passed. These DA quantities per vesicle in zmol1/3 are plotted as a relative
frequency histogram to show the encapsulated quantity distribution (Figure 3-5b).18 The
dopamine content distribution centers on 7.0-7.5 zmol1/3 of DA per vesicle.

This

corresponds to 340 – 420 zmol of DA per vesicle, or a range of 200,000 – 250,000 DA
molecules per LUV. Repeated DLS measurements of the LUVs shows that the estimate
size distribution of the vesicles centers on 200 nm diameter, which corresponds to a 4
femtoliter volume (Figure 3-5c). Robust correlation fits (Figure 3-5c inset) show a highly
monodisperse population of LUVs comprised of DPPC and Cholesterol in an 80:20 mole
ratio. The median encapsulated concentration of the LUVs prepared in these experiments
can be therefore estimated at 85 mM to 105 mM. The encapsulation efficiency of the
vesicular preparation process, not including dialysis and dilution, is 56 – 70 %.18 The
characterization of the synthetically prepared LUVs benchmarks the zeptomole
catecholamine measurement platform as capable of monitoring single vesicular events as
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Figure 3-5.

Synthetic DA Encapsulating LUVs Analyzed by Electrochemical

Cytometry Following Dialysis and Dilution. Electrochemical cytometry shown in (a.)
reveal relatively homogenous amperometric recording of the faradaic current for the DA
contained within individual LUVs. Integration and statistical analysis of these data yield
a histogram that maps the LUV content in zmol1/3 of DA. This relatively monodisperse
population shows an average of ~350 zmol of DA or roughly 200,000 molecules of DA
per vesicle (b.). The average vesicle diameter as determined by DLS is 200 nm which
corresponds to a volume of 4 aL. The resulting estimated concentration within each
vesicle can be estimated as 90 mM, indicating an encapsulation efficiency of roughly
60% for the synthetic LUVs under study here.
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might be recorded from a subcellular fraction containing synaptic vesicles or secretory
granules from nervous tissue or a neurosecretory cell line.19,20
3.2.3

Subcellular Fractionation and Generational Analysis of PC12 Secretory Granules

Rat pheochromocytoma cell cultures were subjected to a subcellular fractionation
procedure (3.4.4).27

The resulting fraction contained a monodisperse population of

organelles with a particle diameter of 90 ± 30 nm presumably corresponding to the
secretory granules of PC12 cells (Figure 3-14). The generation of a PC12 cell culture
(Gen) is defined in this case as the number of divisions and transfer of a PC12 culture to
a new growth environment after recovery of the initial generation (Gen 0) from liquid
nitrogen cold storage.21 The electrochemical cytometry procedure using the zeptomole
catecholamine measurement platform was implemented to study a Gen 2 and Gen 5
culture of PC12 cells.

The resulting data (Fig 6a) showed a secretory granule

catecholamine content of 5.1 ± 0.1 zmol1/3 for Gen 2 as determined by a Gaussian fit of
the histogram data (n = 953, SEM).

Gen 5 culture showed an increase in the

catecholamine content of secretory granules to 6.6 ± 0.3 zmol1/3 (n = 98, SEM) and is
statistically significant using a nonparametric t-test (P < 0.001). The mean vesicular
content in molecules can be estimated as 80,000 for Gen 2 and 170,000 for Gen 5 which
is a 50% increase. Analysis of the apparent electrophoretic mobility of the secretory
granules in Gen 2 reveals two major populations which do not differ in overall
catecholamine content but migrate differently in the electrophoretic separation (Figure 36d). This is evidenced by the non-correlation of the apparent mobility with catecholamine
content (r = -0.06) as seen in Figure 3-6c.
3.3

Discussion

Zeptomole measurements of catecholamines by electrochemical cytometry require a
robust capillary electrophoresis and amperometric detection platform.4,22 Results from
CZE and MEKC separations show amol detection limits for small molecules and are
limited by the diffusional band broadening encountered in CE techniques for small
molecules. However the separation efficiency is high (N = 260,000) and the selectivity of
MEKC separations allow for at least 14 analytes, neurotransmitters and metabolites to be
monitored from biological samples. The electrochemical cytometry method overcomes
the diffusional band broadening limitation of traditional separations be retaining the
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Figure 3-6. Generational Changes in PC12 Secretory Granule Content Revealed
by Electrochemical Cytometry. These immortal cell lines typically require several
generations of cell culture before the PC12 cells are considered mature and single-cell
electrochemical

measurements

can

be

made.

Electrochemical

cytometry

measurements reveal that this maturity corresponds to an increase in quantal size of
the catecholamine content of PC12 secretory granules (a.). The difference between an
immature (Generation 2) and mature (Generation 5) culture shows a statistically
significant difference (P < 0.001) corresponding to 5.1 and 6.6 zmol1/3 per secretory
granule. Examination of the apparent electrophoretic mobility of the Gen 2 secretory
granules (d.) reveals two distinct populations while no correlation between mobility and
content is apparent(c.)
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integrity of the lipid bilayers of individual vesicular bodies of both synthetic and biological
origin.
Electrochemical cytometry platforms should be benchmarked using synthetic preparations
of LUVs containing dopamine which are preserved by the addition of relatively low
concentrations of AA which do not interfere with quantitative electrochemical
determinations but preserve samples for up to 8 days. Simplified subcellular fractionation
protocols can be implemented which allow rapid (<1 hour) preparation times for tissue
homogenates that result in samples enriched in secretory granules.

Because

electrochemical cytometry allows for electrophoretic separation the neurotransmitter and
metabolites free in solution, extensive purification procedures are not required for
biological samples beyond homogenization and two-step centrifugations. This allowed
study of the generational changes in PC12 secretory granule content, revealing that
quantal size doubles between Gen 2 and Gen 5.19,28
Electrophoretic mobility evidence reveals two major subpopulations of secretory granules
that have differential mobility but similar catecholamine content.

This indicates the

presence of a readily releasable pool of vesicles with mature membrane protein
composition and another pool of immature vesicles.29 Continued investigation of PC12
cell lines may reveal additional details regarding the catecholamine content of secretory
granules and genetic or pharmacological manipulation of cell culture across multiple
generations could allow the determination of which electrophoretic mobility population
migrates faster. Biochemical confirmation of the presence of proteins related to secretory
granules (i.e. Synaptophysin)19 will allow for more robust proof of the efficacy of the
subcellular fraction protocol used in this report.

Comparison of these results with

electrochemical cytometry data gathered from robustly purified synaptic vesicles and
secretory granules could prove to be a major advancement in the study of exocytosis and
neurotransmission.27
3.4

Methods

3.4.1

Instrumentation Installation Requirements

Noise dampening considerations are at the heart of constructing an electrochemical
detection platform. A suitable laboratory location will ideally consist of a heavy laser table
or vibrational isolation table that is set apart from the frequently trafficked areas in a
laboratory.

Sub nA electrochemical measurements require a Faraday cage be
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Figure 3-7.

Diagram of a Zeptomole Catecholamine Measurement Platform.

Electrochemical measurement platform for capillary electrophoresis separations of
biogenic amine neurotransmitters and electrochemical cytometry measurements of
vesicles. The electrophoretic separation occurs in the separation capillary between the
injection apparatus in the insulating box and the microfluidic interface. A syringe pump
delivers a sheath flow which is critical for electrochemical measurement stability and/or
delivery of surfactant for vesicle lysis. A microscope with a working distance of several
centimeters is crucial for alignment of the carbon-fiber microelectrode with the
separation capillary. Measurements take place in a Faraday cage for reduction of
electromagnetic noise and with mechanical noise dampening from heavy-duty foam and
the noise isolation table. The HV power supply and the syringe pump should be
separated electrically from picoammeter and the data acquisition and instrument control
computer to minimize cross talk and low frequency electrical noise.
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constructed out of copper, steel, or aluminum mesh that is sufficiently large as to house a
microscope as well with several micromanipulators and adjustable-height stages or labjacks. A solid ground for the Faraday cage must be available: copper pipe or galvanized
steel conduit pipe provide excellent connections. A single ground for the cage should be
made using a large, tinned-copper braid, at least ½ inch in diameter and securely fastened
to the cage and the conduit. As the instrumentation platform requires several pieces of
equipment including a high voltage power supply and syringe pump that can generate
electrical crosstalk at various frequencies, separate power outlets ideally on separate
breakers should be used to connect power the sensitive electrochemical detection and
computer equipment.
3.4.2

Description of Measurement Platform

The measurement platform consists of five distinct parts which must operate in unison to
achieve sensitive electrochemical measurements that are sufficiently low noise to monitor
amol and zmol quantities of neurotransmitters (Figure 3-7). These are as follows and
each will be discussed in detail:
(1) Capillary Electrophoresis Separation
(2) Microfluidic Sheath-Flow Interface
(3) Microelectrode Electrochemical Sensor & Amplification Circuit
(4) Digital Instrument Control, Data Acquisition, and Signal Processing
(5) Noise Isolation and Dampening Systems
The specific details of how each of these systems interconnects and the instrumental and
experimental details which are necessary for reproducible low-noise electrochemical
measurements discussed in high detail. Capillary electrophoresis with amperometric
detection at microelectrodes is far from a mature technique and is highly sensitive to small
variations in materials, geometry, chemistry, and applied potentials. The experimentalist
attempting to reproduce this work is advised to use the methodological details provided
herein as initial guidelines for developing a robust set of measurements but is encouraged
to make adjustment as are required base on empirical study of the individual measurement
platform.
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Figure 3-8. A Capillary Alignment Stage For Stability in CE Measurements. (1)
and a sample introduction block (6) is used to improved reproducibility of injections and
stability in electropherogram baselines.

A photograph (right) of the diagramed

apparatus (left) is shown for clarity. The separation capillary is aligned in the tripod
through a precision-drilled hole that seats a PEEK sleeve of the appropriate diameter
for the capillary (2). A gold-pin connection (3) between the Pt wire electrode (4) and the
HV power line (5) allows the tripod of be moved or removed and cleaned with ease.
The alignment block contains tripod alignment hole which allow reproducible and stable
placement of the capillary and electrode in either a large volume buffer container (7) or
a 0.5 mL micro centrifuge tube (8) for sample introduction. A hydrodynamic injection
system can also be incorporated into this scheme through a modified gas
chromatography column flush kit that interfaces the separation capillary with a
pressurized vial of solution through a graphite ferrule and an inert Teflon tee-fitting that
allows He or N2 gas to pressurize the vial the capillary is inserted into (top of photograph
at right).
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3.4.2.1

Capillary Electrophoresis Separation

The CE separation platform consists of a modified fused silica capillary (150 µm OD x 12
µm ID: Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ). The capillary length may be modified as
needed in accordance with the specific geometry of the entire instrumentation platform
and is generally governed by the average distance needed to separate high voltage
injections (25 kV) from the observation stage for the microfluidic sheath-flow interface.
Minimization of this distance is desirable but must be balanced by the practical spatial
requirements for several components and for electrical safety. The capillary inlet and
outlet must be stripped of the polyimide coating using flame or chemical methods up to 5
mm away from a cleanly-cut surface. It is critical that both the inlet and outlet surface of
the electrode are flat and without major defect (i.e. chips, protrusions, cracks). This
capillary modified to have frustum-type geometry at its outlet by etching the capillary in
fresh concentrated HF (49% Mallinckrodt, Inc., St. Louis, MO) for 15-20 minutes while He
is bubbled through the capillary at a pressure of 150 psi. This leads to a frustum 80 µm
in diameter and 150 µm deep. The capillary must me aligned vertically and submerged
atleast 1 mm in the HF at a constant depth the entire time. Following etching, the capillary
should be rinsed in fresh ultra-high-purity water for 5 minutes before being allowed to dry
under He stream for 15 seconds. Utilization of a capillary alignment tool stand (Figure 38) is highly recommended during each step in this process. It is important to perform an
etched geometry experiment in time to understand the precise experimental conditions
that will lead to an outer frustum diameter of 80 µm for optimal performance. This
geometry allows for proper placement of the carbon-microfiber electrode at the outlet of
the capillary as well as allowing for decoupling of the high electric field from the
amperometric measurements made with the electrode.
The capillary should be conditioned using the treatment describe in Chapter 2 prior to
equilibration with the desired buffer. A rapid conditioning procedure should also be
considered to MEKC experiments that involves simply filling the capillary with buffer
overnight to allow the capillary surface to equilibrate with the buffer prior to use.
Electrokinetic conditioning methods have been described previously that suggest dynamic
precoats such as UltraTrol HN (Target Discovery, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) can be successfully
administered using brief (2 min.) electrokinetic injections.18 The author has found this not
to be the case as the electrokinetic introduction of the low conductivity UltraTrol HN
solution is irreproducible. High voltage (HV) for CE is achieved through with the use of a
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Figure 3-9. Alignment Diagram for Top and Bottom PDMS Layers of the Sheathflow Microfluidic Device. The top layer of PDMS is cast 3 mm thick on the negative
master mold, which leaves the microfluidic flow channels (dark blue). In the top layer a
1.5 mm biopsy punch is used to punch holes for the sheath fluid inlets (1a) and for the
outlet reservoir purge line (1b). Two 0.75 mm punches are made for the Pt ground
electrode (2a) and the Ag/AgCl wire reference electrode (2b). A narrow 2 mm diameter
cutaway is made with a scalpel to allow access for the separation capillary (3) and a 5
mm diameter cutaway is made to allow access for the CFME (4). The bottom PDMS
layer is cast on flat silicon and requires a 10 mm x 5 mm rectangular cutout be made
with a sharp scalpel to provide a fluid reservoir at the outlet of the device. The aligned
layers are result in a partially covered fluid chamber that retains buffer at the outlet and
allows conductive solution contact between the WE, RE, and Pt ground electrode. The
layers must be bonded together such that there is a slight overhang of the primary
microfluidic channel over the edge of the reservoir cutaway (See Figure 3-5) in order to
allow alignment of the CFME in the channel.
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Figure 3-10. Three-layer Hybrid Microfluidic Interface. The two uppermost layers
are of PDMS with the top being cast on a negative master mold prepared using
photolithography. Fluid inlets, electrode alignment punches, and the outlet reservoir for
the system are prepared prior to bonding. The layers are cleaned and bonded using
high-intensity air plasma generated by microwave energy in a semi-evacuated chamber
at ~ 1 Torr. Bonding the two PDMS layers together first is advisable because the seal
between layers is the most critical step in device preparation. Once assembled and
bonded the microfluidic device is placed under a microscope and fluid lines, electrodes
and the separation capillary can be interfaced with the device.
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similarly, although on the opposite side of the reservoir to prevent contact of the two electrodes.

0.75 mm diameter punch in the tope PDMS layer that is located 1mm distance from the overhang. The Pt wire is aligned

for careful alignment of the CFME in the main channel of the microfluidic (see Figure 3-6). The Ag/AgCl wire RE is aligned in a

0.75 mm overhang of the upper PDMS layer over the excised reservoir section of the lower PDMS layer. This overhand allows

dimensions are marked with red arrows and labeled in units of mm. Perhaps the most critical dimension of the device in the

Figure 3-11. Assembly Diagram for the Hybrid-Microfluidic Device for CE and Amperometric Detection. Critical

Glassman MJ30 high voltage power supply (Glassman High Voltage Inc., High Bridge,
NJ) was used to carry out electrophoresis experiment. The power supply was interfaced
with a Pt wire electrode (0.1 inch diameter x 2 inch length) through a specially designed
alignment stage which allowed precision placement of the wire tip 1 mm laterally and 2
mm vertically below the separation capillary inlet (Figure 3-8). A gold pin connection
between the HV cable is used to modularly connect the moveable alignment tripod to the
Pt wire. This interface allows motility of the injection capillary between samples and CE
running buffer using manual placement of the tripod at various locations in the sample
introduction block. The introduction block is specifically machined for placement of 0.5
mL micro-centrifuge tubes. For particularly long CE separations (> 20 minutes), a 0.5 mL
buffer volume is insufficient to overcome the effects of electrolysis of the separation buffer
and a larger 50 mL volume of buffer is used to maintain steady electropherogram
baselines as is required for electrochemical cytometry. Low conductivity buffers should
always be utilized for CE with electrochemical detection as successful decoupling of the
two-electrode potentiostat circuit from the high voltage circuit requires low separation
currents (< 5 µA). Buffers containing 50 mM TES (pH 7.4) or 25 mM tetraborate (pH 9.2)
are highly suitable for this separation platform.2,18
3.4.2.2

Microfluidic Sheath Flow Interface

The hybrid microfluidic interface is a unique element that allows for precise alignment of
the separation capillary with the carbon fiber microelectrode, reproducible placement of
the Ag wire quasi reference electrode and the Pt wire ground, as well as delivery a
stabilizing sheath flow that provides chemical and mechanical stability for the
electrochemical detection platform. The microfluidic device is produced using standard
photolithography and soft lithography techniques (as are described in the methods of
chapter 1) and is composed of a 3-layer system bonded together after brief pulses (3-5
seconds optimal) of intense microwave-generated air plasma and immediate application
of pressure (Figure 3-9).4,25 The top layer of PDMS is cast on the lithographically prepared
SU-8 master mold on a clean silicon wafer with and cured for 12-24 hours in an oven at
70°C. Utilizing a high ratio of curing agent to polymer (1:9) and ensuring a 4 mm thickness
of the layer ensures sufficient mechanical rigidity to support the relatively high aspect ratio
of main flow channel which has a diameter of 650 µm and a height of 150 µm. The
auxiliary sheath-flow channels and the capillary introduction channel have diameters of
150 µm. A 1.5 mm biopsy punch is used to create tight interfaces between PTFE fluidic
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Figure 3-12.

CFME Positioning Diagram.

Positioning the CFME in the main

microfluidic channel is a challenge because a microscopic cutaway view is not possible.
The experimenter must use and overhead microscopic view of the fluidic channel (as in
Figure 3-3) which affords no depth perception. The channel height is 150 µm but
bringing the CFME to this level is neary impossible without a physical reference cue.
To achieve this the top PDMS layer is aligned with an overhang so that the CFME can
be visually aligned with the main channel a safe distance (~1 mm) from the overhang
without a collision between the fragile microelectrode and the PDMS wall. The CFME
can then be vertically adjusted until a slight deflection of the flexible, tapered-glass body
of the electrode is seen as it meets the PDMS overhang. At this stage the CFME is can
be safely manipulated toward the frustum of the separation capillary where fine
adjustment within at capillary is possible.
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tubing and the PDMS layer. A scalpel is used to cut away access points in the PDMS
layer for the separation capillary and the microelectrode. The intermediate PDMS layer
originates as a flat cast on a clean piece of silicon. A reservoir 5 mm x 10 mm is cut to
serve as an outlet which allows a stable solution conductivity between the reference
electrode and the working electrode in the main (650 µm) channel as well as the Pt ground
electrode and the separation capillary in the same channel. Narrow 0.5 mm biopsy
punches are placed in the top layer of PDMS so that the Pt wire ground and the Ag QRE
at alignment spots that are 2 mm away from the either edge of the 10 mm wide outlet
reservoir cutout of the lower PDMS level. This allows stable vertical alignment of each
electrode which greatly reduces drift in electrochemical measurements. It is critical that
the top PDMS layer cover the majority of the outlet reservoir cut into the intermediate
PDMS layer. This provides the ability to align the carbon fiber microelectrode without
significant risk of damaging the electrode.
A syringe pump with low pulsation should be utilized to deliver sheath flow in order to
minimize mechanical oscillations which can result in pA-scale noise at low frequencies.
Such noise is of particular concern in electrochemical cytometry measurements as it can
easily be confused with or interfere with faradaic current events. A PHD 2000 (Harvard
Apparatus, Holliston MA) syringe pump was used in these experiments which provided
sufficient pulse stability as well as the low flow rates (0.5 µL/min. – 20 µL/min.) required
for these experiments. A single syringe of low volume (< 5 mL) is recommended for these
experiments. Plastics or glass syringes can be used and are interfaced to a primary fluid
line through a blunt-tipped syringe needle with a luer-lock connection. It is of significant
importance to sheath the fluid line entering the Faraday cage with a grounded copper braid
in order to minimize electrical noise which can be coupled in to the system via the
conductive sheath-flow solution. Air bubbles must be removed from the syringe prior to
use as best as possible in order to minimize pressure oscillations in the system which can
lead to mechanical noise. The primary fluid line is split using a microfluidic tee junction
into two lines of equal diameter and length which interface with the 1.5 mm punches in the
topmost PDMS layer. The depth of alignment of the fluid lines within the punched holes
should be carefully controlled to minimize differences in back pressure at each fluid
interface so that a symmetrical sheath-flow can be achieved.
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Figure 3-13. CFME Position Optimization. Final optimization of the microelectrode
position in the capillary requires careful attention to the RMS noise observed relative
to the electrode position in the frustum of the separation capillary. A diagram of the
ideal positioning of the CFME in the capillary is shown (a). An overhead microscopic
view (b.) of a CFME aligned in the separation capillary so that the electrode slightly
protrudes into the frustum (Scale bar 500 µm). The variation of the electrode position
(c.) greatly affects the noise such that the optimum position for electrochemical
cytometry measurements requiring signal be quantified with peak current of ~ 1 pA is
between 0 and 25 µm depth in the separation capillary so that a S/N ratio of 2 – 5 can
be obtained (d.).
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3.4.2.3

Microelectrode Sensor and Amplification

Carbon fiber microelectrodes should be prepared carefully as described in chapter 1.
Electrode length varying from 50 µm to 500 µm have been successfully utilized for
amperometric detection of neurotransmitters in capillary electrophoresis separations.2,4,18
Great care should be taken to align the electrode properly in the vertical and lateral
directions of the microscopic field of view such that the transverse axis of the capillary is
centered with the carbon fiber (See Figure 3-11). The procedure requires that the fully
assembled hybrid microfluidic device be aligned under a microscope objective such that
the position of the microelectrode relative to the etched frustum of the separation capillary
is apparent (Figure 3-12).
The microelectrode should be introduced into the frustum of the separation capillary at a
depth of 0 to 25 µm relative to the capillary exit.

The use of a Huxley-wall style

micromanipulator is required (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) for capillary alignment and
because it provides superior precision, dampens vibrations, and minimizes drift of the
CFME position in the outlet capillary. The carbon fiber microelectrode should mounted on
a stable microelectrode holder secured to the micromanipulator and be connected to the
Keithley 428 Prog current amplifier (Keithley Instruments, Cleveland, OH) current amplifier
with a soldered gold pin connection. Low triboelectric noise coaxial cable should be used
to wire the connection (Low Noise, RG58/U, 22 AWG stranded (7 x 30) 0.30 “ TC
conductor, polyethylene insulation, conductive layer, Duobond II + TC braid shield, PVC
jacket, PN: 9223 Belden Inc., Indianapolis, IN). The Ag/AgCl reference wire electrode
should be prepared by exposing no more than 1 cm of a 0.9 mm Ag wire (5 cm length) to
the a 6% v/v Bleach solution for 15 minutes to chloridize the wire. The pristine end of the
Ag wire should be connected to the grounded shielding of the low noise wire via soldered
Au pin connection.
The current amplifier should be set to a filter rise time of 100 ms with a current amplification
factor of 109 V/A. A voltage offset can be applied to the working electrode vs. the Ag/AgCl
reference electrode. It should be noted that the coaxial shielding which is connected to
the reference electrode is shunted to ground, and a true electrochemical reference
potential is difficult to define in the case. Furthermore, depending on the placement of the
CFME in the residual electric field at the outlet of the separation capillary, a voltage offset
(Figure 3-13).
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3.4.2.4

Digital Control and Data Acquisition

Amplified current signals are digitized, processed, and recorded using a 16-bit, 1 MS/s,
ADC (NI PCI-6251, National Instruments, Austin, Tx) and custom software LabVIEW
2009. This device also allowed control of the glassman HV power supply with digital
monitoring of an electrical safety interlock for the HV connection (see appendix A for
characteristics and pinouts). The use of real-time oversampling in the software allows for
continuous filtering of the data through the use of the high sample recording rate for this
device and an increase in signal to noise in both traditional CE measurements and
electrochemical cytometry (See Chapter 2).
3.4.2.5

Noise Dampening Systems

A critical aspect of low-noise electrochemical measurements are the noise dampening
systems

which

reduce

electromagnetic

interference,

vibrational

oscillations

of

microelectrodes, triboelectric currents, and pressure fluctuations in fluid lines. A heavy
laser table with a grounded stainless steel bench surface provides the first measure of
vibrational isolation. The Faraday cage is the most important noise reductions system
because it isolates the measurement platform from the electromagnetic radiation
emanating from multiple source within and without the room. A conductive door for the
Faraday cage is important for fully isolating the electromagnetic disturbances emanating
from nearby the instrumentation platform. Living beings (including yourself) generate
electromagnetic disturbances that can be readily detected as pA current oscillations by
the measurement platform. Vibrational isolations should be further damped by placing a
heavy, grounded aluminum or steel block atop a durable piece of blue laser foam obtained
from the Sanov lab and assembling the microfluidic interface, microscope stage, and
micromanipulators atop this addition. Triboelectric current should be minimized by the
appropriate use of low-noise signal cable for the amperometric detection circuit and by
securing the cables to stable surfaces with insulating tape whenever possible. Bubbles in
the fluidic system can lead to systematic noise that manifests itself as small currents,
usually recurring at a specific frequency. These can easily be mistaken for faradaic signals
associated with electrochemical cytometry measurements. In order to prevent bubbles
from accumulating in fluid lines, and especially at the outlet it is recommended that both
the auxiliary sheath flow channel and the fluid purge at the outlet reservoir be flushed with
1-2 mL of the appropriate buffer, or until bubble are removed. Physical perturbation of the
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Figure 3-14.

Subcellular Fractionation Protocol of PC12 Homogenates.

Homogenization and gentle centrifugation (x 1000g) results in subcellular fraction
containing organelles and larger membrane fragments (S1). Subsequent centrifugation
at x15,000 g results in an enriched subcellular organelle fraction containing secretory
granules (S2). DLS analysis of S2 shows a monodisperse population of organelles with
a particle diameter of ~ 100 nm as well as a secondary distribution of soluble protein
complexes and ribosomes with an average diameter of 10 nm.
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PDMS microfluidic device with a slender probe can be used to propel bubbles stuck in
dead volumes.
3.4.3

Liposomal Preparation and Analysis

Large unilamellar vesicles with a liposomal composition of 80% DPPC and 20%
cholesterol by weight and a mean diameter of 200 nm were prepared. A solution of 200
mM Dopamine (DA) and 5 mM Ascorbic Acid (AA) in 50 mM TES buffer pH 7.4 was
encapsulated within these liposomes.18 A lipid mixture of 64 µL of 25 mg/mL DPPC in
chloroform and 40 µL 10 mg/mL cholesterol in chloroform was prepared and an additional
200 µL of chloroform was added. This mixture was then dried under vacuum for 4 hours
to remove the solvent. One milliliter of the reconstitution solution containing DA and AA
was added to the dried lipid and vortexed for 30 seconds followed by 1 minute of
ultrasonication at 45°C. The reconstituted lipid then underwent 5 freeze-thaw extrusion
cycles using a dry-ice isopropanol bath and a 30°C water bath. After freeze thaw extrusion
the liposomal mixture was extruded further using an Avanti mini-extruder kit (Avanti Polar
Lipids, Inc., Alabaster, AL) with Nuclepore 0.2 µm polycarbonate track etch membranes
(Whatman Ltd., Kent, UK) to achieve unilamellar vesicles with a size distribution centered
around 100 nm.

Liposomes were characterized using DLS to determine the size

distribution (Zetasizer Nano, Malvern, UK).
3.4.4

Subcellular Fractionation of PC12 Cells

A PC12 line was cultured to provide a source of secretory granules known to contain
catecholamine neurotransmitters.30 Cells were non-adherent and 20 mL of cell culture
media containing approximately 2 million cells per mL was collected and split. This volume
was split into 2 portions centrifuged using an Eppendorf 5804R at 220xg for 15 minutes at
room temperature in order to gently pellet the cells. The supernatant was drawn off and
the cells were suspended in 900 µL of a chilled homogenization buffer (4°C) consisting of
4 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) and 320 mM sucrose. Cells were gently agitated by vortex at low
speed for 5 seconds and then split into 6 equal portions of 150 µL. These portions were
manually homogenized (15 strokes) using a polypropylene pellet pestle in 1.5 mL tightfitting polypropylene tubes. The samples were stored on ice following homogenization
and during the intermediate time between all subsequent steps. The homogenates was
centrifuged at 1000xg (F-45-30-11 Rotor) for 10 min. at 4°C. The supernatant (S1) was
collected with care not to disturb the pellet which contains large cellular debris and can be
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discarded. Subsequently the S1 fractions were centrifuged at 15000xg for 15 min. at 4°C
to remove large organelles such as mitochondria. The supernatant from this step (S2) is
presumed to contain secretory granules as well as small proteins and protein complexes
(Figure 3-14).27
3.4.5

Electrochemical Cytometry Data Analysis

Cytometry data sets present a particular challenge for analysis because they require that
a software package identify and analyze between 50 and 5,000 amperometric events over
the course of a continuous data file sampled at 500 Hz for up to 15,000 seconds (~ 4
hours). These LabVIEW software writes these data of ASCII files with ~ 2.5 - 7.5 million
data points. Software typically used for peak analysis (i.e. Origin) lack sufficient algorithms
for detecting pA scale features which are not the largest features in the data set. These
programs also frequently crash when large data sets are loaded, rendering analysis
infeasible.

Manual peak integration using LabVIEW software is possible, but also

infeasible for data sets containing > 100 events. MiniAnalysis (Synaptasoft Inc. Fort Lee,
NJ) is a recommended software package which contains algorithms for peak analysis that
are specifically designed for quantification of < 10 pA amplitude, < 100 ms FWHM duration
peaks that are typically observed in electrophysiological recording and single cell
amperometry.18,31
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Chapter 4.
High Coulometric Efficiency Detection Platform Based on Allpolymer Microfluidics Incorporating PEDOT Electrodes for
Neurotransmitter Detection

Abstract
A sensitive electrochemical detection platform was developed using an all-polymer design
which incorporated a microfluidic flow channel and a working electrode composed of
PEDOT: Tosylate. High coulometric efficiency (~100%) was achieved through rational
design of system based on a relationship between the dimensionless microfluidic
parameter and efficiency as predicted by a computer model of mass transport in a
rectangular flow cell. These results were confirmed experimentally through electrokinetic
injection of catechol and measurement of the coulometric efficiency under different fluidic
conditions and geometries. A predictive mathematical relationship between the efficiency
and the dimensionless microfluidic parameter based is described which can be used to
design effective high-coulometric efficiency detection systems for multiple purposes. The
utility of the platform was demonstrated through application to the amperometric detection
of dopamine (DA), serotonin (5-HT) and their metabolites DOPAC and 5-HIAA in rat
striatal tissue at low ppb concentrations and the validation of the 6-hydroxydopamine (6OHDA) lesion model for Parkinson’s disease.
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4.1

Introduction

Microfluidic devices are often and necessarily interfaced with macroscopic analytical
equipment such as fluid pumps, heating and cooling apparatus, spectroscopic and
imaging equipment, separations platforms, mass spectrometers, etc.1–3 Precise control
over small volumes of fluid sample on a modular platform is advantageous compared with
traditional fluid control systems which tend to operate with large volumes of liquid (>100
mL).4 While separations occurring entirely on-chip are now achieving commercial success
(Agilent and Waters LC chips), microfluidic devices also offer an ideal interface between
macro-scale separations (HPLC and CE) and electrochemical detection.5 Electrochemical
detection has long employed thin-layer flow cells which enhance the sensitivity by
confining analytes to a small volume above the electrode (critical dimension < 500 um).6
Such detection schemes typically require an expensive precisely machined flow cell body,
a fragile-thin layer spacer, and a removable working electrode which must be cleaned and
polished regularly to retain its performance characteristics.

Such working electrode

materials which are typically composed of glassy carbon or metals such as Au, Pt, Hg,
and Cu. These materials when applied to biological samples at oxidizing potentials
frequently foul and lose sensitivity leading to problems with robust quantitation.7
Replacing a traditional stainless steel flow-cell with an all-polymer microfluidic that could
easily and cheaply be replaced could reduce cost of analysis and the time required for
system maintenance. PEDOT:Tosylate band electrodes can be fabricated on cyclic olefin
copolymer (COC) substrates using standard photolithography processes.8 PEDOT:PSS
and PEDOT:Tosylate electrodes have been incorporated into microfluidic devices for onchip capillary electrophoresis.9

These electrodes can also be interfaced, through

microfluidic devices, to macroscopic separation systems to create hybrid devices that
combine the robustness of such separations with a flexible, inexpensive and disposable
detection system. Here we investigate the use of all-polymer electrochemical flow cells
and the geometric and experimental factors affecting the coulometric efficiency of these
cells. Coulometric efficiency (Ec) has been generally defined as “The fraction of charge
passed for executing a specific, selected electrochemical process divided by the
theoretical charge for that process.”10 In the context of an amperometric detection platform
for chemical separations it can be defined empirically as the ratio between the total
charged measured (QM) during an amperometric detection of a baseline-resolved specie
divided by the theoretical amount of charge (QT) generated during complete
electrochemical reaction of the total moles of analyte injected into the separation system:
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Figure 4-1.

Computer Modeling of the Coulometric Efficiency of an

Electrochemical Flow Cell. This simulation compares the depletion in concentration
(false color axis) of a continuous stream of 10 µM analyte (dark red) to a minimum
concentration of 0 µM (dark blue). Computing the ratio of the concentration before and
after the electrode allowed for a determination of the theoretical coulometric efficiency
that could be achieved using PEDOT:Tosylate microelectrode incorporated into an allpolymer microfluidic device. In this figure the geometry of the flow cell was fixed with a
height of 5 µm and an electrode length of 50 µm and assuming a molecular diffusion
coefficient for the analyte molecule of 6 x 10-6 cm2/s which is representative of the
diffusion coefficients at room temperature for biogenic amine neurotransmitters and
their metabolites.
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Equation 4-1.
In order for an amperometric detector to be functionally useful, Ec must be sufficiently large
for a detectable amount of charge to be measured for a given amount of analyte.
Obviously, as concentrations of electroactive species decrease the need for high
coulometric efficiency devices becomes critical.

This is especially relevant for the

detection of electroactive neurotransmitter species which are frequently studied using
amperometric techniques and may exist at concentrations ranging from 1 µM to less than
one nM.11,12 The device described in this work contains novel employment of
biocompatible conducting polymer electrodes that can be readily integrated into
microfluidic geometries and coupled to both CE and HPLC systems. We investigate
coulometric efficiency in low-flow systems using CE and apply the detector to an HPLC
separation of neurotransmitters in a relevant Parkinson’s model.
4.2

Results

4.2.1

Implicit Finite Difference Model for Coulometric Efficiency

Exploring the parameter space which defines the efficiency of an electrochemical flow cell
was crucial in the design and development of an effective microfluidic interface for
separation platforms to PEDOT microelectrodes. The implicit finite difference model took
calculates the instantaneous flux of material within each element depending on the linear
velocity of the bulk flow (v), channel height (h), electrode length (L), analyte diffusion
coefficient (D). A planar electrode is modeled as an infinite sink for material impingent
upon its surface.11

This assumption is based on previous amperometric studies of

catecholamine oxidation at carbon microelectrodes and voltammetry data showing the
heterogeneous electron transfer rate for catecholamine at PEDOT:Tosylate electrodes is
similar to that at carbon.8 The relationship between the physical dimensions of the system
can be expressed in terms of the relevant dimensionless parameters: the Péclet number
(Pe) and the relative sensor size (λ) which are defined for this system in equations 4-1
and 4-2, respectively. 4
2

Equation 4-2.
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Figure 4-2.

Multilayer Photolithography Allows for Step Geometry for High

Coulometric Efficiency. A micrograph of the master mold of the device formed by
negative SU-8 lithography is inset in the upper right had corner (Scale 500 µm). The
separation capillary (1) is interfaced through the rear of the PDMS flow channel and flow
is controlled and focused using two auxiliary sheath channels (2). This directs material
migrating out of the separation capillary through the microfluidic step (3) and into the
high-coulometric efficiency detection zone where a planar PEDOT:Tosylate working
electrode (4) is aligned. Electrical contact between the working electrode is achieved
using a conducting silver epoxy. An outlet flow channel contains an Ag/AgCl reference
electrode (5). In the case of CE separations a platinum wire electrode for establishing
the separation field relative to ground was interfaced with the fluid inlet of the of the
auxiliary flow channels using a micro bore T union.
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Equation 4-3.
The Péclet number contrasts the advective, or bulk-flow effect on mass transport against
the diffusive mass-transport in the system. As Pe decreases one can infer that an
electrochemical sensor will produce an increasingly large depletion region within the
microfluidic flow channel. The second parameter λ, takes into account the significant
effect of forming a thin layer above the electrode and the extent in space over which
electrochemical detection can occur.13 A composite dimensionless number, φ, expresses
the relation of all parameters affecting coloumetric efficiency in a microfluidic
electrochemical sensing platform.
2

Equation 4-4.
It can be expected that this dimensionless parameter allows for prediction of microfluidic
flow geometries that will lead to high coulometric efficiency detection of analytes. The
results of this modeling are shown in Figure 4-1 which uses a false-color heat map to show
the electrochemical depletion at a band electrode in a rectangular flow-channel. The flow
rate was varied to achieve effective increases in φ, and the ratio of the modelled
concentrations 5 µM before and after the electrode surface were used to compute Ec. The
result of the modeling indicated that near 100% coulometric efficiency could be achieved
for flow channel heights of 5-20 µm, electrode widths of 50-250 µm and flow rates on the
order of 1 µL/min. In order to advance the use of conducting polymer electrodes in robust
detection strategies for electroactive neurotransmitters we devised a novel lithography
method for producing a thin-layer channel with these dimensions that could be integrated
with CE separation using fused-silica capillaries or HPLC separation with standard 0.01
inch dinner-diameter tubing.14
4.2.2

Multilayer Photolithography Enables Restricted-volume Interface with Analytical

Separations
Hybrid microfluidic devices utilize a microfluidic system to interface a macroscopic
separation platform with a sensor. The interface of these systems requires a microfluidic
geometry that can accommodate fluid ports and often lead to channel heights of >20 um
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Figure 4-3.

Congruence of Experimentally Determined Ec with Computer

Simulation. The coulometric efficiency of the PEDOT-Tosylate microfluidic interface
increases with decreasing values of the dimensionless parameter φ as predicted by
theory and computer simulation. In practice the dimensional parameters comprising φ,
the flow rate is readily adjustable by the experimenter. By changing the flow rate we
can see that there are changes in the overall coulometric efficiency as well as the
separation efficiency (top).

The empirical coulometric efficiency data (bottom) for

repeated Catechol injection using a 9 µm height channel (triangles) and a 14 µm height
channel (circles match up neatly with the computer modelled coulometric efficiency.
The rational design of the PEDOT:Tosylate microfluidic flow channel based upon
computer simulation allowed for the successful development of a true coulometric
detection platform using an entirely polymer-based microfluidic.
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in order to allow feasible channel aspect ratios. However, for sensitive electrochemical
detection a thin layer (< 20 um height) above the working electrode is ideal.15,16 A novel
step-down geometry was developed using multilayer photolithography to produce an SU8 master mold. By controlling the % solids in the SU-8 through dilution of SU-8 2100 with
cyclopentanone the thickness of the initial layer of SU-8 applied was reduced and could
be controlled by spin-coating speed.17 Resulting thicknesses varied from 7 um to 14 um.
After exposure and soft-bake of the initial layer, SU-8 2100 (undiluted) was deposited to
produce a 150 um thick layer. Full photolithography processing resulted in a master mold
with a step from 165 um to 14 um. When the PDMS was cast with a thickness of 5 mm
which prevented the channel from collapse given the extreme aspect ratio of the stepdown channel (~1:50). The result of this multilayer photolithography process can be seen
in the inset of Figure 4-2.
4.2.3

Predictive Model for Coulometric Efficiency in Hybrid Microfluidic Devices

The coulometric efficiency of the PEDOT:Tosylate step-down channel were characterized
by electrokinetic injection of catechol and integrating the resulting peak. By changing the
flow rate and the height of the PDMS flow channel, a range of dimensionless parameter
φ were explored such that coulometric efficiencies ranging from 100% to < 10% were
obtained (Figure 4-3). Faster sheath-flow rates lead to decreased band broadening but
reduce the total current passed during separation.

Ultimately a coulometric and

separation efficiency must be balanced for an effective measurement platform. Although
the step-down channel is sure to introduce non ideal flow characteristics and band
broadening we can see that good separation efficiency can be achieved for the detection
of catechol. Coloumetric efficiency for the oxidation of catechol at PEDOT electrodes in
a PDMS flow channel after electrophoretic separation. Experimental data (●) are plotted
alongside modeled data (—), error is reported as standard deviation. The dimensionless
parameter plotted on the abcissa was varied by changing the linear flow rate (ν), the
channel height (h) and the electrode length (L).in additional to the excellent numerical fit
provided by computer modelling, an empirically derived analytical expression relating the
coloumetric efficiency to the dimensionless parameter was determined as well:
1
1
Equation 4-5.
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φ
4
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Figure 4-4. High Ec PEDOT:Tosylate Microfluidic Detector Performance in HPLC
Separation of Neurotransmitters and Metabolites from Parkinson’s Model Rat
Striatal Homogenate. Calibration for DA and DOPAC (a) resulted in a linear
response factor in the low ppm range (R2 = 0.9837 & 0.9885 respectively). The
calibration for 5-HT and 5-HIAA was linear in the mid ppb range (R2 = 0.9924 &
0.9856 respectively). Analytical separations are shown for the neuroactive species in
rat striatum using the PEDOT;Tosylate electrode in the high coulometric efficiency cell
(c) and for a commercially available flow cell with a glassy carbon electrode (d).
Species are indicated by number (1) DOPAC (2) DA (3) 5-HIAA (4) Caffeic Acid
(internal standard) (5) 5-HT.
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This logistic function relates Ec directly to the φ in a robust predictable way with only two
dimensionless parameters which have real physical interpretation. We have discussed
how φ is the relevant dimensionless parameter describing the relationship between
diffusive and advective mass transport to a planar electrode surface in microfluidic
channels (equations 4-1 through 4-4).13

The parameter Ec0 represents the inherent

coloumetric efficiency arising from additional mass transport of material to the electrode
surface due to the thin plane of material that will be oxidized despite increased coulometric
efficiency. It is approximately 0.1 for the microfluidic systems explored in this report. The
mathematical relation in equation 4-5 provides a simple predictive model for the
couloumetric efficiency at planar polymer electrodes in thin layer microfluidic flow cells
and exhibits a robust agreement with empirical data (R2 = 0.9967). As with any empirically
derived fit, the specific relationship between the dimensionless parameter that ratios the
Péclet number and the flow-cell dimensions is likely to change is different convective
regimes.18 It would not be surprising to see that extremely high flow rates or extremely
thin channel heights (< 1 µm) will exhibit deviations from our proposed model fit.
Nevertheless, the microfluidic geometries explored here have dimensions relevant to
practical device design and interface with analytical separations and can be used to
choose optimal parameters for designing polymer microfluidic devices for the integration
with micro fabricated planar electrode surfaces.
4.2.4

HPLC with Coloumetric Detection at PEDOT Electrodes at PEDOT:Tosylate

Electrodes for Neurochemical Measurements in Parkinson’s Model
A practical application of electrochemical flow cells is the detection and quantification of
neuroactive substances from tissue extract, dialysate, or other relevant biological
samples. The substances dopamine, 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DOPAC), serotonin (5HT) and 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) were quantified in tissue homogenate using
the high coloumetric efficiency microfluidic device with a 250 µM PEDOT:Tosylate
electrode. Robust quantification of Dopamine and DOPAC at relevant concentrations (100
ppb to 4 ppm) were obtained using an internal standard (Caffeic Acid) normalized
response factor as shown in figure 4-4a. The indolamine neurotransmitter 5-HT and its
metabolite 5-HIAA were quantified at a lower concentration range (10 – 200 ppb)
commensurate with their in vivo concentrations (4-4b).

The sensitivity of the

PEDOT:Tosylate microfluidic coulometric detector (4-4c) compares favorably to the
standard glassy carbon electrode (4-4c) employed in commercial amperometric flow cells
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Figure 4-5.

Quantitative Results for Biogenic Amine Neurotransmitters and

Metabolites. Concentrations for DOPAC, DA, 5-HT, and 5-HIAA are shown in terms of
micrograms per gram of striatal tissue. The 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) striatal
lesion model for Parkinson’s-like dopaminergic cell death was employed as part of an
ongoing study of the Parkinson’s disease-state. One hemisphere of the rats brain was
chemically lesioned by direct injection of 6-OHDA (blue) while the other hemisphere
was untreated as an intra-animal control (red). As expected the levels of DA were
approximately one order of magnitude higher for the control hemisphere, indicating that
dopaminergic cell death occurred on the lesioned side, which confirms the efficacy of
experiment.
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when the same sample of striatal tissue homogenate was analyzed. It is interesting to
note that the PEDOT:Tosylate electrode seems to be highly selective against the
background electrochemical signals that frequently show up in the unretained fraction (0
– 2 minutes) of the HPLC separation. These signals are typically ascribed to the relatively
high concentrations of ascorbic acid and uric acid present in rat nervous tissue.19 Also,
the PEDOT:Tosylate electrode is highly selective towards DOPAC, which is quite unlike
the typical carbon electrode where carboxylic acid metabolites of biogenic amines typically
show decreased amperometric signals. When a microfluidic flow channel that did not
incorporate the step-down channel geometry for improved coulometric efficiency, analyte
signals were not detectable in vivo samples due to coulometric efficiency being < 0.5 %.
The utility of the high-coloumetric efficiency PEDOT;Tosylate microfluidic detector is
demonstrated through validation of the 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA)striatal lesion model
that is commonly used to induce a Parkinson’s-like state in rat striatal tissue.20 As 6-OHDA
is a potent neurotoxin specific to catecholamine containing neurons, it produces
physiological affects similar to Parkinson’s disease where dopaminergic neurons has died
and the overall levels of dopamine signaling in the striatal regions of the brain are at least
an order of magnitude smaller than in healthy tissue.21 Analysis of the lesioned and
unlesioned control tissue were performed using standard HPLC methodologies for
separating and analyzing DA, DOPAC, 5-HT, and 5-HIAA. As expected, the DA signal
content of the unlesioned striatal tissue 35 µg/g which compares well to measurements
made using commercially available electrochemical instrumentation. For the lesioned
hemisphere, dopamine levels were observed at 3.3 µg/g, which agrees well with the typical
order of magnitude decrease that is observed due to 6-OHDA lesion. The increased
sensitivity of the PEDOT:Tosylate electrode towards DOPAC allows for normally small
and undetectable differences in the DOPAC concentration of each hemisphere to be
revealed. The DOPAC signal appears to increase by a factor of two which may be an
indication that the death of dopaminergic neurons has prevented what dopamine
remaining in the extracellular space from being transported into neurons by dopamine
active transporter (DAT) or repackaged into vesicles by the vesicular monoamine
transporter (VMAT). The fate therefore of DA in a Parkinson’s like striatum would then be
largely determined by Monoamine Oxidase (MAO) activity.22
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4.3

Discussion

Electrochemical detection remains one of the most cost-effective methods for identifying
and quantifying biogenic amine neurotransmitters and their metabolites.23,24

It has

become standard practice to measure dopamine, norepinephrine, adrenalin, serotonin,
and their metabolites using HPLC coupled with an amperometric flow cell. This technique
is extremely sensitive for these analytes, with detection limits approaching 1 ppb.6 These
detection limits are suitable for the monitoring of neuroactive substances in tissue
homogenates and from microdialysis collections. However, the permanent nature of the
electrochemical flow cell, and the susceptibility of glassy carbon electrodes to fouling and
the difficulty of interfacing reference electrodes into the system have resulted in long
equilibration times and a reputation for the technique of being “finicky.” Mass produced
all-polymer microfluidic channels that incorporate conducting polymer working electrodes
provide an alternative detection platform that could directly replace previous generation
electrochemical flow cells.9 Polymer microfluidics electrodes are far cheaper to produce
than machined steel flow cells with glassy carbon or precious metal working electrode and
can be produced using high-throughput lithography techniques that offer greater control
over the fabrication process. We demonstrate here that a multilayer photolithography
method can be used to produce a step-down channel which confines analytes separated
using capillary electrophoresis of HPLC to a narrow space above a PEDOT:Tosylate
electrode. This is the first report of amperometric detection of electroactive species at
PEDOT:Tosylate electrodes coupled to HPLC separation. The parameters affecting the
coulometric efficiency of this system are described using a dimensionless parameter
based upon the Péclet number and the microfluidic geometry and rigorously explored
using a computational model developed in COMSOL Multiphysics. This model accurately
predicted the coulometric efficiency for amperometric detection of catechol as the
dimensionless parameter was decreased to obtain 100% coulometric efficiency. The high
coloumetric efficiency of this device is particularly dependent on the height of the confined
flow channel in the stepped-down portion of the channel (Equation 4). The multilayer
lithography allowed channel heights to be reduced to 9 µm in the region aligned with the
PEDOT:Tosylate electrode while the rest of the microfluidic exhibited channel heights of
150 µm which allowed easy interface to capillary fluid lines. The device was applied to
the relevant challenge of quantifying ppb concentrations of neurotransmitters in tissue
homogenate from the rat brain striatum. In particular the system shows favorable results
for the detection Dopamine, 5-HT and their metabolites as compared with a traditional
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stainless steel flow cell and glassy carbon electrode. This allowed the neurochemical
validation of the 6-OHDA striatal lesion model for Parkinson’s disease.

The device

presented here represents a well-characterized prototype for all polymer microfluidics with
electrochemical detection. The development of fluidic geometries explored herein with
robust injection molding of cyclic-olefin copolymer microfluidics combined with the
incorporation of biocompatible conducting polymer electrode materials will likely result in
greatly reduced cost of production, improved reproducibility of experiments, and
incorporation with micro-and-nanoscale separations that are already being explored for
the measurement of neurotransmitters in vivo.
4.4

Methods

4.4.1

Reagents and Materials.

Sulfuric acid (concentrated), hydrogen peroxide (30%, hydrochloric acid (concentrated),
2-propanol (OmniSolve grade), n-butanol, and sodium bicarbonate were purchased from
EMD Millipore Chemicals (Billerca, MA). Sodium Hydroxide, hydrofluoric acid (49%), and
perchloric acid (concentrated), were purchased from Mallinkrodt Chemical Inc. (St. Louis,
MO). Serotonin hydrochloride (5-HT), 5-hyrdoxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA), Dopamine
hydrochloride (DA), 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC), caffeic acid (CA), catechol
(CAT), trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS), acetonitrile, ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT), iron
(III) tosylate, pyridine, and propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA) were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich Corp. (St. Louis, MO). Dow Corning Sylgard 184 silicone
elastomer (PDMS) was purchased through Ellsworth Adhesives (Germantown, WI). All
water used was purified to a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm using a MilliQ Gradient A10 water
purification system (EMD Millipore).
4.4.2

PEDOT:Tosylate Electrode Fabrication

PEDOT:Tosylate electrodes were fabricated using previously reported methods. Briefly,
a gas-phase deposition of EDOT monomer was achieved within a nitrogen purged
desiccator with heating. Polymerization occurred at the surface of a TOPAS® substrate
with a spin-coated film formed from a solution of 20% (w/v) iron (III) tosylate in n-butanol
with pyridine added to slow the polymerization and control film thickness.8

Once

polymerization is complete, the PEDOT:Tosylate-coated substrates are rinsed with
ethanol and water and dried. Patterning of electrode geometry was achieved using
standard UV lithography techniques with the positive-tone photoresist AZ3312. Once the
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photoresist patterns were developed the substrates were subjected to cycles of
microwave-plasma dry-etch in a custom-built plasma etch chamber.

The cured

photoresist is resistant to the plasma etching while the unprotected PEDOT:Tosylate is
easily reacted away by the plasma.9
4.4.3

Microfluidic Interface

A microfluidic-based platform was chosen as the interface between separation systems,
2-dimensional electrodes, and provided the necessary geometry for high-coloumetric
efficiency detection.

Standard soft lithography techniques were employed to create

molded PDMS channels exhibiting a reduced-height flow channel for volume confinement
of analytes near the surface of the electrode. The master-mold for this device was created
using a multi-layer SU8 lithography techniques.17 Silicon wafers (125 mm, CZ silicon,
Wafer World, Inc., Palm Beach, FL) were cleaned using piraña solution (3:1 concentrated
H2SO4/H2O2), rinsed thoroughly in water and dried at 200 °C as described previously. The
initial layer of SU-8 2010 negative photoresist was spun using a WS-64023 spin coater
with a volume of about 1 mL. The wafer was accelerated to 100 rpm/s at 600 rpm and
then to 4000 rpm and 300 rpm/s (30s at maximum spin rate). This resulted in an SU-8
layer about 7 µm thick. The edge bead of SU8 was removed using acetone and a lint-free
wipe before the wafer was rested at room temperature for 5 minutes. The SU-8 layer was
soft baked at an initial temperature of 65 °C for 1 minute and then ramped to 95 °C at 5
°C / min. and held at max temperature for 5 minutes. UV exposure of the resist was
performed on a Karl Suss MJB3 mask aligner (SUSS MicroTec Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) using
the 365 nm wavelength set at 5.0 mW/cm2 for 20s. Following exposure the film was not
baked and developed as per traditional single-layer SU-8 but rather subjected to a second
deposition of SU-8 2100 to form a thicker layer (125 µm). This was achieved by depositing
approximately 3 mL of SU-8 2100 and spin-coating with acceleration at 100 rpm/s to 600
rpm and then acceleration at 300 rpm/s to 2000 rpm (30 seconds at the maximum spin
rate). This double-layer film was then soft-baked as before except with a 30 minute hold
at 95°C. The mask aligner was utilized to align a similar photomask used in the initial
exposure step over the partially cured SU-8. This photomask was identical in all aspects
except the length of the primary flow channel was truncated so that overlay would result
in a step-down to reduced channel height in the final device. Visualization of the partiallycured SU-8 through the thick layer of SU-8 was achieved enhanced using the illumination
filter plates and allowed for overlay within 5 µm. The double-layer SU-8 film was exposed
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to 365 nm light for 55s to cure the thick layer of SU-8. The film was then baked following
exposure for 15 minutes with a ramp from 65°C to 95°C as described. Following resting
and cooling to room temperature the films were developed using PGMEA immersion for
10 minutes with gentle sonication for 1 minute. The films were then transferred to fresh
PGMEA for another 5 minutes and then rinsed thoroughly with 2-propanol and dried under
nitrogen. These master devices were then stored in an oven at 70°C overnight. Prior to
use in soft-lithography processing, the devices received a hydrophobic coating using
TMCS as described previously. The PDMS mold was interfaced to the PEDOT:Tosylate
electrode such that the band of the electrode traversed the reduced-height region of the
flow channel. A conformal seal was reinforced by sandwiching the PDMS between
another layer of TOPAS with holes machined for fluid lines and electrical contacts.
Electrode dimensions were defined by two parameters, 1) the width of the positive tone
photomask (50 or 250 µm), and the width of the negative tone photomask for the main
channel (650 µm).
4.4.4

Analytical Separations and Coloumetric Detection

Capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) and high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) separations were performed with Coloumetric detection afforded using the device
described. The custom built capillary electrophoresis system used herein has been
described previously, and utilized a real-time oversampling software to improve signal-tonoise in analytical separations. With CZE separations the 150 µm O.D. x 12 µm I.D.
capillary was interfaced parallel to the plane of the device through a 150 µm width x 125
µm height channel feeding into main (650 µm width) flow channel. Two additional channel
adjoin the main channel at 30° and provide a sheath flow to focus the migrated analyte
from the capillary into the 7 µm height region above the electrode. Decoupling of the
separation electric field (300 V/cm) was achieved through etching of the outlet of the
separation capillary to a frustum geometry and by upstream grounding of the sheath fluid
(150 mM NaCl, 50 mM TES, pH 7.4). Variation of the sheath-fluid flow-rate determines
the analyte flux to the detection region and affects the Coloumetric efficiency of the device.
CZE separations were conducted using TES buffer (50 mM TES, pH 7.4). The capillaries
were conditioned as previously described including the application of a dynamic coating
(UltraTrol HN, Target Discovery, Inc) to minimize amine adsorption and improve
reproducibility of separations. Injections were performed electrokinetically at 100 V/cm for
5s. The PEDOT:Tosylate working electrode was held at +750 mV vs. Ag/AgCl reference
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for Coloumetric determination of biogenic amine neurotransmitters and their metabolites
as has been previously demonstrated for PEDOT-based electrodes.
For interface with the HPLC system the outlet of the column was connected to the device
via a 1/16 in. O.D. x 0.01 in. I.D. PEEK tube. This was interfaced perpendicularly to the
microfluidic device using a 1.5 mm port. Again, sheathing flow was not needed in this
application because the hydrodynamic flow from the HPLC system delivered material to
the detection zone. The ion-pairing HPLC separation was based off the robust technique
used for standard HPLC with electrochemical detection employed for the analysis of
biogenic amine neurotransmitter. Briefly, a mobile phase of 3% (v/v) each of acetonitrile
and methanol with 50 ppm EDTA, and 250 ppm n-octylsulfonic aicd with 50 mM citrate,
150 mM acetate, pH 3.9 was used in with Synergi 2.5 um Fusion-RP C-18 100 Angstrom,
LC Column 50 x 2 mm (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) on a Amersham Biosciences AKTA
HPLC with a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min. Amperometric Detection was performed at either a
2 mm glassy carbon electrode in a commercial electrochemical flow-cell or the described
PEDOT:Tosylate electrodes in the microfluidic interface.

In either case the working

electrode was held at +750 mV vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrodes.
4.4.5

Computer Model for Coloumetric Efficiency

The Coloumetric efficiency for band electrodes in a rectangular flow channel were
modelled using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3 (Comsol Inc., Los Angeles, CA). This model
computes the flux of analyte through a 2-dimensional slice of a rectangular flow channel
and assumes 100% consumption of analyte upon contact with the working electrode
surface. Four parameters can be adjusted in this model which affect the Coloumetric
efficiency of the device: analyte diffusion coefficient, electrode length, channel height, and
volumetric flow rate.11 Coloumetric efficiency can be computed as a simple ratio outlet
analyte concentration before and after the electrode. This simulation ignores edge effects
in a rectangular channel, which can be assumed to be negligible given the high aspect
ratio of the channel (650 µm width x 7 µm height).
4.5
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Chapter 5:
Development of Fast-Scan Controlled-Adsorption Voltammetry
for the Quantification of Absolute Concentrations and
Adsorption Dynamics in Hindered Microenvironments
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Abstract
Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry has depended on background subtraction to quantify small
changes in neurotransmitter concentration. Due to this requirement, measurements of
absolute concentrations using fast-scan cyclic voltammetry has been limited. Here we
develop and characterize fast-scan controlled-adsorption voltammetry (FSCAV), which
enables direct measurements of absolute concentrations in a beaker without the use of
flow injection.

This enables probing the diffusion-controlled adsorption dynamics of

biogenic amines and related compounds. An implicit finite-difference model of masstransport-limited adsorption was developed and is in agreement with experimental results.
Optimization of FSCAV yielded a sensitivity of 81 ± 11 nA/µM for dopamine, corresponding
to a limit-of-detection of 3.7 ± 0.5 nM. Through the combination of novel instrumentation
and validated computer simulations, we show that FSCAV is an important measurement
tool that can be used to determine absolute concentrations and study mass-transport
limited adsorption.
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5.1

Introduction

Organic molecules adsorb to carbon surfaces; a process that has been exploited since
the first electrochemical measurements at carbon made in the last millennium by Lord and
Rogers.1 Specifically, this process plays a major role in studies aimed at monitoring
neurotransmitter release using carbon-fiber microelectrodes and fast-scan cyclic
voltammetry (FSCV).2–8 Carbon-fiber microelectrodes have been extensively utilized for
studying neurotransmission because of for their biocompatibility, small size (diameter 530 μm), sensitivity, and electrochemical properties.9–11 A major focus in improving FSCV
has been understanding how adsorption of biogenic amines to carbon-fiber
microelectrodes can be used to increase sensitivity.12–14

As such, evaluating the

adsorption of biogenic amines including dopamine (DA), norepinephrine (NE), and 5hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) is of interest because of their role in cognitive function.4,15–19
An inherent advantage of using FSCV to study neurotransmission is that a chemical
signature (cyclic voltammogram) is generated that can be used to qualitatively identify the
analyte. In FSCV, a triangle waveform with a scan rate greater than 100 V/s is applied.
With these rapid scan rates a large background current is generated and must be
subtracted out to monitor small concentration changes.20

Due to this requirement,

background-subtracted FSCV is not used to measure absolute concentrations, but is
limited to concentration changes.21 Additionally, this has made it difficult to calibrate in
vivo measurements because experimentalists have needed to use flow-injection analysis
to replicate concentration changes.22 However, flow-injection analysis is a convective
process which complicates comparisons to studies in diffusion-controlled environments
such as nervous tissue.
Here we present the development and characterization of a technique which extends the
capabilities of FSCV by exploiting adsorption to quantify absolute neurotransmitter
concentrations. This technique is termed fast-scan controlled-adsorption voltammetry
(FSCAV) due to the precise control of voltammetric waveforms used in conjunction with a
delay time to manipulate adsorption. Dopamine in Tris buffer was used as a model system
for optimization of parameters affecting FSCAV and to demonstrate the analytical
capabilities of FSCAV. An implicit finite-difference model was developed using COMSOL
Multiphysics 4.3a to quantify the response time of electrodes as a function of the strength
of adsorption and the diffusion coefficient.

The adsorption properties of catechol,

dopamine, norepinephrine, and 5-hydroxytryptamine were studied using FSCAV. The
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Figure 5-1. FSCAV Detection Scheme. A) Block diagram for FSCAV. A switch is used
to control whether a triangle wave or a constant potential is applied to the electrode B)
Cyclic voltammograms were taken 1 s after the injected bolus of 1 μM dopamine. The blue
trace is the background-subtracted cyclic voltammogram collected at 10 Hz and the red
trace is the result of cycling the waveform at 100 Hz. C) The working electrode was placed
in a beaker of 1 μM dopamine and the potential applied was switched from the triangle
waveform to a constant potential of -0.4 V for 10 s (allowing dopamine to accumulate on
the electrode surface) before the subsequent cyclic voltammogram was measured.
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analytes investigated exhibit different adsorption and mass-transport properties which
effect the response time of sensors. FSCAV is shown to be capable of measuring the
absolute concentrations of biogenic amines (limit of detection < 5 nM), while collecting a
fast-scan cyclic voltammogram. FSCAV is introduced as a complementary technique to
FSCV and provides insight into the adsorption processes with a modification to existing
instrumentation. The feasibility and prospects of applying FSCAV towards in vivo study
of absolute concentrations and adsorption dynamics is discussed.
5.2

Results

5.2.1

Fast-Scan

Controlled-Adsorption

Voltammetry

to

Measure

Absolute

Concentrations.
A widely used detection scheme for biogenic amines involves the application of a triangle
waveform (-0.4 V to1.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 400 Vs-1) to the electrode every 100 ms.3,15,23 The
high scan rates used in FSCV increase sensitivity; however, they result in large
background currents. To allow for the quantification of electrochemical processes, this
background current must be removed, limiting background-subtracted FSCV to measuring
changes in analyte concentration and not absolute levels.21

This limitation can be

overcome with FSCAV by manipulating adsorption of an analyte at a surface (Tablea 5-1)
by varying waveform parameters. The overall strategy is to first reduce the surface
concentration of dopamine to minimal levels by high frequency waveform application and
subsequently to allow adsorption to occur for a controlled amount of time by switching to
a fixed potential. After controlled adsorption occurs waveform application is resumed and
cyclic voltammograms of adsorbed dopamine are obtained.
To demonstrate the effect of the waveform application frequency on the signal, a 1.0 μM
bolus of dopamine was injected onto the electrode. The dark blue trace (Figure 5-1B) is
the resultant cyclic voltammogram when the waveform is applied every 100 ms (i.e. 10
Hz), and the red trace is the cyclic voltammogram when the waveform is applied every 10
ms (i.e. 100 Hz). Although the concentration of dopamine is the same in both experiments,
there is a decrease in the sensitivity by a factor of 3.5 due to decreased time for adsorption
between scans. This indicates that waveform application frequency has an effect on the
flux of analyte to the electrode, and prevents equilibrium from being established. Instead
a steady state is obtained, where the maximum measured value of surface concentration
is less than the value measured at equilibrium.
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resultant cyclic voltammogram is shown in red.

characteristic background that can be removed (blue trace). The nonfaradaic component was corrected for and the

voltammogram obtained without the deconvolution contains the characteristic faradaic signal for 1 µM dopamine and a

the switch following the extended delay, which is not captured by traditional background subtraction. D) A cyclic

Representative color of data that has been deconvolved to remove the nonfaradaic changes due to the reactivation of

directly follow reactivation of switch) shows the color plot signature of dopamine as well as the FSCAV background. C)

A). Raw collected data with the active area boxed in red B) An expanded view of the active area of the raw data (1s,

µM dopamine. Color plots contain voltage on the ordinate, time on the abscissa, and current is shown in reverse color

Figure 5-2. FSCAV Mechanics. Data collected with a scan rate of 1200 V/s and a delay time of 10s in a solution of 1

To achieve the controlled adsorption delay an electronic relay controls the application of
potentials to the electrode (Figure 5-1A). The potential applied is switched rapidly (160
ns) from a triangle waveform to a constant potential for a controlled amount of time (delay
time).

The waveform is then reapplied to the electrode.

The first few cyclic

voltammograms collected immediately following the delay time contain the signal from the
analyte that accumulated on the electrode. This is illustrated with dopamine in Figure 51C. The working electrode is placed in a beaker containing 1.0 μM dopamine and the
waveform is applied at 100 Hz, then a constant potential of -0.4 V is applied for the delay
time. Dopamine accumulates on the electrode surface and is subsequently measured
when the relay is switched back to a triangle waveform. To examine the magnitude of
dopamine adsorption that occurs while the waveform is being applied at 100 Hz, an
experiment was conducted first in buffer and then in a solution of 1.0 μM dopamine. Then
A CV collected in buffer before the delay was subtracted from a CV collected in 1.0 μM
dopamine before the delay. The resultant background subtracted cyclic voltammogram
was < 5 % of the background subtracted cyclic voltammogram collected after the 10
second delay (measured at equilibrium). This shows that the amount of signal due to
adsorbed analyte decreases with increasing waveform application frequency. With the
use of the 100 Hz waveform application a simple subtraction of the background prior to
the delay enables FSCAV to measure absolute concentrations and not simply
concentration changes. However, the perturbation of the waveform application with a
fixed-potential delay introduces some challenge in analyzing the cyclic voltammograms
obtained immediately following the delay.
5.2.2

Separation of Faradaic and Nonfaradaic Signal.

Fast-scan controlled-adsorption voltammetry utilizes rapid scan rates (1200 V/s)
combined with a delay time to make measurements of absolute concentration. During the
delay time, the electrode is held at a constant potential equivalent to the start and finish
voltage of the applied waveform (-0.4V). At the end of the delay, the triangle waveform is
reapplied. A FSCAV measurement of 1.0 µM dopamine is shown in Figure 5-2. In Figure
5-2A, the initial black section is the last 120 ms of the delay time where the potential is
held constant. When the scans resume, the oxidation of accumulated dopamine can
clearly be seen in the color plot. The first raw cyclic voltammogram taken after the delay
collected in 1.0 µM dopamine is shown in Figure 5-2B, blue trace.
voltammogram contains both faradaic and nonfaradaic current.
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The first cyclic

Fortuitously, each

electrode exhibits a specific response function, which is easily characterized by Fourier
signal deconvolution prior to experimental measurements (SI S1-3). The removal of
nonfaradaic current is achieved through the construction of a synthetic background
voltammogram using this specific response function and subsequent background
subtraction.

Correction of the measured voltammogram results in a characteristic

dopamine voltammogram free from nonfaradaic signal (Figure 5-2D, red trace). This
correction method allows for a single run in buffer solution for generating the response
function, and then data can be collected in solutions containing varying concentrations of
analyte. Because this dopamine waveform (0.4 V to 1.3 V) is known to etch the surface
of the electrode, the background can drift, and a simple subtraction is not robust enough.
Due to multiplicative nature of convolution, the background changes due to this
mechanism are captured (data not shown). While this method is exceptional for in vitro
use, the response function is specific for a given electrode and is not transferable to a
different electrode. Additionally capturing significant chemical changes in the background,
as may happen in vivo, the response function will likely be unable to capture that, resulting
in residual nonfaradaic contributions to the resultant cyclic voltammogram.
Alternative means for quantification are necessary, such as integrating the oxidation peak
without performing a subtraction at all. This technique is feasible as the nonfaradaic
background current arising from the delay in FSCAV is on the same order of magnitude
as the oxidation currents (Figure 5-2D blue trace), however it tends to lead to a reduction
in sensitivity.
After the controlled adsorption period, the rapid waveform application favors desorption of
analytes (Figure 5-2C). Here, current vs. time traces for both faradaic (red trace) and
nonfaradaic (buffer solution, black dots) current are shown at the oxidation potential for
dopamine (600 mV). The nonfaradaic current here arises from the extended delay period
between scans from changes in the electrochemical double layer. Comparing the faradaic
current to the nonfaradaic current it is seen that after scan 1 the current is predominantly
from the oxidation of adsorbed dopamine.

Additionally, after 1 second, the current

faradaic approaches baseline, indicating that most of the dopamine molecules have
desorbed and the system has reestablished the steady state surface concentration of
dopamine present before the delay time.
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Figure 5-3. Characterization of FSCAV. The holding potential was set at -0.4 V,
waveform applied at 100 Hz, and scan rate set to 1200 V/s. A) The delay time was
varied and it is shown that an equilibrium surface concentration is achieved within 10 s
(concentration = 1 µM). B) A linear relationship between

eq

and C is present at

concentrations below 1 µM (R2 = 0.98). The slope, which is the equilibrium sensitivity
parameter, b is equal to 0.020 ± 0.002 cm.
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5.2.3

Optimized Fast-Scan Controlled-Adsorption Voltammetry.

To measure absolute concentrations, it is necessary to alter the waveform application
frequency to exploit adsorption. The parameters that affect the figures-of-merit are the
holding potential, scan rate, waveform application frequency, and delay time. The holding
potential was chosen to match the lower limit of the triangle waveform (-0.4 V); this
potential will maximize the amount of dopamine that will adsorb, while not reducing
oxygen.3,12 For an adsorbing species, the peak current measured during voltammetry has
a linear relationship with scan rate; however, by keeping the time between waveforms
constant, the scan rate has a negligible effect on surface concentration (SI-4). Taking the
magnitude of the background current and the linear output range of the current amplifier
into account, a scan rate of 1200 V/s was chosen for experiments.

The waveform

application frequency of 100 Hz was determined to be the optimal for FSCAV (SI-5) of
biogenic amines. Higher frequencies did not result in increased signal, and they require
larger scan rates.
Accumulation of dopamine occurs during the delay time. Sufficiently long delay times (5
– 10 s, Figure 5-3A) allow for equilibrium to be achieved between the solution and the
surface concentration. Using the optimized parameters, a calibration plot was generated
for dopamine using FSCAV. The sensitivity for dopamine using a delay time of 10s is
0.020 ± 0.002 (pmol cm-2 / nM) which corresponds to a current of 81 ± 11 nA/µM (Figure
5-3B, R2 = 0.98, n = 3 electrodes, dotted lines = 95 % confidence interval), with a limit of
detection of 3.7 ± 0.5 nM (3

of the noise in a cyclic voltammogram, n = 3 electrodes).

The calibration plot verifies that concentrations less than 1 µM are within the linear region
of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. Additionally, it was observed that the trend starts to
roll of at 1.5 µM and plateaus at > 200 µM (data not shown). These figures of merit show
that FSCAV is capable of making sensitive determinations of absolute concentrations in
ranges that are relevant for in vivo measurements.
5.2.4

Modeling Adsorption Dynamics at Carbon-Fiber Microelectrodes

The signal measured from fast-scan cyclic voltammetry for biogenic amines is dependent
on mass transfer and adsorption dynamics; they dictate the time required to reach
equilibrium. To validate the measurements made using FSCAV a model was developed
with COMSOL Multiphysics. This model uses a finite-difference method to solve the
differential equations necessary to describe mass transport from bulk solution to an
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Figure 5-4. Modeling Adsorption at Microelectrodes. A) The results of a simulation
using an electrode with an area of 7.85x10-6 cm2, bulk concentration of 1 µM, kads of 10
cm/s, D of 0.8 x 10-5 cm2/s, and b = 0.023 cm are shown at different times (< 0, 0.01,
0.1, 1, and 10 s). B) The surface concentration predicted by the model is plotted on
the ordinate and time on the abscissa.

C)

The response time of a sensor is

characterized by t10-90%. The value of the equilibrium sensitivity parameter (b) was
varied, and a linear trend was observed. The magnitude of the slope is dependent on
the diffusion coefficient. This shows for molecules with stronger adsorption properties
the time to reach equilibrium increases.

D)

When the diffusion coefficient was

increased, t10-90% decreased in a nonlinear manner as expected for processes at a
cylindrical microelectrode.
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electrode (Figure 5-4).24 The rate constant for adsorption was set equal to 10 cm/s so that
the electrode was always at equilibrium with the adjacent volume element. This is contrast
to the previously reported value of 10-3, which contains contributions from adsorption and
mass transport. The advantage of the model presented here is that adsorption and mass
transport can be treated independently. As such, the time to reach equilibrium surface
concentration is only dependent on diffusion and the strength of adsorption (b).25 The time
for a 1 µM solution of dopamine to reach equilibrium with the electrode surface was
modeled using an equilibrium sensitivity parameter (b) of 0.023 cm, and a diffusion
coefficient of 2.1 x 10-6 cm2/s, as these were the values determined from empirical fits of
data collected. To verify that the model was accurately modelling diffusion, the diffusion
coefficient for dopamine was measured using a cyclic voltammetry at a disc ultramicroelectrode (SI 7). At time < 0 (Figure 5-4A) dopamine is not allowed to adsorb to the
electrode surface, corresponding to the period during our rapid waveform application
frequency (100 Hz) in a FSCAV experiment. After t = 0, dopamine is allowed to adsorb
(Figure 5-4A, t = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 seconds). The t10-90% was measured to be 2.4 s, and at
10 s the system has reached equilibrium (Figure 5-4B).

The equilibrium surface

concentration is dictated by the equilibrium sensitivity parameter, b and the bulk
concentration (Equation 5-2). Therefore, it should be expected that as the magnitude of
b increases, more time is necessary to reach equilibrium because more material must be
removed from bulk solution (Figure 5-4C). The time to reach equilibrium is also dependent
on the rate of mass transfer as dictated by the diffusion coefficient (Figure 5-4D). As
expected, the diffusion coefficient has a drastic effect on the time required to reach
equilibrium. The time to reach equilibrium is dependent on both the amount of material
being removed from the bulk and the rate at which it is transferred. The model is able to
account for both of these to accurately quantify the response times at cylindrical carbonfiber microelectrodes using mass transfer (diffusion) and a thermodynamic parameter
(equilibrium sensitivity parameter, b). Interestingly, the amount of material that must be
removed from solution and the flux to the electrode are both proportional to the
concentration, thus the time to reach equilibrium is independent of concentration when in
the linear region on the Langmuir isotherm.
5.2.5

Adsorption Dynamics of Biogenic Amines

The sensitivity to biogenic amines at carbon-fiber microelectrodes depends on analyte
adsorption. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the parameters that control the
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Figure 5-5. FSCAV Analysis of 5-HT, DA, NE and CAT. A) Studies of the surface
concentration ( ) as a function of delay time.

Each species displays adsorption

characteristics dependent on the structure of the molecule. All studies were conducted
at solution concentrations of 1 µM with n = 3 electrodes at room temperature (23 °C).
The adsorption profiles are fit using the COMSOL model show by the solid lines.
Equilibrium surface coverages and fitting parameters are listed in Table 1. B) The
faradaic currents taken at the peak oxidation potential is plotted vs. the scan number
after the delay for each analyte showing different rates of decay. The corresponding
cyclic voltammogram can be analyzed for the amount of material adsorbed on the
carbon fiber. Thus, for strongly adsorbing species measurements of material can be
made not only on the intitial scan but for subsequent scans when weakly adsorbing
analytes have minimal signal. C) Cyclic voltammograms obtained using FSCAV with
the deconvolution correction to the additional background. These voltammograms
correspond to the first scan after the controlled delay and the integrated peak areas give
a faradaic charge which can be used to calculate the surface concentration in pmol/cm2.
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Table 5-1. Controlled Adsorption Properties at Carbon-fiber Microelectrodes
Analyte

(pmol/cm2)

b (x10-2 cm)

D (x 10-6 cm2/s)

t10-90% (s)

5-HT

43.4 ± 3.2

4.34

9.0

7.0 ± 0.4

DA

20.1 ± 1.8

2.01

6.8

2.4 ± 0.2

NE

9.5 ± 1.1

0.95

7.0

0.9 ± 0.2

CAT

5.8 ± 0.6

0.58

7.2

0.5 ± 0.1
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signal. Dopamine (DA), norepinephrine (NE), and serotonin (5-HT) were chosen for their
functions and distribution in nervous tissue.

Dopamine and norepinephrine are

catecholamine neurotransmitters; the only structural difference between the two is that
norepinephrine contains a hydroxyl group at the beta position relative to the amine group.
Serotonin was chosen for its neurochemical relevance and to study how the indole
functional group affects adsorption when compared to the catechol functional group.
Catechol (CAT) was also investigated as it undergoes a pH-dependent two-electron
oxidation similar to catecholamines. It also lacks any other function groups, allowing the
molecular underpinnings of catecholamine adsorption to be studied.
All species investigated adsorb to carbon-fiber microelectrodes (Figure 5-5).

The

concentration of all analytes was 1 µM because at this concentration, these species are
in the linear region of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm (Equation 3). Through systematic
control of the delay time, the adsorption dynamics were studied and the amount of
adsorbed material were plotted in time (Figure 5-5A). Equilibrium surface concentration
can be measured directly from this plot and for the analytes studied here ranged from 43.4
pmol/cm2 for 5-HT, and 5.8 pmol/cm2 for CAT (Table 5-1). These values were determined
for n = 3 electrodes at room temperature (23 °C). The FSCAV data were empirically fit by
the COMSOL model using values for b determined from the equilibrium surface
concentration, and varying the diffusion coefficient. However, their adsorption profiles
(Figure 5-5A, calculated from the model fits) differ in the time to reach

eq

(t10-90%) as this

is dictated by the strength of adsorption (b) as revealed in Table 5-1. Dopamine shows a
greater strength of adsorption than NE, and greater still than CAT. Presumably, this is
due to the effect of the charged primary amine functional group interacting with the carbon
surface. Norepinephrine shows decreased adsorption due to the presence of the betahydroxyl group, which has an electron withdrawing effect on the primary amine. Catechol
shows the least adsorption due to the absence of the primary amine.

5-HT was

determined to have D = 9.0 x 10-6 cm2/s, which indicates that the indolamine has
decreased resistance to mass transfer.

In addition, 5-HT has a greater adsorption

strength than the other species which further increases the t10-90%.
Each of these molecules gives a distinct voltammogram when studied by FSCAV at a
delay time of 10 s (Figure 5-5B). These voltammograms are similar to those obtained by
FSCV but the amplitude of the oxidation peak is larger for FSCAV given the same
concentration. This illustrates the sensitivity advantage of FSCAV. In addition to the time-
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Figure 5-6. In Vitro Model for Hindered Diffusion in Brain Microenvironments.
Molecular diffusion is hindered in the environment near the carbon-fiber microelectrode
(radius = 3 µm). A) The colored traces are representations of possible routes for
diffusion around lipid-coated silica beads. B) A representative background-subtracted
fast scan cyclic voltammogram of dopamine is obtained from this experiment and the
area under the dopamine oxidation peak is integrated (shaded region) to give a direct
measure of surface coverage.

C) Voltammograms collected using delayed timing

voltammetry are used to measure the time to equilibrium surface concentration (

eq).

The lines are single exponential fits to the data. As the external volume fraction (EVF)
is diminished, the time to reach equilibrium increases due to hindered diffusion. D) The
time to reach equilibrium in decreased in a convective flow-injection analysis system.
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Table 5-2. Reduced EVF Hinders Diffusion.

EVF

t90%

D* (x 106 cm2/s)

R2

1.0

3.63 ± 0.21

2.58

0.998

0.8

4.16 ± 0.49

2.25

0.994

0.7

9.69 ± 1.32

0.96

0.995

0.6

16.81 ± 4.65

0.56

0.992
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dependent surface coverage data and the characteristic voltammograms, current vs. time
traces for each analyte are obtained (Figure 5-5C). These voltammograms were obtained
by using the deconvolution method for removing the additional FSCAV background. By
providing rich data on both the peak oxidation potential for a given analyte as well as
distinct desorption profiles it may be possible with FSCAV to choose a combination of
peak potential and scan number which gives selective enhancement of one analyte over
another.
5.2.6

Dopamine Adsorption at Microelectrodes Does Not Rapidly Reach Equilibrium in

Hindered Microenvironments
A suspension of lipid-coated silica particles was used as a model system to determine
whether the diffusion of dopamine in the brain could bring an electrode to equilibrium
surface concentration in the timeframe of neurotransmitter release events (See
representation in Fig. 6A). By varying the weight percent of particles in the system, the
external volume fraction (EVF) could be varied such that it approached that of the brain.
The silica particles were coated with egg PC to mimic cell membranes and to minimize
adsorption of dopamine to bare silica. Figure 5-1A illustrates the experimental system
being probed by the carbon-fiber microelectrode. The increase in total bead volume (lower
EVF) reduces the total mass of dopamine in a given volume of the suspension. Any
decrease in the total mass of neurotransmitter per unit volume will reduce the net flux to
the electrode surface and increase the time required to achieve

eq.

A representative

background-subtracted cyclic voltammogram of dopamine obtained by delayed-timing
FSCV is shown in Figure 5-1B. The shaded region of the voltammogram illustrates the
integrated charge measured during the electrochemical oxidation of dopamine and is
directly proportional to

. By varying the delay time from 0.1 to 20 s, the mass transport

due to diffusion can be studied (Figure 5-1C). The effect of convective mass transport in
flow-cell FSCV measurements is illustrated in the dashed–line trace of Figure 5-6C. It is
clear that convection dramatically reduces the time to reach steady-state response.
Decreasing the EVF increases time to reach
surface concentration ( /

eq)

eq

substantially. The trends in normalized

were studied by varying the delay times and the resulting

data were fit to a first-order exponential-association equation. First-order rate constants
were found to differ significantly at each EVF (extra sum-of-squares, F4,25 = 15.46, p <
0.0001). From each rate constant, the time to reach 90% surface concentration (t90%) was
calculated. These values increase as EVF decreases, as expected. Hindered diffusion
coefficients were then calculated for each EVF (Table 5-2). This experiment illustrates
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that mass transport of dopamine at a microelectrode surface is hindered as the EVF
decreases thus significantly increasing the time to reach

eq.

When the time-scale of

biological events are similar to the time required to reach equilibrium, calibrations taken
under equilibrium conditions are of limited use. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a
kinetic calibration because equilibrium surface concentrations are not reached on the time
scale of changes in the extracellular dopamine concentration in vivo (e.g. stimulated and
transient release events).
5.3

Discussion

In this work, we describe a new technique; fast-scan controlled-adsorption voltammetry
(FSCAV) which we use to study mass-transport-limited adsorption of biogenic amines
(e.g. dopamine, norepinephrine, serotonin. Fast-scan controlled-adsorption voltammetry
expands upon the measurements capabilities of FSCV and complements its unique
advantages (e.g a chemical signature to aid in the identification of analytes). An accurate
model of the adsorption process for small molecule neurotransmitters based on the
Langmuir isotherm is also described.

Initial studies show that molecular structure

influences the adsorption strength of analytes, thus altering the sensitivity and response
time at carbon-fiber electrodes. Additionally by exploiting adsorption FSCAV has limitsof-detection below 5 nM for these molecules was reached. For application of FSCAV to
in vivo determinations of absolute concentrations, there are two challenges that are
currently being addressed in our lab. The first is that the brain environment is a complex
mixture of neurotransmitters, metabolites, and other electroactive interferences such as
ascorbic acid. To address this we have shown here that FSCAV depends on adsorption,
and we submit that even small differences in adsorption can be used to confer selectivity.
Secondly, removing the nonfaradaic portion of the signal that arises from FSCAV will be
challenging in vivo, however we have shown that the background decays away much
quicker than dopamine. Although we have analyzed the first scan after the delay in this
work, it is possible to select whichever CV after the delay confers maximum selectivity
towards an adsorbed analyte while minimizing the background signal.

An inherent

advantage of FSCAV is that it is an extension of FSCV which uses the same fundamental
instrumentation and electrodes. This should allow the experimentalist to make alternating
FSCV and FSCAV measurements using a single sensor in order to gain maximum
information. Considered together, these findings demonstrate that FSCAV allows direct
quantification of absolute concentrations of biogenic amine neurotransmitter with a single
sensor and shows promise for in vivo applications.
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5.4

Methods

5.4.1

Chemicals.

Dopamine

hydrochloride,

norepinephrine,

catechol,

Trizma

hydrochloride, Trizma base, calcium chloride, and potassium chloride were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).

Sodium chloride was purchased from EMD

(Gibbstown, NJ). Serotonin hydrochloride was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA).
Each analyte was weighed and dissolved in 0.1 N HClO4 (Mallinckrodt Inc, Hazelwood,
MO) to make 1.0 mM stock solutions. A pH 7.4 buffer with (12.36 mM Tris hydrochloride,
2.64 mM Tris base, 126 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, and 1.2 mM CaCl2) was prepared and the
appropriate amount was added to vials at either room temperature (23º C) or in a hot water
bath (37 º C). A volume of each analyte was spiked into buffer-containing vials and allowed
to sit for 2 minutes before measurements were taken. All water used was purified to a
resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm using MilliQ Gradient A10 water purification system (EMD
Millipore).
5.4.2

Electrode Fabrication. Cylindrical carbon-fiber microelectrodes were prepared as

previously described.26 Briefly, a single T-40 carbon fiber (Cytec Thornel, Woodland Park,
NJ) was aspirated into a 0.68 mm I.D. glass capillary (A-M Systems, Inc., Sequim, WA).
Subsequently capillaries were heated and pulled, forming a fine seal using a type PE-2
pipette puller (Narishige, Japan). Electrodes were then cut to 40 - 80 μm in length. A
Ag/AgCl reference electrode was prepared by soaking a silver wire (0.25 mm, Alfa Aesar)
in chlorine bleach.
5.4.3

Fast-Scan Cyclic Voltammetry. Data was collected using custom hardware and

software written in house using LabVIEW 2009 (National Instruments, Austin, Texas). The
voltammetric waveform was generated and the data was acquired using a PCIe-6341
DAC/ADC Card (National Instruments). Current was measured using a CHEM-CLAMP
voltammeter (Dagan Corporation, Minneapolis, MN). Flow-injection analysis experiments
were performed by injecting a bolus of solution using a pneumatically actuated six port
HPLC valve (VICI, Houston, TX) connected to the solution inlet and the flow was controlled
at a rate of 500 μL/minute with a PhD 2000 pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA).
5.4.4

Fast-Scan Controlled-Adsorption Voltammetry. A CMOS precision analog switch,

ADG419 (Analog Devices) was used to control the application of the computer-generated
waveform to the electrode (Figure 5-1A). The logic was controlled using the PCIe-6341
National Instruments interface card and in-house software. This switch was used to apply
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either the triangle waveform (-0.4 V to 1.3 V, scan rate = 1200 V/s) or a constant potential
(typically -0.4 V) to the electrode. Initially, the triangle waveform (-0.4 V to 1.3 V) is applied
every 10 ms, to limit dopamine accumulation at the electrode surface. The triangle
waveform is applied for five seconds to generate a background signal, then the waveform
is switched to a constant potential of -0.4 V for a programmatically controlled delay time.
This delay time is varied from 0.2 to 20 s and the waveform is again applied and there is
an increase in current. The current contains both faradaic and nonfaradaic components.
To measure the concentration of the desired analyte, the faradaic components should be
isolated.
5.4.5

In vitro Model of the Hindered Microenvironment of the Brain. Nonporous hollow-

silica particles with average diameter of 11 µm (Discovery Scientific, Kelowna, BC) were
used to simulate the volume exclusion observed in brain tissue. To minimize adsorption
of dopamine to the silica, a lipid coating was applied. L-α-phosphatidylcholine lipids (Egg
PC) derived from chicken egg (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) were dissolved in
chloroform and portioned out into 4 mL glass vials. The solvent was evaporated under a
stream of argon and the lipid residue was lyophilized for 1 hour. The lipid film was
rehydrated in Tris buffer for 4 hours followed by vortexing for 30 seconds. The total lipid
concentration was 10 mg/mL in the Tris buffer. One gram of silica particles was added to
4 mL of this solution and the suspension was mixed using magnetic stirring and stored
overnight at 4 °C. Excess liquid was removed and the remaining bead-containing fraction
was lyophilized prior to use. The dry lipid-coated particles were then suspended in Tris
buffer containing 20% (w/v) sucrose at the desired percent weight. The addition of sucrose
increased the viscosity of the solution to minimize bead settling during the experiment.
5.4.6

Data Analysis. A data analysis suite was developed in house using LabVIEW 2009

software. The additional nonfaradaic component of the resultant cyclic voltammogram
from FSCAV arises from the rapid change in voltage that occurs when the switch
deactivated. Because the nonfaradaic background may interfere with the determination
of small surface concentration of analyte a method for background correction is needed.20
To account for the background changes due to the deactivation of the switch, a method
based on convolution theory was developed and is described in detail in the supporting
information. Briefly, convolution theory can be used to generate a response function (g(t))
that transforms the chemical signal (h (t)) into the measured signal (S (t)), as expressed
by Equation 1.27,28
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g(t)  h(t) = S(t)
Equation 5-1.
For FSCAV experiments, g(t) is the response function of the electrode, h(t) is the cyclic
voltammogram (CVbkg) before the delay, and S(t) is a resultant cyclic voltammogram that
is equivalent to the 1st voltammogram obtained after the delay when no analyte is present
(CVo). In other words, a validated synthetic background signal is generated and used to
correct for nonfaradiac background changes (due to changes in the electric double layer
following the extended delay in waveform application). After integrating the oxidation peak
to determine charge, Faraday’s Law is used to calculate the amount of analyte present.
To simplify calculations and modeling, the geometric area was used which takes into
account the measured length (optical microscopy) and diameter (SEM). It should be noted
that over the duration of the experiments the thickness of the double layer is sufficiently
large that it is appropriate to use geometric area.
5.4.7

Modeling.

An implicit finite-difference simulation was written in COMSOL

Multiphysics 4.3a (COMSOL, Inc. Los Angeles, CA) to model adsorption of an analyte at
a cylindrical electrode. The system was represented by 2-D axisymmetric geometry to
simultaneously describe mass transport and adsorption of analytes to microelectrodes, by
solving the diffusion equation and the Langmuir equation. Fick’s second law of diffusion
(Equation 2) expresses the time-dependent concentration profile as a function of the
diffusion coefficient (D) and concentration (C), where (
C
t

D

is the Laplacian operator.29

C

Equation 5-2.
The Langmuir equation describes the amount of analyte adsorbed at equilibrium
(

eq

relative to a surface concentration equivalent to a uniform monolayer (

max).

30

At

low bulk concentrations of analyte (for dopamine this is < 1.5 μM), the Langmuir equation
can be reduced to
Γ
Equation 5-3.
where b dictates the strength of adsorption and is here called the equilibrium sensitivity
parameter.3 The flux at the electrode surface is set by the time dependence of
is described by
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eq,

which

Equation 5-4.
which at equilibrium reduces to

Equation 5-4.
Equation 5-3 and 5-5 are equivalent expression of the equilibrium surface concentration
arising from a bulk concentration. The variables kads and kdes are the kinetic rate constants
which govern adsorption. The model uses Equations 5-2 and 5-4 to simulate a dynamic
concentration gradient and changing surface concentration. Taken together, these allow
surface concentration to be accurately predicted as a function of time. These modeled
results were experimentally verified through direct measurement of surface concentration
using FSCAV.
5.5

Supporting information. Detailed explanation of FSCAV data processing and

additional data towards the optimization of parameters affecting FSCAV measurements.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Chapter 6.
Quantification of Endogenous Opioid Peptide Dynamics in the
Anterior Cingulate Cortex by Online-Preservation Microdialysis

This work is under consideration for publication by Nature Scientific Reports as of May 5,
2015 (Manuscript # SREP-15-07887).
Abstract
Endogenous opioids and their receptors are important in multiple biological circuits
including those associated with pain, reward, addiction, drug abuse, stress, and affective
disorders.

The dynamic monitoring of endogenous opioid peptides (EOPs) in the

mammalian central nervous system has been difficult due to their low concentrations, high
susceptibility to degradation, and the significant expense and specialization of available
monitoring techniques. To address the role of EOPs in chronic pain, and expand dynamic
in vivo measurements of EOPs to cortical regions, we developed on-line preservation
microdialysis with nano liquid-chromatography and tandem mass-spectrometry (nano LCMSn). This approach was employed to prevent peptide degradation during collection from
awake and freely moving rats. A commercially available microchip-based electrospray
ionization source facilitated ultra-trace measurements of enkephalins (limit of detection
1.5 amol) and overcame difficulties associated with previously employed LC-MS
instrumentation. This allowed in vivo measurement of leucine and methionine enkephalin,
and endomorphin II in the rat anterior cingulate cortex at estimated concentrations of 46
pM, 160 pM, and 1.4 nM, respectively.

Additionally, significant stimulated release

occurred for enkephalin (> 150% baseline). This approach can be used to quantitatively
monitor release of endogenous opioids in physiological settings for pharmacological and
behavioral challenge of EOP dynamics.
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6.1

Introduction

The opioid system comprises four related G protein-coupled receptors, including the μ
(MOP), δ (DOP), κ (KOP) and nociceptin receptor (NOP) and their endogenous ligands
endorphins, enkephalins, dynorphins, and the nociceptin family of peptides.1

These

neuropeptides are produced by post-translational proteolytic cleavage from precursor
proteins.2 Additionally, endomorphin I (EM I) and endomorphin II (EM II), tetrapeptides
with high affinity and selectivity for the MOP, have been discovered through their precursor
have not yet been identified.3 EOPs are linked to many fundamental neurochemical
processes including modulation of pain, reward,4 learning and memory,5 and feeding and
metabolism.6 Thus, the techniques capable of quantifying dynamic changes are critical to
probe the role of endogenous opioid peptides in specific brain circuits underlying both
physiological7,8 and pathological states including chronic pain, substance abuse, and
depression.9,10 Chronic pain is perhaps the most significant malady of western society,
with over 100 million Americans suffering from some form of chronic pain.11,12

An

understanding of the biochemical mechanisms which regulate EOP levels in the central
nervous system (CNS),13 the interconnected nature of the opioid and other
neurotransmitter systems,

14,15

and the specific regions of the CNS where EOPs

dynamically respond to physical and pharmacological stimuli are needed in the continuing
effort to develop better and safer analgesics for the treatment of chronic pain conditions.8,16
A variety of approaches have been used in attempts to measure EOPs.17,18,19,20,21
However, due to their low concentrations (< 1 nM) in most tissues,22 only a handful of
techniques are appropriately suited for quantification of dynamic changes in extracellular
EOP levels.8 Microdialysis is a relatively noninvasive way to collect EOPs from the CNS
and allows sampling at time intervals relevant to physiological studies (5-30 minutes).23,24
The development of nano LC-MSn represents a relatively new approach,25,26 whereas
radio immunoassay (RIA) has seen a more widespread use for dynamic monitoring of
EOPs and other neuropeptides over the past 4 decades.17,23,27,28 Despite the utility of RIA
as a bioanalytical tool, mass spectrometry monitoring of neuropeptides in microdialysate
has seen much development over in the past decade due to the promise of unsurpassed
chemical resolution and neuropeptide structural information.29,30,31,32,33

Only a small

subset of relevant works report in vivo microdialysis in mammalian models with mass
spectrometry quantification of EOPs.34,33,35,36,37 Studies of dynamic enkephalin release
employing nano LC-MSn have been successfully demonstrated in rat striatal tissue in part
because of relatively high concentrations of EOPs in the region38 and the expertise of the
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experimentalists who have pioneered this technique.39

However, it has become

increasingly clear that the perception and experience of pain and pain relief is related to
EOP signaling in cortico-limbic and reward pathways linking the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) and subregions of the striatum.4,16,40,41

The need to extend dynamic EOP

monitoring to the cortex leads to additional analytical challenges arising from the smaller
cross-section of tissue accessed by the microdialysis probe, more moderate distributions
of opioid receptors and rapid clearance of low concentrations of EOPs by endogenous
peptidases.42,43
In this work, we report dynamic measurements of the EOPs methionine-enkephalin (ME),
leucine-enkephalin (LE) and endomorphin II (EM II) obtained via microdialysis sampling
in the rat ACC with nano LC-MSn quantification. Our utilization of an entirely commercial
nano LC-MS system with chip-based electrospray ionization (ESI chip) has reduced EOP
detection limits (LE: 1.5 amol; ME 2.3 amol; EM II: 75 amol) to below those previously
reported using hand-fabricated ESI probes.34,33 The microdialysis system was modified to
include an on-line preservation system that minimized peptide degradation after initial
recoveries of ME and LE were observed below quantifiable limits (< 1 pM). We identify
post-dialysis enzymatic activity as a leading factor by studying the in vitro degradation of
EOPs in rat cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). Enzymatic degradation is minimized with high
concentration acetic acid (HAc), and the resulting enkephalin signal increased due to
online preservation of EOPs. Improved quantification was achieved through the addition
of [DAla2,DLeu5]-enkephalin (DADLE) as an internal standard analog through the onlinepreservation apparatus. The collective advances allowed us to study the dynamics of ME
and LE levels in the ACC of awake and freely moving rats in response to exocytotic
stimulation.
6.2

Results

6.2.1

Chip-Based ESI for Improved Nano LC-MS3 Quantification of Endogenous Opioids

A successful strategy for quantification of EOPs developed by Kennedy et al.34 was
adapted for the study presented here. This method can be reduced to three important
steps 1) microdialysis recovery of peptides, 2) nano LC separation of small volume (< 10
µL) samples, 3) electrospray-ionization and tandem mass-spectrometry which allows
identification and quantification of neuropeptides (Figure 6-1a). Although this method is
promising, particularly for measurements of enkephalins and dynorphin fragments, it has
seen little adaptation by other laboratories for dynamic monitoring of neuropeptides in vivo.
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Figure 6-1. EOP Quantification Workflow. Endogenous Opioid Peptides (EOPs)
exist at low but unknown concentrations in vivo, thus a workflow for quantitative analysis
must give highly selective identification (spectral fingerprint) and extremely sensitive
quantification (< 10 pM concentrations). EOP measurements are achieved using in vivo
microdialysis with nano LC-MSn identification & quantification (a). As brain regions with
relatively low concentration of EOPs are explored using advanced robotic sample
delivery and chip-based electrospray ionization (ESI Chip) technology increases the
sensitivity of mass spectrometry and increases reproducibility, thus reducing error (b).
Micrographs of ESI Chip nozzles adapted with permission from Advion, Inc. Highly
selective tandem mass spectrometry (MS3) allows for a characteristic spectral
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fingerprint of each molecule to be extracted from complicated biological matrix. The
MS3 spectra of leucine enkephalin (LE) and the internal standard DADLE are shown
with ion transitions labeled (c). The technique is highly quantitative with a linear dynamic
range (LDR) for LE extending from 1 - 70 pM. The instrument detection limit (IDL) is
incredibly low (1.5 amol) due to the pre-concentration and high ionization efficiency
achieved with the ESI Chip (d).
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Description

MSE

ME

LE

EM II

DADLE

MS

(M+H)+

590

574

556

572

570

MS2

a4+

397

397

397

408†

411

234, 278,

234, 278,

234, 278,

233, 245

248, 292,

295, 323,

295, 323,

295, 323,

261, 311,

309, 337,

380

380

380

339, 381

394

MS3
Table 6-1.

fragments

Descriptive Summary of Specific Ion Transition Involved in MS3

Quantification of Enkephalins. The symmetry between the ion transition results from
the high-degree of similarity in the gas-phase collision-induced fragmentation of each
of the species (all values have units m/z). For ME, LE, and MES the MS2 fragmentation
results in the a4+ ion with the same structure at m/z 397 owing to the loss of the cterminal amino acid residue upon fragmentation and subsequent spontaneous loss of
CO. For DADLE, the internal standard enkephalin analog, the m/z of the listed ions in
the MS2 and MS3 transition is shifted in mass by 14 Da, corresponding to the
replacement of the Gly residue with D-Ala. † EM II initially fragments to form the b3+ ion
(408 m/z),
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Additionally, it has been applied to only a few brain regions such as the striatum. This is
due to the inherent difficulty in making measurements of only a few attomoles of peptides
and also because custom separation capillaries and electrospray emitters are often used
and require expertise that is not easily transferred to other laboratories.8,34,44
Several key changes were introduced to expand the applicability of the methodology by
exploiting commercially available microdialysis, nano LC, and chip-based ESI technology.
To deal with the small implantation site within the ACC and to minimize disruption of tissue,
smaller probes with a cuprophane membrane were used (Figure 6-3c). Perhaps most
significantly, the linear ion trap (LIT) mass spectrometer was interfaced to a commercial
nano LC system through an ESI chip coupler (Figure 6-1b). This adaptation of nano LCMS3 quantitation to an entirely commercial based system offers the possibility to greatly
expand the use of this methodology for the quantitative study of neurotransmitters in vivo.
Due to the inherent variability that arises from sample handling and mass spectrometry
analysis, we decided to use an internal standard and calculate a normalized response
factor that would account for much of this variance. The synthetic enkephalin DADLE was
chosen due to its similarity to both ME and LE in its structure and gas-phase chemistry
and is allowed through our use of online preservation to prevent differentiated peptidase
activity between DADLE and EOPs (Figure 6-1c). The MS3 fragmentation spectra of ME
and LE have been previously presented for quantification.34 The fragmentation sequence
for DADLE has analogous gas-phase behavior where fragment ions relevant to
quantification have a +14 Da shift in m/z relative to the endogenous enkephalin fragment
due to the D-alanine residue replacing glycine (Table 6-1). While the addition of DADLE
as an internal standard proved extremely valuable for relative quantification of EOPs in
microdialysis fractions (vide infra), external calibration of enkephalins showed a robust
linear range as represented in Figurer 6-1d (linear dynamic range for LE 1.0 - 70 pM, R2
= 0.9863, n = 3 replicates at each level over a 24 hours). This compares favorably with
results from other nano LC-MSn systems.34,33,37
6.2.2

Initial In Vivo Measurements in the Anterior Cingulate Cortex

As pain is a phenomenon of the conscious mind, we designed an experimental setup to
perform microdialysis in awake and freely moving rats.

Despite the extremely low

instrument detection limits (LE: 1.5 amol, ME: 2.3 amol) and the known distribution of µopioid receptors in the frontal cortex,13 the concentrations of ME and LE in microdialysis
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Figure 6-2. FIA-MSn Degradation Studies of Enkephalins in Biological Fluids. The
stability of Leu and Met-Enkephalin spiked into rodent serum were studied under
different treatment conditions (a & b, respectively). Enkephalins were added to rat
serum and degradation was allowed to proceed and the remaining enkephalin levels
were measured at specific time points (Ser). When peptides were incubated in serum
for 60 minutes prior to the study, degradation was already complete before analysis
could take place (Ser + 60 min.). Addition of 5% acetic acid (HAc) to the serum
preserved enkephalins by inhibiting degradation during a 60 minute period before
beginning measurements (Ser + HAc + 60 min.). Carrying out these degradation
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experiments using cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) from rats showed that Leu and MetEnkephalin degradation occurs in CSF over 20 minutes (c & d, + CSF). These data
were fit with a single exponential decay to highlight the degradation. Addition of 5%
HAc prevents the degradation (+CSF + HAc) showing that enkephalin stability is the
same as in an isotonic aCSF solution (aCSF) and these data are fit around the line at
100% concentration. All error bars are SEM. Statistical significance is indicated by
asterisks when p < 0.05.
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fractions were consistently below the linear dynamic range or undetectable.

It has

previously been hypothesized that a combination of enzymatic degradation of
enkephalins, adsorption, and oxidation (particularly of ME) can lead to low peptide
recoveries.34 This seemed a plausible problem given the 50 kDa molecular weight cutoff
of the membrane can allow passage of proteins and enzymes, the known oxygen
permeability of microdialysis tubing, and addition to the general problem of peptide
adsorption during sample handling. Given the low-flow rates required for maximizing
microdialysis relative recoveries (0.5 microliters/min.) there was ~15 minutes between
analyte passage across the dialysis membrane and fraction collection. This is enough
time for significant sample loss to occur due to enzymatic activity, as suggested by the
known half-lives of enkephalins in enzymatically active environments such as blood and
CSF.45 While previous studies have shown successful recovery and preservation of
enkephalins at measureable levels under other conditions, the goal of these studies was
to provide a working methodology for monitoring ME and LE in the ACC of awake and
freely moving rats. To preserve the integrity of the experiment we decided to study
enzymatic degradation of peptides as it is a significant problem in a variety of neuropeptide
measurement (both in vivo and post mortem) and develop a dynamic solution.
6.2.3

Degradation of Opioid Peptides

Flow-injection analysis tandem mass spectrometry (FIA-MSn) enabled quantitative
monitoring of peptides during enzymatic degradation in rodent serum or CSF. Using a
quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer with MS3 monitoring this separation-free approach
allowed analysis of samples with a 2.1-minute period (95% duty cycle). Selective, yet
sensitive quantitation over a linear range of 90 nM-1.8 µM for ME and LE with detection
limits of 23 and 15 nM respectively was achieved.

This allowed the exploration of

enzymatic degradation in rat blood serum and systematic determination of the most
appropriate online preservation medium for in vivo microdialysis in the ACC (Figure 6-2).
The technique was first characterized in serum using an immediate extraction and analysis
of LE and ME (Figure 6-2a & b). However this was limited by the time required for sample
preparation and analysis (~10 minutes) and necessitated staggered parallel experiments.
To improve the throughput and temporal resolution of the experiment, HAc quenching was
performed at the desired time by removal of a portion of serum and spiking to a final
concentration of 5% HAc and analyzing the samples 1 hour later (Figure 6-2a & b, Ser).
This resulted in rapid enzymatic degradation of enkephalins; the data were fit by a single
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exponential decay model with serum half-lives for LE and ME determined to be 8.3 and
4.7 minutes respectively (R2 = 0.974 & 0.957). When aliquots of serum were pulled and
HAc was not used, the enkephalin levels had completely degraded in the hour prior to
analysis (Figure 6-2a & b, Ser + 60 min.). To investigate preemptive preservation, 5%
HAc was added to serum with enkephalins and allowed to incubate for 1 hour.
Degradation was not observed within at least a 45 minute time frame (Figure 6-2a & b,
Ser + HAc + 60 min.). Statistical analysis (two-way repeated-measures ANOVA) was
used to evaluate the enkephalin degradation data, confirming that the major effect on
variance was treatment of the samples (LE: 67% total variance, F3,8 = 975.7, MS = 31061,
p < 0.0001; ME: 64% total, variance F3,8 = 641.1, MS = 29595, p < 0.0001). The effect of
HAc preservation on enkephalin concentrations is significant and readily apparent
between 5 and 45 minutes (Tukey post-test, see methods).

These experiments

demonstrate the robust ability of FIA-MSn to analyze peptide degradation in rapid (~2
minute), separation-free experiments.

Furthermore, the temporal resolution of the

degradation study was reduced to under 5 minutes using HAc quenching and allowing the
samples to be stored for at least an hour at room temperature without further degradation.
The effect of HAc preservation on enkephalins in sera is dramatic, showing no degradation
over 45 minutes of incubation, whereas unquenched, unpreserved samples were almost
completely degraded by the time they could be analyzed. The rates at which enkephalins
degrade in CSF directly impacts the monitoring of enkephalins in vivo (Figure 6-2c & d).
For in vivo microdialysis experiments, degradation to levels below the limits of quantitation
(~1 pM) can occur during and after microdialysis collection for many of the same reasons
that degradation occurs in serum.
Here, we utilize the method developed for serum degradation and compare the effect of
CSF with and without HAc preservation on the stability of enkephalins over a one-hour
time period at room temperature. These conditions mimic those encountered during the
transit of enkephalins through microdialysis tubing before entering chilled fraction
collectors. The results indicate clear degradation of both ME and LE in CSF as compared
with aCSF (two-way repeated measures ANOVA with Tukey post-test, p < 0.05 at all times
after 5 minutes). Degradation data in CSF were fit with a single exponential model (solid
red line) to highlight decrease in enkephalin levels. Under these conditions degradation
appears to plateau after 30 minutes, preventing extraction of robust fits with the single
exponential model; however, the effective time over which the neuropeptides are
metabolized is evident. Addition of HAc to CSF preserves ME and LE, showing no
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Figure 6-3. On-line Preservation Apparatus Allows for Improved Microdialysis
Recoveries from the ACC. The apparatus (a.) utilizes two syringe pumps (P1, P2):
isotonic aCSF delivered through P1 and preservation fluid through P2. Because of the
additional fluid lines, a multi-fluid-line swivel (S) was used. A micro-tee adaptor (T) is
placed after the microdialysis probe (µ) to combine the preservation fluid with the
dialysate to achieve preservation before the sample travels through the fraction collector
(F). A photograph of the online preservation micro-T and dialysis probe are shown (b).
The implantation site of the microdialysis probe (c, red highlight) is shown with
stereotaxic coordinate on the sagittal (left) and coronal (center background) slice
diagrams.

The result of online preservation was a large increase in measured

concentration (d), presumably due to the inhibition of enzyme activity as is evidenced in
Figure 6-2 (n = 3 animals, error bars SEM, asterisks denote p < 0.05).
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statistical difference from the aCSF negative control (two-way repeated measures
ANOVA, Tukey post-test, +CSF vs. aCSF, p > 0.05).
6.2.4

On-Line Preservation of Endogenous Peptides

To achieve preservation through the inhibition of enzymatic activity, to reduce amino acid
oxidation, and to minimize adsorption at surfaces, a modification to traditional
microdialysis apparatus was made (Figure 6-3a). A second line infusing a preservation
fluid was coupled to the dialysate flow immediately after the microdialysis probe via a
micro-tee union (Figure 6-3b).
The effect of on-line preservation on measured enkephalin levels in dialysate was
apparent in the magnitude of the enkephalin signals (Figure 6-3d).

Measured

concentrations of LE in the dialysate significantly increased from 0.95 ± 0.24 pM to 7.2 ±
2.2 pM (n = 3 animals, t4=4.772, p = 0.0088). ME increased from 0.29 ± 0.12 pM to 5.9 ±
1.6 pM (n = 3 animals, t4=23.996, p < 0.0001) which is a larger relative increase than for
LE suggesting a more rapid degradation due to a combination of enzyme activity and
methionine oxidation. Note that the concentration coming from the microdialysis probe
should be 50% lower when a second fluid line is introduced due to the dilution factor.
However, the significant increase we see when using the micro-tee union means that the
measured concentrations in standard microdialysis were artificially low due to sample
degradation.

This result shows that sample degradation is still a limiting factor in

endogenous peptide analysis in vivo.
6.2.5

Online-Preservation Microdialysis Allows Quantifiable Measurement of EOPs in

the ACC
Using the online-preservation technique, the levels of ME and LE were quantifiable in ACC
using nano LC-MSn for the first time (Figure 6-4). The structures of these peptides are
shown with key structural differences highlighted (Figure 6-4a, highlighted chemical
structures). The peptides eluted in order of increasing hydrophobicity, as expected in
reverse-phase chromatography (Figure 6-4b). Crucially, these peptides could be both
identified and quantified based on the spectral fingerprint. MS3 spectra from in vivo
microdialysis samples of each peptide are shown with the corresponding ion transitions
leading to the collected spectra (Figure 6-4c).
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Figure 6-4. Representative Nano LC-MS3 Data from In Vivo Microdialysis Sampling
of the ACC. Four endogenous species were monitored and detected from the animals:
1 methionine sulphoxide enkephalin (MSE), 2 methionine enkephalin (ME), 3 leucine
enkephalin (LE), and 4 endomorphin II (EM II). The structures of these peptides are
shown (a) with key structural differences highlighted (colored regions). The internal
standard, 5 [Dala2,Dleu5] enkephalin (DADLE), is continuously present in the online
preservation fluid and allows the variation in microdialysis flow rate, recovery during
sample preparation, and ionization efficiency to be accounted for. A baseline Extracted
Ion Chromatogram is shown for each of the five peptides involved in quantification (b).
The grey shaded areas under the peaks represent the integrated region for quantification.
Mass spectra from in vivo samples corresponding to the shaded area confirm the identity
of the analyte being quantified (c). The corresponding ion transitions are shown to the
right of the MS3 spectrum for each peptide and the m/z of the specific fragment ions used
to quantify each neuropeptide are labeled in the mass spectrum.

Mass IDL
(amol)

LE

ME

EM II

1.5

2.3

75
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Conc. IDL
(pM)

0.150

0.230

7.5

4.4 ± 1.3

3.8 ± 1.2

19 ± 8.0

9.6 ± 1.1

2.4 ± 0.4

1.4 ± 0.3

46 ± 14

160 ± 50

1400 ± 600

Measured
Dialysate
Conc. (pM)
In vitro probe
recoveries (%)
ACC Estimate
Conc. (pM)

Table 6-2. Relevant Amount & Concentration Values for Each of the EOPs Monitored
In Vivo. Instrument detection limits were calculated in terms of both total amount (in amol)
and loaded sample concentration (pM). Both LE and ME levels were measured on-column
within the linear range of 1-100 pM. In vitro probe recoveries were used to estimate in vivo
concentration in the anterior cingulate cortex. Note that the ME concentrations reported
were a result of the sum of the total ME and MSE signals. The in vivo enkephalin levels are
estimated in the low-to-mid pM range with ME being the more abundant of the two. The
EM II concentration was measured near the detection limit on-column. Combined with the
relatively low microdialysis recovery the estimate concentration in vivo is estimated at 1 nM.
All errors are SEM.
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6.2.6

Identification and Quantification of Methionine Enkephalin Sulphoxide

Oxidation of the methionine residue in ME results in methionine sulfoxide enkephalin
(MSE). This species undergoes gas-phase fragmentation analogous to that of ME and
LE (Figure 6-4c, top spectra). The amount of MSE was observed to have a significant
positive correlation with ME over a linear range of ~1 pM to ~100 pM (n = 3, r = 0.999986,
p = 0.0034).

MSE was observed to account for measureable amounts of the total

methionine-enkephalin-related signal observed for in vivo samples it was found that
summing the absolute signals resulted in more representative relative quantification.
6.2.7

Endomorphin II is Present in Dialysate from the ACC

To expand the number of peptides being quantified in the ACC beyond ME, LE, and MSE
the tetrapeptides EM I and EM II were investigated. An MS3 method was developed using
the following ion transitions: EM I 611 → 447 → 233, 260, 284. 429; EM II 572 → 408→
233, 261, 311, 339, 381 (Figure 6-4c, bottom spectra). Instrument detection limits for EM
I and EM II were and 10 and 7.5 pM, respectively. EM II was quantified in three out of
seven animals that underwent 70 mM K+ stimulation, and all control (Table 6-2). The level
of EM II did not change significantly upon K+ stimulation (Figure 6-5c). Measurable EM I
was not observed in any of the animals investigated.
6.2.8

Stimulated release of Enkephalins in the ACC

The release of enkephalins was observed in response to perfusion of 70 mM K+ solution
through the microdialysis probe (Figure 6-5). The stimulation took place over 30 minutes
with the high K+ solution arriving at the fraction collector between 0 and 30 minutes on the
experimental timescale (Figure 6-5 a, b, & c, grey bar). For normalized LE concentrations
the interaction between time and stimulating treatment was observed to have a significant
effect (F5,45 = 3.093, MS = 1258 p = 0.0175). This can be clearly attributed to the LE levels
increasing to 165 ± 23 % of baseline upon high K+ stimulation as compared with vehicle
(n = 7 animals, Holme-Sidak post-test, t54 = 3.068, p = 0.0200). Similarly, normalized ME
concentrations increased with a significant effect from the stimulation (F1,8 = 8.277, MS =
65724, p = 0.0206). Subject matching over time was also found to be significant (F8,40 =
2.709, MS = 7941, p 0.0175). In the first fraction following stimulation, ME significantly
increased in to 172 ± 42 % of baseline (n = 6 animals, SEM) as compared with vehicle
(Holme-Sidak post-test, t48 = 3.301, p = 0.0109). The following fraction showed near
statistical significance for ME concentration as it increased to 170 ± 39 % of baseline (t48
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Figure 6-5.

Stimulated Release and Metabolism of the EOPs Leucine and

Methionine Enkephalin in the ACC. Stimulation of the anterior cingulate cortex by
reverse-microdialysis of a 70 mM K+ solution for 30 minutes (grey bar denoting ‘Stim.’
in a-c). Leu- enkephalin (a) shows significant release in the first fraction collected after
stimulation (n = 7 animals) compared to vehicle (n = 4 animals, two-way ANOVA with
Holme-Sidak post-test, p = 0.0200). Met-enkephalin (b) shows similar results (n = 6
animals stimulation, n = 4 animals vehicle, two-way ANOVA, Holme-Sidak post-test, p
= 0.0109). Interestingly, endomorphin II was observed in several animals (n = 3 animals
stimulation, n = 4 vehicle) but did not appear to respond to the secretagogue (c). All
error bars are SEM. Asterisk denotes statistical significance, p < 0.05 (refer to methods
for additional information on statistical tests).
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= 2.729, p = 0.0520, error as SEM). Six of the seven animals considered in this study
were included in statistical analysis of total ME levels due to instrumentation problems
resulting in zero-value measurements for baseline and post-stimulation fractions. These
results indicate that, in response to exocytotic stimulus, both ME and LE are released from
cells in the ACC of rats and that the relative concentrations of these opioid neuropeptides
can be monitored by microdialysis with online preservation and calibration. Levels of
these peptides begin to decline within 20 minutes of cessation of the high K+ stimulus
(which is the temporal resolution of this experiment), indicating rapid enkephalin
metabolism in the extracellular space.
6.3

Discussion

Continuing advancement in dynamic in vivo monitoring of EOPs and other neuropeptides
is fraught with challenges arising from the inherently low concentrations of these species
in the extracellular space (< 1 nM) and the rapid time-frame (< 10 minutes) in which
multiple pathways for peptide degradation can occur (e.g. enzymatic activity, oxidation,
adsorption).

We have adapted a methodology for nano LC-MS3 quantification of

enkephalins and other EOPs. We used a commercially available system in contrast to
previous studies where custom nano LC instrumentation (hand-fabricated capillary LC
columns and ESI emitters) were used.34,46,26 Furthermore the nature of the instrumentation
allows instrument detection limits for leucine and methionine enkephalin to be reduced to
ultra-low levels of 1.5 amol for LE , 2.3 amol for ME, 75 amol for EM II. Interestingly, the
combination of these systems utilizing a 75 µm diameter C-18 column demonstrated
detection limits matching or exceeding those displayed by custom 25 µm diameter
columns.34 This suggests that increased ionization efficiency afforded by the ESI chip
overcomes the reported advantage in decreased in column diameter and reduces the
difficulty associated with hand-fabricated instrumentation. It would be interesting to see a
combination of 25 µm diameter columns combined with ESI-chip technology for the
potential of zeptomole detection limits in nano LC-MSn.
Several researchers introduce agents into the microdialysis perfusate to improve recovery
or to study a wider variety of analytes at increasingly low concentrations.46,47 A good
example is the addition of ascorbic acid as an antioxidant which is already present in the
CNS at concentrations between 100 – 500 µM.48 The addition of anti-inflammatory agents
to the dialysate can also work to mitigate the impact of microdialysis probe implantation,
albeit at the cost of chemically perturbing the CNS.49
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This can have the distinct

disadvantages of reverse dialysis of added chemicals into the CNS which can cause
physiological disruption or injury to the animal. In this case, a perfusate containing 5%
HAc would certainly be dangerous to the animal. A similar argument can be made about
the introduction of peptidase inhibitors such as bestatin or thiorphan, which would affect
enkephalin metabolism, or the addition of DADLE which has potent opioid receptor binding
properties.18,45

To accurately understand neuropeptide action in in vivo, the

physiologically system should be perturbed as little as possible, both chemically and
physically. Given these concerns, and the confirmation of our hypothesis that enzymatic
activity from the CSF causes degradation of enkephalins, a strategy to achieve onlinepreservation and calibration of enkephalins was devised.
This online-preservation apparatus represents an important modification to existing
microdialysis strategies by including a commercially available mixing tee directly after the
microdialysis probe so online preservation fluid can be introduced rapidly after EOPs cross
the membrane (0.94 µL dead volume, and 1.87 minutes transit time). This results in an 8
- 20 fold increase in signal for ME and LE, despite the 2x dilution factor, and allows EOPs
from the ACC to be quantified using a commercial nano-LC-MS3 system. Furthermore
DADLE was present in all samples, indicating the successful introduction of the online
preservation fluid, as well as allowing normalization of peptide signals for improved relative
quantification despite high variance arising in animal experiments.
The repertoire of EOPs and metabolites monitored was expanded to include methionine
sulphoxide enkephalin, which despite efforts to minimize oxidation, was present at
quantifiable levels, often higher than ME itself. We believe that the sulphoxide arises
primarily during sample evaporation and reconstitution following desalting based upon the
variability in the relative amounts of ME to MSE across individual samples. That a portion
of the MSE measured could arise endogenously cannot be ruled out, and would require a
more efficient prevention of methionine residue oxidation. Interestingly the potent µ-opioid
agonist EM II was observed and quantified at ~ 1 nM levels in the ACC while EM I was
not observed. This is the first in vivo microdialysis report employing mass spectrometry
monitoring to measure an endomorphin in the rat brain. This claim is substantiated by
repeated measurements of MS3 spectra matching the EM II standard occurring within 2
seconds of the retention time for the standard.

An earlier report utilizing push-pull

perfusion and HPLC with electrochemical detection reported EM II levels in rat spinal cord
as 1.3 ± 0.3 nM.50 Our finding shows an equivalent level of EM II in the cortical tissue of
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a living rat, which challenges the hypothesis that EM I is the dominant endomorphin in the
brain, whereas EM II is dominant in the spinal cord.51 Relatively short-duration stimulation
(30 minute) with 70 mM K+ through the dialysis membrane caused both ME and LE
enkephalin levels to increase significantly (p < 0.0200) to 172 ± 42 % and 165 ± 23 % of
baseline, respectively. This indicates that ME and LE likely act as neurotransmitters in
ACC and it demonstrates the feasibility of studying dynamic changes in enkephalin EOPs
in the ACC as a result of a pharmacological or behavioral challenge. The on-column
concentrations could be calculated directly for each experiment using an external
calibration and from this estimates of in vivo concentration can be made (Table 2). These
estimated concentrations in the ACC (LE: 46 pM; ME: 160 pM) are similar to those
reported in parts of the striatum which is not surprising given the relative density of µopioid receptors.52 The relative abundance of ME to LE is ~ 3.5 in vivo, which approaches
the 5:1 ratio of ME to LE sequences encoded by the proenkephalin gene. EM II levels did
not significantly change despite the use of a known secretagogue, which may serve as
additional evidence that endomorphins originate outside of the CNS or are not synthesized
and secreted as other endogenous opioid neuropeptides.53 Taken together the
methodological innovation presented in this work have allowed for dynamic and direct
EOP measurements to be expanded to the frontal cortex of rats where studies suggest an
important role for neuropeptides in the perception and relief of chronic pain. This method
may also be applicable to other brain regions, and the mapping of dynamic action of
enkephalins and other EOPs in vivo is a necessary step in translating study in animal
models to comprehensive clinical treatments.
6.4

Methods

6.4.1

Chemicals

All chemicals used to perform this work were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO) unless otherwise indicated. All peptides were acquired from American Peptide
Company (Sunnyvale, CA).
6.4.2

Statistical Analysis and Validation Criteria

Statistical tests were selected in accordance with the design of experiment for each of the
studies reported in this work. All statistical calculations were facilitated using GraphPad
Prism 6.1 software (GraphPad Software, Inc. La Jolla, CA) unless otherwise noted. Error
is reported as SEM throughout this work, unless otherwise noted. Instrument detection
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limits were established by determining the standard deviation of signals for each analyte
from blank injections during multiple experiments (n = 8) over 3 separate days. The
minimum statistically detectable signal was determined using the one-tailed t-value for 7
degrees of freedom at alpha = 0.01, and calibrated using the minimum standard signal
corresponding to 1 pM concentrations. For all other statistical tests, significance was
defined as alpha = 0.05. Comparison of baseline levels of ME and LE with and without
online preservation were performed by unpaired t-test (variance of populations not
assumed to be equal) with the Holm-Sidak correction for multiple comparisons.
Correlation of ME and MSE data was performed in Microsoft Excel using the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient. For degradation studies of ME and LE in serum
and CSF two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Tukey multiple-comparisons posttest
were performed with n = 3 replicate analyses in each set. In vivo endogenous opioid data
were compared via two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Holme-Sidak post-test to
assess the effect of stimulation on the extracellular concentration of EOPs at each time
point. Baseline enkephalin levels were measured as an average over three 20-minute
fractions. The total ME and LE response factors were calculated relative to the signal
from DADLE added to the samples via online calibration. Results are reported as %
change from baseline based on normalization of these response factors to the first
baseline fraction collected. Data sets varied in number of animals due to the lack of MSE
and EM II analysis in the instrumental method for some early experiments in which only
LE and ME were studied. ME levels are reported based on the relative change total
abundance of methionine enkephalin species (sum of ME and MES levels). Validation of
in vivo experiment included the following criteria: instrument calibration sensitivity in terms
of MS3 extracted ion chromatogram integrated peak area (AU) fell between 750 and 3000
AU for ME and LE and 75 and 300 AU for EM II, collected sample volume was within the
10 - 20 µL, rat behavior was not anomalous (i.e. erratic spinning and/or apparent
neurologic damage), individual microdialysis probe recoveries for ME and LE were
measured to be between 1.0 – 5.0 % and 2.0 – 10.0 % respectively in a post-experiment
calibration (vide supra). Experiments failing to meet these criteria were not included in
statistical analysis or reported in this work.
6.4.3

Animals

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (300 - 325 g, Harlan Laboratories Inc., Indianapolis, IN, USA)
were housed in a climate-controlled room on a standard 12-hour light/dark cycle. Food
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and water were available ad libitum. All experiments were performed in accordance to
policies and procedures set forth by the International Association for the Study of Pain and
the National Institutes of Health guidelines for the handling and use of laboratory animals.
Approval was obtained from the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the
University of Arizona prior to all experimentation. Every effort was made to minimize
animal pain and distress as well as to minimize the number of animals used.
6.4.4

Intracranial (ACC) Cannula Implantation for Microdialysis

Implantation of probes was modified from the previous procedure.40 Animals were
anesthetized using ketamine/xylazine injection (80/12 mg/kg, IP). Ketamine was obtained
from Western Medical Supply, Acrcadia, CA.

They were mounted in a stereotaxic

apparatus (Model 902, David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga CA). Holes were drilled in the
skull above the ACC and a 26 AWG guide cannula (AZ-08; Eicom, San Diego, CA) was
implanted into the left ACC (anteroposterior (AP), bregma +2.6 mm; mediolateral (ML),
midline +0.8 mm; dorsoventral (DV), skull -2.0 mm). The cannula was fixed into place with
dental acrylic cement (BASi, West Lafayette, IN). Stainless steel plugs were inserted in
each guide cannula to keep them free of debris. Following surgery, all animals were
housed individually and were allowed to recover for 7 - 9 days prior to experimentation.
6.4.5

CSF Collection from Cisterna Magna for In Vitro Experiments

CSF collection was performed as previously reported.54 Briefly, two inch segments of PE60 tubing were prepared (Scientific Commodities Inc., Lake Havasu, AZ, USA). Needle
tips were removed from 23 AWG syringes needles (BD Precision Glide, Franklin Lakes,
NJ, USA). Catheters were fashioned using needles, tubing, and a gel loading pipette tip
(Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). These were assembled using super glue and the
adhesive was allowed to dry overnight. On the day of the collection rats were anesthetized
with isoflurane (2% in air, 2 L/min) and placed in a stereotaxic frame. A 1.5 cm longitudinal
incision from the back ridge of the skull to C1 was made and the muscles were retracted
to expose the atlanto-occipital membrane. A prepared catheter and micropipette was used
to puncture the membrane and collect the CSF (70-150 µL), free of blood, from the
cisterna magna.
6.4.6

In vivo Microdialysis Procedures

Microdialysis experiments were done in awake and freely moving animals. Microdialysis
probes (AZ-8; Eicom) were inserted into the guide cannula so the 2.0 mm semi-permeable
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membrane protrudes from the guide into the ACC. The microdialysis probe was perfused
with aCSF (147.0 mM NaCl, 2.8 mM KCl, 1.2 mM MgCl2 and 1.2 mM CaCl2) at a rate of
0.5 μL/min using a gastight syringe, syringe pump drive and hive syringe pump controller
(MDN-0250, MD-1001, MDN-1020; BASi). Following a ~120 minute washout period, 20
minute fractions were collected: three baselines fractions, one high KCl infusion fraction,
and 3 post-stimulation fractions were collected into pre-chilled (4 °C) 0.5 mL siliconized
eppendorf tubes. High KCl (147.0 mM NaCl, 70 mM KCl, 1.2 mM MgCl2 and 1.2 mM
CaCl2). Infusion was started 10 minutes prior to the designated 20 minute high-KCl
stimulation period to account for the time needed for the sample to move through the
microdialysis set-up tubing. High KCl was perfused for a total of 30 minutes through the
microdiaylsis probe into the ACC. Samples were immediately frozen on dry ice as soon
as the total volume was collected. Following the completion of in vivo measurements, the
microdialysis probe was flushed with aCSF for 1 hour and then subjected to a postcalibration routine. A solution containing 700 pM LE and ME as well as 7 nM EM II in
water was used to evaluate the in vitro recovery of peptides and to confirm the function of
the probe. Following each in vivo microdialysis experiment, rats were euthanized with
CO2 overdose and their brains were collected in 10% formalin fixative. Coronal brain
sections (30 μm thick) were cut using a Microm HM 525 cryostat and the correct ACC
location of the implanted cannulas was verified.
6.4.7

Online-Preservation System

An online preservation system was developed to increase the recovery of enkephalins
(Figure 6-3a & b).

It consists of a micro-tee connector (CMAP000043; CMA

Microdialysis/Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA), FEP tubing (840 9501; CMA
Microdialysis), and tubing adaptors (340 9500; CMA Microdialysis).

To allow free

movement of animals while minimizing the risk of fluid lines becoming tangled or stretched
a multichannel liquid swivel was incorporated (CMA Microdialysis). On-line preservation
fluid consists of aqueous 10% (v/v) acetic acid, 20 µM bestatin, 1 µM thiorphan, 50 µM
D,L-methionine, and 2% (v/v) acetonitrile as well as the DADLE at 50 pM. Onlinepreservation occurs after the dialysate is recovered from the implanted microdialysis probe
so there in no concern of the solution diffusing across the microdialysis membrane and
having a deleterious effect on the animal or influence the integrity of the experiment
(Figure 6-3c). Given the low flow rates for the microdialysis experiment (0.5 µL/min), the
preservation solution was introduced at the same flow rate. The introduction of the
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preservation fluid effectively dilutes the dialysate by a factor of two, but it also increases
the rate with which dialysate is collected by a factor of two. The apparatus has the
disadvantage of being bulkier than a microdialysis probe as it has an additional inlet line.
However, problems associated with this were easily resolved by introducing an automated
swivel mechanism that promoted unencumbered movement of the rats during
experimentation (Figure 6-3a).
6.4.8

Sample preparation for nano LC-MS3 analysis

Microdialysate was frozen and left on dry ice immediately after sample was collected.
When all the samples were collected, they were stored at – 80 °C until analysis (< 24
hours from collection). Fractions were thawed at room temperature in batches of 4 and
were desalted using a C18 zip-tip (ZTC18S096; EMD Millipore, Billerca, MA). The zip-tip
was briefly equilibrated with three 10 µL volumes of acetonitrile (ACN) followed by three
10 µL volumes of aqueous 0.1% triflouroacetic acid (TFA). A 10 µL volume of sample was
drawn up and dispensed 10 times to load peptides onto the C-18 resin. The sample is
then washed with two volumes of 0.1% TFA and then eluted in 10 µL of 60% ACN, 40%
water with 0.1% TFA.

The sample is dried to less than 1 µL using a SpeedVac

concentrator (Savant, Inc. USA), and reconstituted in 10 µL 0.1 % TFA to ensure proper
loading on the capillary chromatography system.
6.4.9

Nano LC-MS3 analysis of opioids

Samples are separated using a Proxeon Easy-nLC II (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA) with a 2.0 cm pre-column (Easy-column, ID 100 µm, 5 µm particle, C18-A1) and a 10
cm analytical column (Easy-column ID 75 µm, 3 µm particle, C18-A2). Electrospray
ionization of the samples was achieved using a Triversa Nanomate chip-based ESI
system (Advion, Inc. Ithaca, NY). An Oribtrap Velos Pro hybrid ion-trap-orbitrap mass
spectrometer (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was used for quantification. Mass
analysis is conducted in the LIT with radial ejection of ions for sensitive detection. Tandem
MS is carried out with two isolation-and-fragmentation steps (MS3) for all enkephalin
species. LE and ME are analyzed through initial ion-trap isolation of m/z 556 and 574,
respectively and then fragmented at a collision energy sufficient to produce a maximum
intensity for the a4+ ion (m/z 397). The a4+ ion is then isolated and fragmented to produce
a characteristic MS3 spectrum which is dominated by the fragment ions with m/z 380, 323,
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279 (Table 1). Fragmentation pathways are analogous for MSE and for DADLE and
slightly different for the tetrapeptide EM II.
6.4.10 Flow-Injection MS Study of Opioid Degradation
To study the factors affecting the loss of opioid sample material in biological samples
collected from rodent CSF, a separation-free injection system was devised for an
electrospray ionization quadrupole ion-trap mass spectrometer (LCQ, Thermo Finnigan
LLC, San Jose, CA). A bolus of sample material containing opioid peptides within CSF
were introduced via a six port valve with fluid flow delivered via a syringe pump (KD
Scientific). The sample was introduced in 10 microliter injection volumes, at a flow rate of
2.0 mL min-1, after the sample treatment period had concluded. Enkephalins (LE and ME,
1.0 µM) were incubated in serum, aCSF, or CSF with or without treatment at ambient
temperature to mimic the conditions of microdialysis collections for times varying from one
minute to 60 minutes. After samples had been incubated for the prescribed amount of
time they were prepared for mass spectrometry analysis by withdrawing 10 microliters of
solution and spiking with 1 microliter of a 10 µM solution of DADLE in 50% HAc and
subjecting them to C18 zip tip treatment as described previously. These solutions, once
eluted from the zip tip, were diluted to 100 µL in 50:50 acetonitrile/water with 0.1% Formic
Acid.

Tandem mass spectrometry analysis (MS3) was conducted during sample

introduction to yield specific, quantitative signals proportional to the remaining enkephalins
concentration in the samples at each time points. CSF was collected from 5 rats and
stored on ice for same-day analysis by FIA-MS. Artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF)
consisting of the un-buffered isotonic solution used for microdialysis perfusion, was used
as an enzyme-free control.
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Chapter 7.
Mass Spectrometry Tools for Rapid Feedback in Peptide Drug
Design and Delivery
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Abstract
Endogenous neuropeptides have become an inspiration for targeted drug design of
synthetic peptide sequences capable of selective receptor activity. This is particularly true
for peptide drugs designed as improved analgesics for the treatment of chronic pain.
Development of successful peptide-based drugs involves characterization of their stability
under physiological conditions, penetration of target tissue, and activity at specific
receptors. Analysis of neuropeptides and peptide drug analog stability are explored in this
study by flow-injection analysis tandem mass spectrometry (FIA-MSn). This is a robust
quantitative tool for rapid (2 minute) screening of peptide level in biological fluids with
detection limits of 17 nM for leucine enkephalin and a dynamic range between 100 nM to
10 µM for most peptides.

FIA-MS3 measurement of endogenous opioid peptides

(enkephalins) are performed at room temperature and 37°C and confirm enzymatic
degradation dependent on temperature. This is expanded to a study of glycosylated
opioid peptides and the structure-stability relationship of the linker sequence between the
receptor activation (message) and receptor binding (address). As the linker increases in
size the half-life of the peptides in serum increases from 3 to 5 minutes. Glycosylated
PACAP analogs are also studied and the robust stability of the PACAP 27 S-Glucoside
analog is reported (t1/2 = 9.8 minutes). These PACAP analogs were further studied by
HRMS and the advantageous nature of glycosylation for high-efficiency ion transitions in
tandem MS is reported. This has led to the development of a nano-LC-MSn quantification
method with detection limits of 30 pM for PACAP analogs. These tools allow for rapid
characterization of peptide drug stability and will be utilized for studies of blood-brain
barrier penetration in therapeutic peptide development.
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Figure 7-1. Targeted Chemical Modifications in Peptide Drug Design. To address
the requirements of a efficacious peptide drug the rational design of a peptide analog
may include several strategic elements. A peptide drug must contain an amino acid
message sequence (orange highlight) with selective activity at the target receptors: here
DAMGO, a selective MOP agonist and enkephalin analog is the relevant message for
a potential analgesic peptide drug.

A message sequence (green highlight) that

promotes binding at a specific receptor subtype can increase drug potency by localizing
the message sequence. An amino acid linker (blue highlight) between the message
and address must be created and can utilize a variety of amino acids that may or may
not be incorporated into endogenous peptide sequences. The variation of these linkers
is an important investigatory step in determining the overall efficacy of a peptide drug
construct. Targeted penetration of peptide drugs from the bloodstream into specific
tissues remains a major hurdle that can be addressed by incorporating chemical signals
that stimulate the biochemical transport pathways at the chemical and physical barriers
between blood and tissue. The O-glycosyl linkage at a C-terminal serine of Glucose is
shown here (yellow highlight).
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7.1

Introduction

Peptide drug design holds the promise of neuroactive therapeutics for the treatment of
chronic pain and neurodegenerative disease. The three major criteria for successful
peptide drugs are stability under physiological conditions, penetration of the blood-brain
barrier (BBB), and selective activity towards membrane-bound receptors in the central
nervous system.

Peptides, both endogenous and synthetic analogs are subject to

degradation in biological fluids, particularly the blood stream, and the measurement of the
efficacy of targeted chemical modifications to peptide structure is a fundamental area in
peptide drug research.1–3 Penetration of chemical and biological species across the BBB
is a complex phenomenon that is the target for peptide drug design.4,5 The incorporation
of chemical moieties in peptide drug structure (e.g. Glycosylation) has been shown to
increase BBB penetration and can be monitored using microdialysis sampling and mass
spectrometry quantification methods.6 These methods are highly advantageous because
they allow in vivo monitoring of BBB transport dynamics unlike techniques such as
capillary depletion and post mortem analysis of tissue homogenate by RIA.7 The activity
of peptide drugs is frequently characterized using cellular model systems or behavioral
analysis of animal models to prove that designed chemical changes in peptide structure
(e.g.D-amino acid replacement, amino acid linkers, glycosylations) have not significantly
reduced the activity of the peptide drug or indeed have improved it.2,8
Part of the attraction towards peptide drugs is that they can be rationally designed and
synthesized.2 The discovery of hundreds of neuropeptides,9 the characterization of their
peptide sequence10 and the genes encoding them,11 and the mapping of the distribution
of known receptors12 has led to a drug design paradigm for peptide therapeutics.1,2,13 The
message, or receptor activation sequence, is the heart of a peptide drug (Figure 7-1, red
highlight).14
The message sequence is typically linked to an address sequence (Figure 7-1, green
highlight) by a variable amino acid chain which must be sufficiently stable in physiological
environments. Should the peptide linkage between the message and the address be
cleaved through peptidase activity the address sequence fragment may become a
competitive antagonist towards the target receptor (Figure 7-1, blue highlight). As such
peptide stability based upon linker sequence is a critically important area of research in
peptide therapeutics.15 Addition of a glycosylation, typically at the C-terminus of a peptide
drug sequence can improve stability and penetration (Figure 7-1, yellow highlight).6
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lactose (red structure) to a replacement Serine residue.

terminal leucine residue (green circle) is an important target for modification (green box) with a O-glycosyl linkage of glucose or

membrane interaction domain (blue circle) the endogenous C-terminal amidation associated with signaling (purple circle). The C-

shown with the N-terminal PAC 1 receptor activation domain (red circle), the PAC family receptor binding domain linking a cell

extracellular environment of the brain as well as targeted enhancements of BBB penetration. The structure of PACAP 1-27 is

compounds as potential therapeutics requires targeted drug design to enhance their stability in the blood stream and the

demonstrating the neuropeptides activity at PAC1 receptors for stimulation of neuronal differentiation and protection, study of these

Applications. While the endogenous PACAP 1-27 and PACAP 1-38 sequences have been explored in cellular model systems,

Figure 7-2.. PACAP as a Target for Rational Peptide Drug Design with Neuroprotection and Regenerative Medicine

There are also large neuroactive species such as PACAP for which extending the
sequence with an additional address is unfeasible and perhaps unnecessary (Figure 7-2).
The PACAP 1-27 sequence is a fragment of the larger 1-38 sequence and both peptides
occur endogenously and show strong activation of the PAC1 receptor.16 This receptor is
implicated in diverse in its biological activity and PACAP has been shown to be a signaling
molecule that behaves as a hormone, neurotransmitter, and a neurotrophic factor.17,18
Interest in exploring the use of PACAP in therapies for the treatment of various
neurological conditions, including Alzheimer’s disease and stroke, has been limited by the
efficacy of transport across the blood brain barrier.19,20 Recently synthetic glycosylated
PACAP analogs have been developed which could increase the therapeutic potential of
PACAP (Figure 7-2, Green Highlight). Quantification of these PACAP analogs by LCMS/MS has thus been limited by high limits of detection which may be well above
physiologically relevant levels. Direct monitoring of PACAP analogs requires improved
sensitivity which can be afforded by MS3 analysis of multiply charged ions and by taking
advantage of the gas-phase fragmentation chemistry of this peptide.
7.2

Results

7.2.1

Peptide Degradation Studies under Physiological Conditions by Mass

Spectrometry
Initial studies of peptide degradation were carried out at room temperature to mimic the
conditions of microdialysis recovery of peptides in microdialysate containing enzymes
from the extracellular brain space.21,22 This work is expanded to the study of peptide
degradation in mouse serum at room temperature as well as physiological temperature to
mimic the conditions encountered by injectable peptide drugs entering the blood stream
(Figure 7-2). The result of these studies is a confirmation of the temperature dependent
degradation of peptides which is accelerated at 37°C, the optimal temperature for the
activity of peptidases in the blood stream.23 Degradation for leucine enkephalin were fit
with a single exponential decay model which showed good agreement with the data at
25°C and 37°C (R2 = 0.9232 and 0.9566, respectively). From these serum half-lives were
obtained as 10.10 ± 2.37 minutes at 25°C which was reduced to 3.02 ± 0.40 minutes at
37°C. Methionine enkephalin degradation data were fit likewise (R2 = 0.8365 and 0.9850
at 25°C and 37°C) and the serum half-lives were discovered to be 5.1 ± 1.5 minutes and
1.9 ± 1.4 minutes at each temperature.

All errors reported as SEM.

The initial

concentrations for both enkephalin species in serum was 1 µM whereas the detection limit
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Figure 7-3. Temperature Dependent Study of Enkephalin Degradation in Mouse
Serum. To further expand the utility of FI-MSn analysis of peptide degradation, the effect
of temperature was studied at ambient conditions (~25°C) and temperature controlled
37°C. Data were fit using a single exponential model (R2 > 0.83 in all cases, usually >
0.93) and apparent half-lives in mouse serum were extracted (see insets). Met-enkephalin
degrades faster than Leu-enkephalin, and the effect of temperature can be seen with both
peptides. The observed effect of temperature, in combination with the previously explored
HAc preservation results leads to the deduction that enzymatic activity is playing major
role in peptide degradation. This does not discount other factors affecting apparent
peptide concentration including adsorption to surfaces over time and solution-phase
association with carrier proteins. Although we have shown through HAc preservation that
whatever the mechanism of enkephalin degradation is can be negated in highly active
media such as rodent serum. Note that HAc quenching allows sampling of numerous time
points at early times when the concentration change is at its maximum.
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for each enkephalin was 15 nM for leucine enkephalin and 23 nM for methionine
enkephalin which allowed the full course of degradation to under roughly 1% of the original
starting concentration to be monitored. Studies of these enkephalins are relevant in their
own right as discussed in Chapter 6 but they also provide a benchmark for degradation
analysis by FIA-MSn for other peptides and peptide drug analogs.

The addition of

temperature control is an important step toward creating in vitro assays relevant to drug
development.
7.2.2

Stability Effects of Linker Sequence

The stability of three glycosylated peptide drug analogs with selective activity towards the
MOP were investigated by FIA-MSn at 37°C. These Opioid peptide analogs with the
sequence

Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-N-MePhe-X-X-Asn-Leu-Aib-Glu-Lys-Asn-Ala-Leu-Lys-[Ser-O-

glucoside]-NH2, where X-X is either a Gly-Gly, γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), or δaminovaleric acid (DAVA) are identical in the message and address sequences and in the
glycosylation sequence (Figure 7-1). Half-lives were determined by fitting these data with
single exponential decay curves, and found to have values between 2.7 and 5.3 minutes
in mouse serum at 37°C (Fig 7-4.). For these derivatives with it is hypothesized that
changing the linker between opioid target sequence and glycosylated c-terminal residue
of the peptide led to changes in its helicity, and thus the apparent half-life. Degradation
of these peptides in mouse serum at 37°C was monitored over 20 minutes (7-4a) and the
resulting traces were fit with a single exponential decay (R2 > 0.98 in all cases). The in
vitro half-life for each peptide are plotted in Figure 7-4b (error shown as 95% confidence
interval as determined by the single exponential fit). As the size of the linker grows, the
apparent half-life in serum increases from ~3 minutes to ~5 minutes. Owing to the Oglycosyl linkage at the C-terminal serine residue these peptides show excellent ion
transition efficiency The opioids compounds take on a +3 charge state a nominal m/z of
595, 605, and 610 for the GABA, DAVA, and Gly-Gly linker analogs respectively. Each of
these ions undergoes a predominant ion transition when fragmented by CID in an ion trap
which results fragments of 54 m/z charge less than the molecular ion. This corresponds
to the aforementioned cleavage of the O-glycosidic linkage at the C-terminal serine and
the following ion transitions GABA: 595 → 541, DAVA 605 → 551, Gly-Gly: 610 → 556.
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Figure 7-4. Degradation of Glycosylated EOP Analogs. The degradation of MOP
selective peptide drug analogs is studied to determine the effect of message-address
linker sequence (see Figure 7-2). The peptides were subjected to a high-throughput
degradation assay in mouse serum at 37°C using selective FIA-MS2 monitoring of
peptide signals (a). The degradation of these peptides proceeds to completion over a
20 minute period; data are fit using a single exponential decay model in order to extract
apparent half-lives in serum for the peptide sequences containing the GABA, DAVA,
and Gly-Gly (GG) linker (R2 = 0.9862, 9752, 9812 respectively). The apparent half-life
of the GABA and DAVA linkers (t1/2 = 2.80 ± 0.26, 3.4 ± 0.55, respectively) was
significantly shorter than the t1/2 = 5.3 ± 0.55 for the Gly-Gly linker (One-way ANOVA,
F2 = 9.640, P = 0.0494, Neuman-Keuls Multiple Comparisons q = 5.947 GABA vs GG,
q = 4.520 DAVA vs GG).
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7.2.3

Stability of PACAP 1-27 Analogs

The stability of native PACAP 1-27 and glycosylated PACAP analogs were analyzed. The
analogs are comprised of the native PACAP 1-26 sequence with replacement of the 27leucine residue for a 27-Serine (27 S). The C-terminus at residue 27 for both all species
is amidated but the 27 S residue is modified with an O-glycosyl linkage at the serine sidechain. Analogs with a glucose (Glc) and lactose (Lac) were investigated. Native PACAP
1-27 was analyzed by FIA-MS2 in mouse serum at 37°C with the following transition m/z
630→755 which corresponds to the fragmentation of the +5 charge state to a +4 charge
state and the cleavage of the C-terminal leucine at the amide bond (the b26+4 ion). The
glycosylated analogs were analyzed by FIA-MS3 under the same conditions which by the
following ion transitions: Glc. m/z 657→625→755; Lac m/z 690→625→755.

These

fragmentation pathways correspond to the loss of the glycosylation followed by the
cleavage of the C-terminal residue and are discussed in section 7.4.4.
Native PACAP is moderately stable in serum at 37°C with a half-life of 3.2 min (Figure 75a, black trace). The 27S-Lac analog degrades the most rapidly with a serum half-life at
physiological temperature of 2.3 min., possibly due to a combination of exoglycosidase
and peptidase activity (Figure 7-5a, blue trace).

The 27S-Glc analog shows robust

resistance to enzymatic degradation in mouse serum with a half-life of 9.8 minutes (Figure
7-5a, red trace). This stability indicates that the addition of a glucose moiety at the Cterminus may lead to inhibition of certain peptidases as well as not being as susceptible
to exoglycosidase activity as the lactose analog.7,24 This study indicates that the PACAP
27S-Glc analog is a promising candidate for intravenous drug delivery based upon its halflife being nearly thrice that of the native PACAP 1-27 (Figure 7-5b).
7.2.4

Sensitive and Selective Quantification of Glycosylated Peptide Analogs by

Nano LC-MSn
Degradation studies in serum can be conducted at relatively high concentration (100 nM
to 10 µM) However, while these concentrations are physiologically relevant in the blood
stream, they are orders of magnitude higher than would be encountered in CNS tissue
extracts or by in vivo microdialysis, where concentrations are expected in the pM to low
nM range.19 The gas-phase chemistry of PACAP 27S-Glc was robustly characterized by
CID fragmentation and high-resolution mass spectrometry using an Orbitrap mass
analyzer (Figure 7-6). The primary fragment ions of the +5 charge state of 27S-Glc (m/z
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Figure 7-5.

PACAP Analog Degradation Studies Reveal Distinct Stability

Advantages of Glycosylated Peptides.

The FIA-MS2 approach allows PACAP

provides insight into the stability of rationally designed analogs for therapeutic
application vs. the native sequence. Simultaneous determination of the stability of
peptides at 37°C in mouse serum (a) revealed that the 27 S-O-glucose analog (Glc, see
Figure 7-3) is superior based on the observation of apparent half-lives derived from
single exponential fits of the Native, Glc, and Lac analogs (R2 = 0.7570, 0.7238, 0.7174
respectively). The apparent half-lives for these species are 3.2 ± 0.84, 9.8 ± 3.3, and
2.3 ± 0.64 (b.) The stability of the Glc analog is highly statistically increased in
comparison with the Native or Lac analogs (One-way ANOVA, F2 = 12.91, P = 0.0067,
Holm-Sidak Multiple Comparison Test, Native vs. Glc: t5 = 4.073, P = 0.0069, Glc vs.
Lac: t5 = 4.668, P = 0.0069).
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657) appear at m/z 625.1276 and 781.1575. These ions are related and in fact correspond
to the +5 and +4 charge state for the PACAP 27 S species without the glucosyl linkage
(Figure 7-6 inset, lower right). Accurate mass confirms the structure of these ions includes
the serine side-chain hydroxyl group (error 0.16 ppm and 0.90 ppm respectively). A CID
breakdown curve (Figure 7-6 inset top right) indicates that approximately 80% of the ion
current associated with the molecular ion is converted to non-glycosylated +5 ion fragment
at m/z 625. Base on this a selective and sensitive approach for quantification of PACAP
analogs in these samples was developed using nano-LC MSn quantification (Figure 7-7).
Initial LC-MSn analysis revealed that all aforementioned PACAP species as well as the
PACAP 6-27 fragment can be separated and quantified simultaneously (Figure 7-7a). The
sensitivity for the Glc species is particularly good concentration detection limits of 30 pM
(Figure 7-7b). The mass spectra of the 4 species analyzed using this method are shown
(7-7c), revealing a symmetry between the MS2 transition of PACAP 1-27 and the 27 S Glc
and Lac MS3 transitions, all of which produce the fragment ion at m/z 755.
7.3

Discussion

A high-throughput separation-free assay for endogenous and synthetic peptides and their
analogs was developed using flow injection analysis and tandem mass spectrometry. The
system allows for rapid (2 min.) flow injection of samples to be performed which result in
quantitative signals from MS2 and MS3 fragmentation pathways. The technique is robust
and provides linear quantification of peptides with detection limits as low as 17 pM in the
case of leucine enkephalin. In general the linear dynamic range for peptide quantification
spans 100 nM to 10 µM which is exactly the relevant concentration range for peptide drug
candidates introduced into the blood stream. The assay is used to study peptides as they
degrade from initial concentrations of ~ 10 µM in mouse or rat serum. Investigation of the
temperature dependence of enkephalins in mouse serum at room temperature and
physiological temperature showed marked decrease in the physical half-lives for both
leucine and methionine enkephalin. Methionine enkephalin degrades more rapidly which
may be a result oxidation of the methionine residue or increased activity of peptidases at
the C-terminal residue.23,25 The assay was expanded to glycosylated opioid peptide
analogs by using an MS2 fragmentation approach which resulted in high efficiency in the
cleavage of the O-glycosidic bond. Variation of the linker amino acid revealed that as the
size of the linker increased from GABA to Gly-Gly, the serum half-life increased from 3
minutes to 5 minutes. It is hypothesized that in Gly-Gly residue allows for increased
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Figure 7-6. Dissociation of the O-glycosidic Bond Allows Sensitive and Selective
MSn Measurements of Glycosylated Peptide Drug Candidates. The cleavage of the
O-glycosidic bond in high charge state peptide analogs is observed under CID
fragmentation conditions. An MS2 fragmentation mass spectrum is shown to illustrate
the significance of the gas-phase chemistry of glycosylated peptides.
transitions for the +5 charge state of PACAP 27-S-Glucoside (m/z

The ion

657.5380) is

dominated by the formation of an ion at m/z 625.1276 with a secondary fragment ion
appearing at m/z 781.1582 with ion transition efficiency of over 80% (as seen in the CID
breakdown curve, top right).

Accurate mass measurements in an Orbitrap mass

analyzer (red boxes) confirm that this occurs due to cleavage at the glycosidic bond.
Because of the high efficiency of this transition selective yet sensitive MS2 and MS3
measurements of the glycosylated PACAP species are possible.
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helicity of the peptide sequence which leads to lower activity of peptidases which target
denatured (ahelical) peptide sequences.26

Glycosylated PACAP analogs were also

studied by FIA-MS3 which revealed the surprisingly stability of PACAP 27S-Glc (t1/2 = 9.8
min.). The experiments were performed in a shotgun format in which multiple peptides
were simultaneously analyzed. It is possible that the apparent increase in the Glc analog
stability is a combination of resistance to the peptidase activity because of the
glycosylataion as well as the possible degradation of the Lac analog by exoglycosidases
into the Glc analog by hydrolysis of the glycosidic linkage between galactose and
glucose.27 If this were true it could mean that the biological half-life of the Lac analog is
actually superior to that of the Glc analog because it is degraded into a more stable
species, thus acting as a pre-prodrug which has biological activity after enzymatic activity
has altered its structure. Taken together these results show that FIA-MSn is a valuable
rapid screening approach for peptide drug candidates based upon their chemical stability
in serum. These experiments should be expanded to degradation studies in CSF fluid in
order to understand the stability of the peptides after they cross the blood barrier. Such
experiments have already been described for enkephalins (Figure 6-2) and will prove
useful for painting the complete picture of peptide drug stability.
To understand the penetration of peptide drugs into the CNS across the Blood-Brain
Barrier, an even more sensitive and selective approach is required. Nano LC-MSn offers
the ability to separate and quantify peptides at levels between 1 pM and 10 nM. This
spans a concentration range that is relevant for monitoring peptide drugs as they cross
into the brain at concentrations that may be much lower than initial dosing due to
degradation in the blood stream and resistance to BBB penetration.6 This combined with
the inherently low recoveries of microdialysis, a technique well suited for in vivo monitoring
of BBB penetration will require such detection limits. Four PACAP species were studied
using high-resolution tandem mass spectrometry to identify the fragmentation pathways
occurring by CID in ion traps. This allows for careful tuning of the instrument to produce
high ion transition efficiencies for glycosylated PACAP analog (35-80%). This resulted in
a detection limit of 30 pM for PACAP 27S-Glc. The nano LC-MS methods described in
this chapter will be utilized for shotgun microdialysis studies of these opioid peptide
analogs and PACAP analogs in vivo for the determination of BBB penetration.
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Figure 7-7. Sensitive and Selective Measurements of PACAP and its Glycosylated
Analogs by Nano LC-MSn. To further the investigations of peptide drugs candidate
analogs of PACAP, the Native PACAP 1-27 (PAC1 agonist) and PACAP 6-27 (PAC1
competitive antagonist) were quantified using a nano LC-MS3. This approach allowed
for separation and simultaneous quantification of Native, Glc, and Lac in 10 µL, as would
be encountered in in vivo microdialysis recovery of peptides (a). The MS2 spectrum for
native PACAP, and the MS3 spectra of Glc and Lac are shown and interestingly, all
results in the same primary fragment ion at 755 m/z, corresponding to the b26+4 ion (c).
The Glucose analog was particularly amenable to trace quantification due to the high
efficiency ion transition during CID fragmentation. The quantified extracted MS3 Peak
area is plotted against effective amol of injected material (b). Concentration detection
limits of 30 pM (300 amol) were obtained.
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7.4

Methods

7.4.1

Peptide Synthesis

Peptide and glycopeptide assembly was accomplished using a combination of manual
and automated peptide methods.2,8 The C-terminal amino acids were loaded onto FmocRink resin (Advanced ChemTech, Louisville, KY, USA) at 0.1 mmol/g resin loading in 25
mL fritted syringes. Initially, the resin was swelled using dimethylformamide (DMF, ~5 mL
solvent per gram resin), agitating at RT for two minutes (x2). A solution of 2% DBU and
3% piperidine in DMF (v:v) was introduced and agitated for 5 minutes, refreshed, and
agitated for an additional 10 minutes. The resin was washed with DMF (x5), and finally
with N-methylpyrrolidine (NMP). In a separate vial, Fmoc--OGlc(OAc)4-Ser-OH (0.12
mmol, 1.2 eq) was dissolved in 5 mL NMP, and HOBt•H2O (0.13 mmol, 1.3 eq) was added
and allowed to mix for 5 minutes. Condensing agent DIC (0.26 mmol, 2.6 eq) was then
added, and mixed for 5 minutes. This solution was added to the resin and agitated for 10
minutes. Next, the syringe was placed in a microwave (Emerson 900W Microwave –
MW9338SB) set to power level 1 and irradiated for 10 minutes, stopping to shake the
syringe every 90 seconds. The syringe was then agitated at RT for an additional 30
minutes. The resin was washed with NMP (x1), DMF (x5), and CH2Cl2 (x5), and dried in
vacuo overnight. Peptides and glycopeptides also were assembled on a Prelude® Peptide
Synthesizer (Protein Technologies, Inc., Tucson, AZ, USA) using the reaction scheme that
follows: Rink resin (100 mg) was placed into the fritted reaction vessels (RVs). Amino
acids were dissolved in DMF at 250 mM concentration, HATU at 375 mM, and TMP at
3M. The following steps were performed for coupling: DMF Top Wash (1.5 mL, 2 min mix
and drain; x6), Deprotection (2% DBU/3% piperidine in DMF; 1.5 mL, 4 min mix and drain;
8 min mix and drain), DMF Top Wash (1.5 ml, 2 min mix and drain; x5), Amino Acid
Building Block (0.950 mL, 30 sec mix), Activator 1 (HATU, 0.650 mL, 30 sec mix), Base
(TMP, 0.300 mL, 35 min mix and drain), DMF Top Wash (1.5 mL, 2 min mix and drain;
x2). After coupling aspartic acid D7, the deprotection solution was changed to 0.1 M
HOBt•H2O/5% piperazine in DMF to minimize aspartimide formation.
7.4.2

Flow-Injection Analysis by Tandem Mass Spectrometry

To study the rate at which peptide concentrations are depleted after drug administration,
a separation-free mass spectrometry based approach was developed. A flow injection
(FI) apparatus is coupled to the electrospray ionization (ESI) source of a quadrupole ion-
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trap mass spectrometer (QIT) to enable tandem mass spectrometry (MSn) monitoring of
peptides (Figure 7-8). Peptides (> 95% purity) are dissolved in water and spiked into
serum incubated at 37⁰C to achieve initial concentrations of ~10 µM. 10 microliter aliquots
of the serum with peptide are removed at specific time intervals (30s – 10 min.) and
enzymatic activity is quenched by the introduction of acetic acid to a final concentration of
5% (v/v). To prepare the samples for mass spectrometry analysis, a C18 ZipTip procedure
is used to desalt the sample, which is then eluted using a suitable ESI solution such as
1:1 H2O/ACN with 0.1% (v/v) formic acid. A 10 µL sample volume is injected via a 6-port
valve and typical analysis occurs in less two-minutes per sample. As many as six peptides
can be monitored quantitatively by MSn during each sample injection, allowing for highthroughput analysis of several peptides to be carried out simultaneously. The synthetic
[D-Ala2, D-leu5]-Enkephalin or DADLE was chosen as an internal standard analog of Leu
or Met-Enkephalin. In addition to having nearly identical hydrophobicity and molecular
weight to the endogenous enkephalins, it undergoes the same gas-phase ion transitions
after CID activation: MS3 spectra of Leu-Enkephalin (LE) and DADLE are overlaid to
show the highly similar, but mass shifted spectra (top left). Enkephalins at concentrations
in excess of 1 µM tend to form gas-phase dimers when undergoing ESI and leads to ‘rolloff’ in signal at high. At a 10V declustering potential the protonated monomer ( M+H)
achieves maximum signal due to the reduction of dimers while minimizing source
fragmentation and formation of the a4+ and related ions. The result of these method
improvements is that FI-MSn linear range from 100 nM to 2 µM (R2 = 0.98), with instrument
detection limits approaching 10 nM for the enkephalins.
7.4.3

Peptide Degradation Studies

Peptide degradation was studied using flow injection (FI) multistage mass spectrometry
(MSn). Enkephalins were loaded into mouse serum (mSer) at ~ 10 µM concentrations.
Following extraction and desalting using C-18 Ziptip samples were analzed by FI-MSn at
subsequent time intervals. The technique was first characterized in serum using an
immediate extraction and analysis.

Overall, similar results were obtained for Met-

Enkephalin. To further expand the utility of FI-MSn analysis of peptide degradation, the
effect of temperature was studied at ambient conditions (~25°C) and temperature
controlled 37°C. Data were fit using a single exponential model (R2 > 0.83 in all cases,
usually > 0.93) and apparent half-lives in mouse serum were extracted (see insets). Metenkephalin degrades faster than Leu-enkephalin, and the effect of temperature can be
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Figure 7-8. Instrumentation Block Diagram Flow-Injection Analysis by Tandem
Mass Spectrometry (FIA-MSn). This separation-free approach utilizes a rapid sample
introduction system to injection small volume samples (10 µL) into a fluid stream of ESI
compatible solution at a constant flow rate of 30 µL/min. Ionization of the sample occurs
in an ESI source followed by gas-phase analysis of peptide ions (a). The resulting MSn
data spectra can be analyzed by extraction and integration of the relevant fragment ion
m/z which results in robust linear quantification for peptides between 100 nM and 10 pM
(b). An FIA-MS3 trace for Leucine-Enkephalin is shown (c). The entire FIA analysis
occurs rapidly, within 2 minutes and the resulting integrated flow injection signal (shaded
area) is used for quantification.
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seen with both peptides. The observed effect of temperature, in combination with the
previously explored HAc preservation results (Figure 6-2) leads to the deduction that
enzymatic activity is playing major role in peptide degradation. This does not discount
other factors affecting apparent peptide concentration including adsorption to surfaces
over time and solution-phase association with carrier proteins. Although we have shown
through HAc preservation that whatever the mechanism of enkephalin degradation is can
be negated in highly active media such as rodent serum. Note that HAc quenching allows
sampling of numerous time points at early times when the concentration change is at its
maximum.
7.4.4

Nano-LC-MSn Quantification of Glycosylated PACAP Analogs

Study of the fragmentation of PACAP analogs was conducted by continuous infusion of
peptides at 3 nM concentration at 300 nL/min with electrospray ionization using a Thermo
Hybrid-Ion Trap-Orbitrap Mass Spectrometer. Nano LC-MSn was conducted using 10 cm
100 µm diameter C18 columns with a gradient mobile phase consisting of 0.1% TFA(aq)
and acetonitrile. The three most abundant charge states for each analytes are isolated
and fragmented in the LIT. Subsequent fragmentation of the recurring fragment ions
results in MS3 spectra in with much lower signal to noise than the MS2 spectra. These ion
transitions are detailed in appendix C. Chromatographic separation of peptides was
performed using a Easy-nLC II capillary liquid chromatography system (Thermo Scientific,
Boston MA) and associated columns described in 6.4.9. Briefly, 10 µL samples were
loaded by the chromatography system and a gradient elution over 15 minutes of pure
aqueous FA (0.1% v/v) to 95% ACN increased at 10% CAN/min. was used to rapidly elute
the peptides (Figure 7-8) at a flow rate of 500 nL/min. Ionization was achieved using ESI
Chip technology (Triversa Nanomate, Advion Inc., Ithaca, NY) at a voltage of 1.8-2.05 kV.
The primary charge state for PACAP 27S-Glc and 27S-Lac was +5 under these
chromatographic and ionization conditions which was isolated and fragmented which
yielded 35-80% ion conversion to the PACAP 27S b27+5 ion (cleavage of O-glycosyl bond).
This was achieved at low relative collision energies in the LIT (25%) Subsequent isolation
of the primary fragment ion at m/z 625 and secondary fragmentation resulted in MS3
spectra dominated by the b26+4 ion at m/z 755. Accurate mass confirmation of the structure
assignment was conducted by isolation an analysis of each ion in the Orbitrap mass
analyzer with a nominal resolving power of 60,000. Linear calibration curves over 1 order1
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of magnitude were obtained through serial dilution from a stock solution of 3 nM
concentration three levels between 30 pM and 300 pM
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Directions in Neurochemical Problem
Solving
8.1

Impact of the Multidimensional Resolution Paradigm

Analytical tools drive discovery in chemical and molecular neuroscience.

In Vivo

measurements push the limits of spatial, temporal, and chemical resolution in chemical
measurements. Techniques capable of high levels of chemical resolution, particularly
mass spectrometry, require tremendous investments in personnel and financial resources
particularly when targeted towards in vivo dynamics of neuroactive substances.1
Neuroscientists seeking answers specific questions about neuropeptide signaling in
disease models must be aware of these advantages and limitations of different techniques
before investing resources toward a desired outcome.
Multidimensional resolution charts allow quantitative ranking and comparison of
neurochemical measurement techniques so that the complex multivariate decision making
that underlies the design of experiments for in vivo studies (Figure 8-1). For instance,
while in vivo microdialysis and HPLC with amperometric detection remain a gold standard
for the measurement of biogenic amine neurotransmitters,2 this technique is limited in
spatial resolution of the sampling probe and temporally by the time required to collect
sufficient material for analysis (8-1a). Microdialysis with LC-MS2 can also measure DA
levels but it lacks sufficient resolution and is even more costly. These microdialysis
techniques, while capable of monitoring basal levels of DA, use probes too bulky to fit
within the Substantia Nigra, a brain region in which basal DA levels are critically impaired
in Parkinson’s disease patients.3
The while FSCV appears to have the required resolution criteria (8-1a, blue trace), it is a
background subtracted technique that is incapable of monitoring basal DA levels. The
advancements of FSCAV (Chapter 5) have allowed for the basal DA levels to be monitored
on timescales relevant to pharmacological and deep brain stimulation treatments and may
lead to improved therapies (9-1a, green trace).4
Measurements of endogenous opioid neuropeptides (Chapter 6) are difficult because of
their extremely low concentrations and chemical structure.5 Techniques such as mass
spectrometry provide the sensitivity and selectivity to positively identify neuropeptides
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Figure 8-1. Expanding the Impact of the Multidimensional Resolution Ranking
System by Identifying and Addressing Analytical Deficiencies. The Substantia
Nigra is a brain region that is heavily affected by dopaminergic cell death in Parkinson’s
disease patients (a). Recently developed, FSCAV is the only technique that truly allows
basal DA measurements in the small brain region on minute timescales. Monitoring
cortical NP concentrations in the ACC could only be achieved through online
preservation because low concentrations and degradation reduced the effective spatial
resolution of traditional microdialysis to larger than the brain region itself. Monitoring
fast enkephalin signaling the ACC will require faster sampling by increasing the
sensitivity of MS.
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structurally and quantify at low pM levels. However, despite the sensitivity of MS the
amount of analyte recovered by microdialysis is minimal and large probes and long
sampling times are used to collect sufficient material. Traditional microdialysis failed
provide sufficiently low spatial resolution to probe the ACC because concentrations were
too low and rapidly degrading for the requisite small microdialysis probes to recover
enough material (Figure 8-1b, grey vs. blue trace). Online microdialysis allowed the
spatial resolution (and arguably temporal) of the technique to be salvaged for dynamic in
vivo measurements (8-1b green vs. blue).
These comparisons of chemical neuroscience problems with existing and emerging
techniques exemplify how the multidimensional resolution paradigm can be used to
identify deficiencies in analytical methodologies and drive innovation. Yet unanswered
questions remain, for which analytical techniques are currently lacking in temporal and
spatial resolution, particularly in the area of fast signaling dynamics for neuropeptides (81b, red trace). To probe this neuroanalytical challenge clever method developments which
increase the sensitivity of mass spectrometry measurements may allow for more rapid
collection of enkephalins on the minute timescale.
8.2

Pushing the Limits of Detection towards Single Cell Quantification

The limits of detection will ultimately constrain the spatial and temporal resolution of
analytical techniques. The vastly complex chemical space of the nervous system and the
rapid dynamics of neurotransmitters on subsecond to minute timescales in volumes only
a few nL have demanded perhaps the most difficult to achieve detection limits in any field
of inquiry.

Neuroanalytical chemists must necessarily concern themselves with the

measurement of a few zeptomoles to perhaps a hundred attomoles of analyte to provide
relevant in vivo measurements. Chapters two through five are concerned with increasing
signal to noise in electrochemical measurement by either reducing stochastic noise with
improved signal processing6 (Figure 2-3), engineering advanced systems interfaces to
eliminate systematic noise (Figure 3-2), confining volumes for 100% coloumetric efficiency
(Figure 4-3), or carefully controlling adsorption electrode surfaces and increasing
sensitivity (Figure 5-1).7 For Electrochemical Cytometry and FSCAV the limits of detection
towards dopamine are 30 zmol and 650 zmol or about 20,000 and 400,000 molecules
respectively.

Based on the work described in chapter six, the detection limits for

endogenous opioid peptides are approaching the zeptomole level (Leucine enkephalin 1.4
amol). It is conceivable and worthwhile to explore both CE and nano-LC single cell
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Figure 8-2.

Microscopic View of a Single-cell Injection Platform for CE-

Amperometry. In (a) the relative position of the Pt wire electrode for HV CE (1) is
shown relative to the separation capillary (2) under a 10x magnification objective (scale
750 µm). The red highlight area around the separation capillary (b) is viewed under 20x
magnification to illustrate the ability of alignment of the capillary with single cells (scale
150 µm).

This single-cell injection platform is fully integrated with the zeptomole

quantification platform describe in Chapter 3.
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introductions with tandem MS analysis. Targeted quantification of specific peptides may
prove useful and the possibility of true single-cell proteomics is tantalizing.8
8.3

Expanding In Vivo Neuropeptide Measurements

The chemical resolution attained by LC-MS2 approaches is unmatched and the
concentration detection limits are paralleled only by radioimmunoassay. However pushing
the limits of detection in mass spectrometry is critical for expanding the temporal and
spatial resolution of this technique. Based on the results presented in chapter 6 it is
feasible to presume that improvements in temporal or spatial resolution may be possible
if improved recoveries of enkephalins are made possible through advances in sampling
techniques. The challenge and significance of pursuing this research is illustrated in
Figure 8-3. In general we can only speculate about the true concentration dynamics of
enkephalins but it is presumable that, they are released at high concentrations (1-100 nM)
at a few localized neurons leading to modulation of the surrounding few dozen synapses
on second timescales.

The residual concentration measured by microdialysis are

convoluted in time and space by dilution and metabolism such that they appear artificially
low.9 Small push-pull perfusion probes are being fabricated and explored to analysis of
nM concentrations of neurotransmitters, but these may be found lacking for neuropeptide
analysis at low pM concentrations.10 The continued use of larger push-pull probes (c.a.
200 µm.) with sample recovery efficiencies above 50% could allow for monitoring of
enkephalin levels on the single minute timescale.11 Give the relatively low-throughput
nature of nano-LC-MS experiments (30 -60 minutes per sample), increasing the number
of data points to once per minute would result in experiments that lasted 10-20 x longer
than are currently performed. This could be addressed by honing in on specific 20-60
minute timeframes during which behavioral or pharmacological stimulation is investigated.
Continued advancements in mass spectrometry instrumentation will no doubt lead to
sensitivity improvements as well, for a price that must be balanced by the significance of
the results.
8.4

Targeted Quantification of Neuropeptides in Animal Models of Chronic Pain

Development of online preservation microdialysis enabled measurement of stimulated
release of enkephalins in the anterior cingulate cortex, a region of the brain deeply
involved in pain signaling in the corticolimbitc circuit.12

The ultimate motivation for

developing a robust nano-LC-MS3 quantification was to study the dynamic secretion and
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Figure 8-3. Comparison of in Vivo EOP Concentrations to Affinities for the MOP
and DOP. The in vivo concentration estimates for ME and LE in the ACC appear
incongruous with the nM binding affinities these species demonstrate for the MOP and
DOP. Both ME and LE demonstrate similar affinities for the MOP receptor and slightly
high affinities (lower Ki) for the DOP. The presence of endomorphin II at ~1 nM
concentrations in the ACC suggests that it may be occupying MOP.

The in vivo

concentration estimates for enkephalins suggest that either massive increases (10-100
fold) in extracellular concentration levels would be needed for MOP and DOP activation.
This may well be happening on a local scale of a few dozen synapses which respond
to enkephalin modulation on the order of several seconds to a minute.
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metabolism of enkephalins in this brain region as related to pain signaling and analgesic
effects of new medicines. Studies of the levels of enkephalins at ambient background
levels and based on their dynamics changes in response to salient stimuli are underway
using online preservation microdialysis with amol quantification of enkephalins using nano
LC-MS3. Preliminary results comparing the background levels of methionine and leucine
enkephalin in control animals (Sham) and animals subjected to a chronic pain model of
sciatic nerve ligation (SNL) are shown in Figure 8-4. Fascinatingly the leucine background
leucine enkephalin levels for the SNL animal are 5 to 10 times larger than for the Sham
control group and the methionine enkephalin levels are constant. This may indicate that
the proposed regulation of enkephalin levels through expression of the proenkephalin
gene (PENK) are insufficient to explain enkephalin dynamics in the ACC.

The

prodynorphin gene (PDYN) encodes 3 copies of the leucine enkephalin sequence and
none for methionine enkephalin (n = 2 animals per cohort). The emerging hypothesis is
that there is an upregulation of PDYN within subpopulations of neurons in the ACC13,14 as
a result of chronic pain. This dynamic response to chronic pain may be modulated through
non-opiate analgesics and the drug gabapentin is being studied for its dynamic effects on
enkephalin levels in the ACC using online microdialysis and nano LC-MS3. Future studies
to expand the peptides quantified by nano LC-MS3 to include the dynorphin peptide gene
products of PDYN as well as genetic control studies could confirm this hypothesis and
lead to targeted modulation of pain signaling in the corticolimbic circuit.
8.5

Shotgun Microdialysis: High Throughput Screening for Neurotherapeutics

Enkephalins represent an important class of endogenous neuropeptides involved in the
regulation of opioid receptor activity.15 However these molecules also represent ideal
candidates for tandem mass spectrometry-based quantification due to their ideal gasphase chemistry under collision induced dissociation conditions. Other neuropeptides and
peptide drug analogs of interest generally exhibit much higher detection limits which often
prevents robust quantification at the low pM levels with which they are recovered in
microdialysis sampling. Encouragingly the gas phase chemistry of glycosylated peptide
drug analogs, an important class of potential neurotherapeutics, exhibit high ion transition
efficiency during MS2 analysis and enabling highly selective MS3 analysis as well.16
Targeted screening of the blood-brain barrier penetration of glycosylated drug analogs
represents an analytical challenge which is typically quantified based on apparent activity
through behavioral monitoring in animal models.
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A more robust approach to BBB

penetration studies based upon microdialysis sampling and direct nano LC-MS
quantification of these species is now feasible due to online preservation microdialysis
and detailed study of the gas-phase chemistry of these compounds. Initial studies have
shown 30 pM detection limits for glycosylated PACAP analogs which is sufficient to allow
quantitative monitoring of low nM and pM concentrations in the extracellular space of the
rodent central nervous system. The ability to monitor multiple species simultaneously with
high specificity leads to the proposed “shotgun” blood-brain barrier penetration studies
which will increase the throughput with which peptide-based drug candidates can be
qualified and improved.
8.6

In Vivo Neuroproteomics

Proteomic analysis of tissues has become an indispensable tool for studying differentiated
gene expression of proteins, enzymes, and peptides.17 Molecular neuroscience benefits
from proteomic workflows in that they can identify and ostensibly quantify selected peptide
fragments from digested proteins expressed in particular subregions of the brain. A typical
proteomic workflow may be initiated with whole tissue which is homogenized and the
proteins extracted subsequent differential gel electrophoresis (DIGE). Specific protein
bands from the gel are then excised and subjected to enzymatic digestions (i.e. trypsin)
followed by data-dependent LC-MS2 analysis to obtain mass spectra for digested
peptides. These amino acid sequence for a given peptide is obtained using algorithms
designed to piece together specific m/z fragmentation patterns in the spectrum, and this
information is submitted to a database search for protein sequence homology. The
complexity of this workflow can actually be greatly simplified by using an in vivo proteomics
approach in which microdialysis is used to selectively collect a screened proteome in
which only soluble proteins in the extracellular fluid with sufficiently low molecular weights
are collected.18 Initial results of tryptic digest and LC-MS2 analysis of dialysate from the
ACC of an awake and freely moving rat indicate cellular growth and repair activity by the
presence of actins, tubulins, and plakoglobins indicate cellular growth activity around the
microdialysis probe, and the formation of tight junctions. Additionally the C-terminal
peptide of neuroendocrine protein 7B2, also known as secretogranin 5 was discovered in
the ACC. Secretogranins are known markers for neurosecretory activity including the
cellular processing and secretion of neuropeptides.19 Secretogranin 5 acts as a molecular
chaperone for the enzyme proprotein convertase 2 (PC2) which is directed towards
secretory vesicles in the Trans-Golgi Network and becomes active when the C-terminal
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Figure 8-4. Effects of the SNL Chronic Pain Model on Basal Enkephalin Levels in
the ACC. Partial sciatic nerve ligation at the fifth lumbar nerve (L5) results in chronic
pain signaling in the rodent model. The SNL rodent pain model is frequently used for
the study of behavioral responses to pain and analgesia. Fundamental understanding
of this pain model involve exploration of the neuroactive species involved in the
corticolimbic circuit including leucine enkephalin (LE) and methionine enkephalin (ME):
endogenous opioid neuropeptides regulated by the PENK and PDYN genes.
Preliminary results from online-preservation microdialysis and nano LC-MS3 monitoring
of these neuropeptides reveals a striking increase in leucine enkephalin levels in the
ACC as a result of SNL surgery as compared with control (Sham) animals.
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peptide of secretogranin 5 is cleaved.19♣ These findings indicate rapid cellular growth
surrounding the microdialysis probe as well as active secretory activity from neuronal
tissue (Table 8-1). Furthermore, in vivo neuroproteomics experiments can be conducted
immediately prior to or following targeted nano LC-MSn quantification of neuropeptides
and the results of the two experiments can be correlated.
8.7

Concluding Remarks

Addressing the neurochemical problem requires that new analytical tools be developed
and applied for in vitro and in vivo experiments which deepen our understanding of
fundamental molecular processes. The ultimate goal for much of this research is applied
translational medicine: converting our growing understanding of neural communication to
address the significant pathologies experienced by human beings including chronic pain,
traumatic injury, and neurodegenerative disease. Achieving these goals requires the
design of elegant experiments in which tools with the appropriate chemical, spatial, and
temporal resolution are applied. The work presented in this dissertation represents a
continued application of the multidimensional resolution paradigm for neuroanalytical
measurement to improve the sensitivity of electrochemical and mass spectrometry
measurements of neuroactive substances and expand the spatial and temporal resolution
of existing techniques. Improvements in data processing with the real-time oversampling
filter have reduced stochastic noise in analytical separations by an order of magnitude.
Zeptomole measurements of biogenic amine neurotransmitters in synaptic vesicles have
been enabled through extensive optimization of capillary electrophoresis and carbon-fiber
microelectrode techniques.

To expand the diversity of detection platforms for high

chemical resolution CE experiments, PEDOT:Tosylate band electrodes were interfaced
through a hybrid microfluidic device and a predictive model was described which allowed
the 100% coulometric efficiency detection to be achieved.

Fast-scan controlled-

adsorption voltammetry was developed and the fundamental adsorption processes were
characterized to allow greatly improved temporal and spatial resolution for basal DA
measurements. Femptomolar detection limits for endogenous opioid neuropeptides were
achieved through optimization nano LC-MS3 on an commercially available proteomics
workflow instrument.

The invention of online preservation microdialysis allowed for

improved spatial resolution in microdialysis monitoring of EOP dynamics so that the small
cross-section of the ACC could be accessed and monitored. Stimulated release and rapid
metabolism of enkephalins were monitored: evidence that these neuropeptides behave as
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Table 8-1 In Vivo Proteomic Profile of the Rat ACC as Sampled by Online Preservation Microdialysis

neurotransmitters in the ACC. The MOP agonist endomorphin II was measured in vivo
for the first time in the brain of a rat, giving credence to theories about the significance of
endomorphins in regulation of the opioid system. This online preservation technology,
combined with rapid separation-free stability assays is being used to develop and
characterize glycosylated peptide-based therapeutics for the treatment of chronic pain and
Parkinson’s disease. In vivo studies of EOP dynamics in rodent chronic pain models are
underway and leading to surprising findings about opioid regulation in the ACC and
allowing new non-opioid analgesics to be studied in terms of their effects on the molecular
circuitry of corticolimbic pain pathways. All in vivo studies will be complimented by the
gleaning of information about the local proteome in the brain of living animals and using
this molecular neuroscience information to develop better tools, better models, and better
therapeutic treatments.
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Appendix A.
Real-time Oversampling Software

For all experiments representative noise histograms were constructed.

For

electrophoretic separation experiments noise was distributed randomly and noise
histograms were fit by Gaussians (Figure A-1 A). Noise recorded from a white noise
generator also was also distributed randomly both with and without oversampling (Figure
A-1 C). A bit-noise-limited signal produced noise which had a distribution that was could
not be fit well by a Gaussian function. This is not unexpected due to the limited number
quantity of the least significant bit. However when the signal was oversampled and
averaged the distribution again appeared Gaussian (Figure A-1 B).
The real-time oversampling filter could was implemented using software written in
LabVIEW (Figure A-2) An analog input voltage is defined, corresponding to one of the
particular analog input channels on the analog to digital converter. The sample rate is
defined using the DAQmx timing VI. It is important to set the buffer size to at least twice
the size of the maximum sampling rate to avoid overflow of physical memory. The voltage
output being measured is written to memory as a time varying waveform and the data
stored in an array. The voltage component of the waveform array is selected and the
voltage data over a time interval is summed and then averaged using a for loop which
iterates until the time interval is complete. The output from this for loop is the oversampled
and averaged voltage value. In order to maintain the proper timing when recording the
average data a time counter which tracks how many data points are to be recorded per
second and outputs the appropriate time value. The averaged voltage data and the time
data are written continuously to arrays which are then combined and output to a waveform
graph so that the experimenter can visualize the data as it is recorded.
The experimental parameters controlled in software which affects the degree of
oversampling and averaging are the ADC sample rate, the data recording rate and the
read time. The ADC sample rate should be chosen in accordance with the maximum
analog to digital sampling rate and should always be at least as large as the data recording
rate. The data recording rate should be chosen according to the Nyquist criterion as
applied to the frequency content of the experiment being performed. The read time is a
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multiplicative factor which affects the amount of data being processed before written to
file.

It can typically be left at 1 second.

The LabVIEW code is available online:

http://heienlab.org/. To use this program to acquire data first set the parameters to the
desired values, which will largely be determined by the capabilities of your analog to digital
converter. Clicking on ‘Start Run’ will prompt the user for a file path and begin data
acquisition from the specified analog input channel. Data collection will stop when the
user clicks ‘Abort Collection’ and the program will stop running when the user clicks ‘Exit.’
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Figure A-1.

Representative Noise Histograms for Each Experiment Set.

Histograms in red are for experiments performed with no oversampling.

In blue

histograms corresponding to n = 40000 (1 MHz sampling are shown).

Panel A

histograms were constructed for 5s intervals of the baseline of the electrophoresis
separation. The histogram is plotted as deviation about the mean current signal of the
baseline in pA. In B and C the noise in a voltage signal from a 100.0 mV output from a
precision voltage source and the white noise generated by a software program are
plotted respectively.
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oversampling and averaging.

Figure A-2. Real-time Oversampling LabVIEW Code. This panel of the event structure contains the algorithm for

Appendix B.
Diffusional Electrochemical Cytometry

Experimental Description
Vesicles were prepared by lyophilizing EggPC and Cholesterol from chloroform solution
at a 80:20 mol ratio. They were rehydrated for 20 min. with a solution containing 200 mM
dopamine, 5 mM ascorbic acid (as an antioxidant) in HEPES buffer(100 mM HEPES pH
7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, and 2 mM MgSO4). This preparation was
ultrasonicated for 2 min. at 45°C prior to subjection to 5x freeze-thaw cycles. Following
this the vesicular suspension was extruded at 45°C through a dual-layer polycarbonate
100 nm track-etch membrane (21 passes). Extruded vesicles were subjected to dialysis
through a 10,000 MW cutoff dialysis cassette in ultra high purity water to 2 hours.
This solution was diluted 10,000x in HEPES buffer prior to analysis by diffusional
electrochemical cytometry. Multiple carbon fiber microelectrodes were fabricated (T-40,
50 µm length) and +500 mV was applied vs. Ag/AgCl wire reference electrode and placed
in solution.
Samples were analyzed using a 96-well plate format, with a new well utilized for each
analysis. Several experimental controls were run with multiple electrodes:
1. Blank HEPES buffer
2. Blank Liposomes (prepared as above without DA or AA added)
3. 200 mM DA liposomes
4. Post liposome HEPES buffer
5. 200 mM DA w/out lipid
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Figure B-1. Blank HEPES and Negative Control LUVs Show No Events

Figure B-2. Single-Vesicle Like Events for DA Encapsulating LUVS and Post
Rinse
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Figure B-3. Single-Vesicle Like Events for Solutions at DA Negative Control
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Appendix C.
Mass Spectra

Figure C-1. PACAP 1-27 Native CID Breakdown Curves. Breakdown of the +4
charge state (left) and +5 charge state (right).

Figure C-2. PACAP 1-27 S-Glc CID Breakdown Curves. MS2 CID breakdown of the
+5 ion (m/z 657). MS3 CID breakdown of the +5 fragment at 625.
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Figure C-3. PACAP 1-27 S-Lac CID Breakdown Curves. MS2 CID breakdown of the
+5 ion (m/z 690). MS3 CID breakdown of the +5 fragment at 625.

Figure C-4. PACAP RLRR S-Glc CID Breakdown Curves. MS2 CID breakdown of
the +5 ion (m/z 671). MS3 CID breakdown of the +5 fragment at 638.
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Figure C-5. CID Breakdown Curves for VIP. MS2 CID breakdown of the +5 ion (m/z
674) of Native VIP 1-28 (top left). MS2 CID breakdown for VIP 28 S-Glc in the +5 charge
state (m/z 712) top right. MS3 CID breakdown for VIP 28 S-Glc fragment at m/z 679
(bottom left). MS2 CID breakdown for VIP 28 S-Lac at m/ 744.7.
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Figure C-6. PACAP S-Glc Fragmentation. MS2 spectra of CID fragmentation for the
+2 ion at m/z 1642.

Figure C-7. PACAP S-Lac Fragmentation. MS2 spectra of CID fragmentation for the
+2 ion at m/z 1722.7.
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Figure C-8. PACAP S-Glc Fragmentation II. MS2 spectra of CID fragmentation for
the +3 ion at m/z 1095 with detailed fragment ion assignments.
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